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A B S T R A C T

Blood flow and its regulation, as well as hemodynamics in general,
are important for the health of tissues, and hence, the measure-
ment of these quantities has many applications in research and clin-
ical environments. Various optical techniques are attractive for the
measurement of blood flow since they are often non- or minimally-
invasive, continuous and are relatively inexpensive. During my PhD
I have contributed to the monitoring of blood flow in experimental
animal models with the construction of a multimodal device, based
on laser speckle flowmetry and optical intrinsic signals, capable of
measuring superficial microvascular cerebral blood flow, blood oxy-
genation and blood volume for translational research. This device
was applied in animal models of ischemic stroke and is flexible to
be modified and used for other purposes. In doing so, I have devel-
oped new experimental methods and image processing protocols
that allowed us to perform longitudinal studies where the animal
can be removed from the device several times. Furthermore, this
device has been used as a tool in a multi-disciplinary study to under-
stand the role of the Mannose-binding lectin protein in reperfusion
injury after an ischemic stroke in animal models. This, then led to
the main contribution of this work which is the development of the
speckle contrast optical spectroscopy and tomography, a new non-
invasive, optical technique for deep blood flow measurement that
paves the way for deeper and three dimensional imaging of blood
flow. This new method was first developed from a theoretical per-
spective, then it was validated in tissue simulating phantoms and
demonstrated to be feasible in measurements on the human arm
muscle. Overall, these contributions will allow the development of
cost-effective, non-invasive tomographic methods for the measure-
ment of blood flow even in humans.
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R E S U M E N

El flujo sanguíneo y su regulación, así como la hemodinámica en
general, son parámetros importantes para determinar el estado de
salud de los tejidos; por esto, su medición tiene numerosas aplica-
ciones en los ámbitos clínico y de investigación. Varias técnicas óp-
ticas resultan atractivas para la medición del flujo sanguíneo dado
su carácter no invasivo o mínimamente invasivo, continuo y rela-
tivamente económico. Durante mi trabajo doctoral he contribuido
con la monitorización del flujo sanguíneo en modelos de experi-
mentación animal, con la construcción de un dispositivo multimodo
basado en la flujometría de speckle láser (laser speckle flowmetry,
LSF) y las señales ópticas intrínsicas (optical intrinsic signals, OIS),
capaz de medir flujo sanguíneo de la microvasculatura superficial
del cerebro, oxigenación sanguínea y volumen sanguíneo, en inves-
tigación traslacional. Este dispositivo fue aplicado en modelos ani-
males de infarto cerebral; sin embargo, es flexible y puede ser mod-
ificado y utilizado para otros propósitos. Así pues, he desarrollado
nuevos métodos experimentales y protocolos de procesamiento de
imágenes que nos permitieron llevar a cabo estudios longitudinales,
donde los animales pueden ser removidos del dispositivo en repeti-
das ocasiones. Adicionalmente, este dispositivo fue utilizado como
herramienta en un estudio multidisciplinario para entender el papel
de la proteína lectina de unión a la manosa (MBL) en las lesiones
por isquemia-reperfusión después de un infarto cerebral en mode-
los animales. Este estudio dio origen a la mayor contribución de
este trabajo, siendo esta el desarrollo de la espectroscopía y tomo-
grafía óptica de contraste de speckles; una novedosa técnica óptica,
no invasiva para medición de flujo sanguíneo profundo que allana
el camino para la obtención de imágenes tridimensionales de flujo
sanguíneo más profundo. Este nuevo método, se desarrolló primero
desde una perspectiva teórica, y posteriormente se validó en phan-
toms the tejido biológico y demostró ser factible en mediciones re-
alizadas en el músculo del antebrazo de un paciente. En general,
estas contribuciones permitirán el desarrollo de métodos tomográ-
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ficos no invasivos y rentables para la medición de flujo sanguíneo,
exensibles incluso a seres humanos.
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R É S U M É

Le débit sanguin et sa régulation, ainsi que l’hémodynamique en
général, sont des paramètres importants indicateurs de la santé
des tissus. Par conséquent, la mesure de ces paramètres a de nom-
breuses applications dans les domaines de la recherche fondamen-
tale et clinique. Certaines techniques optiques constituent un moyen
intéressant pour la mesure du débit sanguin, car en général elles
sont non ou peu invasives, utilisent des systèmes d’illumination con-
tinus (CW, continuous wave) et sont donc relativement abordables.
Pendant ma thèse, j’ai contribué au développement de techniques
de suivi de la circulation sanguine dans des modèles animaux avec
la construction d’un dispositif multimodal basé sur la fluxmétrie par
granularité laser et sur l’imagerie des signaux optiques intrinsèques,
capable de mesurer le débit sanguin microvasculaire au niveau su-
perficiel du cerveau, ainsi que l’oxygénation du sang et le volume de
sang. Ce dispositif a été testé sur des modèles animaux d’accident
vasculaire cérébral, mais est adaptable et peut être modifié et utilisé
à d’autres fins. En parallèle, j’ai mis au point des nouvelles méth-
odes expérimentales et des protocoles de traitement d’images qui
nous ont permis de réaliser des études longitudinales où l’animal
peut être retiré de l’appareil à plusieurs reprises. En outre, ce dis-
positif a été utilisé dans une étude multidisciplinaire pour compren-
dre le rôle de la lectine, une protéine liant le mannose, dans le cas
de lésions de reperfusion après un accident vasculaire cérébral is-
chémique dans des modèles animaux. Cela a conduit à la principale
contribution de ce travail, qui est le développement de l’imagerie de
contraste de speckle spectroscopique et tomographique, une nou-
velle technique optique non invasive pour la mesure du débit san-
guin en profondeur qui ouvre la voie pour l’imagerie profonde et
tridimensionnelle de la circulation sanguine. Cette nouvelle méth-
ode a été d’abord développée d’un point de vue théorique et ensuite
validée dans des modèles de tissus biologiques (fantômes), et j’ai
démontré qu’elle peut être utilisée pour des mesures sur le muscle
du bras humain. Dans l’ensemble, ces contributions permettront le
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développement de méthodes tomographiques non invasives renta-
bles pour la mesure du débit sanguin chez l’homme.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Human body welfare and its proper functioning rely on the orches-
trated work of the body systems: nervous, endocrine, skeletal, mus-
cular, cardiovascular, lymphatic, among others. In particular, the
cardiovascular system, composed of the heart, blood and the blood
vessels (arteries, veins and capillaries) plays an important role as
it guarantees the transport of oxygen, nutrients and hormones that
the tissues and organs require to perform its duties; as well as the
clearance of the metabolic end products, and carbon dioxide from
the tissues. Apart from the transportation role, the cardiovascular
system contributes to maintain the homeostasis, i. e., keeping the
equilibrium status of the body. This is done by regulating or adjust-
ing the blood flow, according to the conditions of the body at a given
time and the specific needs of an organ, even in case of a disease or
any other abnormal situation.

According to this, blood flow is an important physiological param-
eter that constitutes an indicator of the proper functioning of the
body/organs or an alteration thereof. Hence, measuring the blood
flow provides essential information for the understanding of the
body/organ functions, the diagnosis or the evolution of a disease
[1]. These measurements are relevant in studies of brain, muscular
tissue, skin, eye retina and cancerous tumours.

Special attention is paid to the brain hemodynamics, due to the
fact that any disruption in the cerebral blood flow, will lead to brain
damage and consequently, impairment of the body functions con-
trolled by the brain, including motor, sensory, visual functions. Hav-
ing information about cerebral blood flow (CBF) is extremely useful

1
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to the diagnosis and monitoring of many diseases such as stroke,
ischemic injuries, traumatic brain injury, as well as neurodegenera-
tive diseases such as the Alzheimer’s [2, 3].

A stroke, is the rapid loss of cerebral functions (brain damage)
due to a critical change in the CBF, i. e., blood supply in time, and it
is classified into two types namely ischemic and hemorrhagic. When
there is a reduction or complete cessation of the blood supply, it is
called ischemic stroke. On the other hand, if the blood goes out of
the vessels, it is called a hemorrhagic stroke. For the purposes of this
work, only the ischemic stroke is being considered.

Ischemic stroke arises mainly due to the blockage of a major
artery, i. e., the blockage of cerebral blood flow to a region of the
brain. It has a large socioeconomic impact as it is the leading cause
of morbidity and long term disability in western hemisphere and
is among the leading causes of death [4]. Not only that, but also
the cost for rehabilitation of people who have suffered stroke is ex-
pected to rise to trillions of euros in the next fifty years.

Stroke is a very complex and heterogeneous condition and de-
spite decades of massive research efforts there is still an unmet need
for new imaging modalities both in humans and in experimental an-
imal models [5]. Animal modeling of ischemic stroke serves as an
indispensable tool to investigate mechanisms of ischemic cerebral
injury, and to develop novel anti-ischemic treatments. Experimental
ischemic stroke models, usually carried out in rodents, contribute to
our understanding of the events occurring in the ischemic and the
reperfused brain [6]. For example, this kind of studies have led to
the development of the recombinant tissue plasminogen activator
(rt-PA), which nowadays, is the unique approved and efficient treat-
ment (under special conditions) for ischemic stroke.

Nevertheless, there are many cases in which the translation from
a procedure from animals to humans has failed [7, 8]. One promis-
ing strategy for improving this translation is an increased role for
neuroimaging methods that are applicable both in rodents and hu-
mans [9]. Since ischemic stroke arises mainly due to the blockage
of a major artery, i.e. due to the blockage of CBF to a region of the
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brain, the measurement of the local CBF and its management play
a crucial role in understanding stroke pathophysiology and stroke
care.

Currently, the measurement of CBF in humans is done by several
methods [10] where the only non-invasive, local, microvascular and
whole-brain imaging method is the arterial spin labeled magnetic
resonance imaging (ASL-MRI). In order to have a direct compari-
son, the same method has to be adopted in animal models, but the
use of this technique in rodents is not practical for large through-
put studies because of their brain size, which needs a high reso-
lution and a high signal to noise ratio, only possible with special-
ized high field magnets [11], making the technique very expensive
and relatively inaccessible. There are other methods used in animal
research, many are highly invasive, such as auto-radiography tech-
niques where tracer accumulation is measured after dissecting the
brain. In contrast to this, it is preferred to have an imaging tool that
allows the monitoring of CBF in the whole brain with a hundreds
of microns spatial resolution in a continuous, safe and repeatable
fashion.This imaging tool should be capable of semi/non-invasive,
three dimensional depth resolved imaging in addition to being fast
and cost effective. Optical imaging methods are found to posses
most of the above features, making them promising imaging tools
[12].

The commonly used imaging modality to measure CBF during tem-
poral ischemia in rodents is the laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) [13]
which only gives information about the point of the brain where
the fiber optic probe is positioned and relies on single scattering
with limited depth penetration (<1mm). LDF can also be utilized
for imaging by scanning the probe but as of today it is prohibitively
slow. Other technique that is able to measure relative changes in
CBF is the laser speckle flowmetry (LSF) [14], which gives wide-field
information but also penetrates61mm to the cortex, without giving
information of the whole brain hemodynamics and, as LSF, it often
requires thinning of the skull. Optical intrinsic signal imaging (OIS)
is another imaging modality that measures blood oxygen saturation
and total hemoglobin concentration [15]. None of the above modal-
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ities is capable measuring deep tissue blood parameters.

There are also other optical techniques that allow imaging the
rodent’s brain with good resolution and with larger depth pene-
tration like 2-photon microscopy [16], optical coherence tomogra-
phy (OCT) [17] and photoacoustic tomography (PAT) [18]. All the
above methods either give structural information with limited func-
tional information or have a very limited field of view. Recently,
laminar optical tomography (LOT) [19] was introduced allowing
noncontact imaging with 100-200µm resolution and with a 1.5 mm
penetration depth. The key difference between LOT and other tech-
niques is that it employs a dense scanning of small source-detector
separations for data acquisition and single- and/or few-scattering
but it still does not give CBF information. It also requires the use of
the more complex photon transport model.

In order to measure deep blood flow, diffuse optical technologies,
such as diffuse correlation spectroscopy/tomography (DCS/DCT) ha-
ve been proven to be an appropriate choice. Although it is possible
to image the rat brain through intact skull, the axial and depth reso-
lution is ∼0.5mm, and in general, it is a few point technique, which
for a tomographic application makes it relatively slow and expen-
sive, limiting the use of this type of techniques in the rodent animal
research [10]. Future technological advances may change this and
our group is actively working on this topic.

The aim of this thesis is twofold. First, I present an LSF-OIS imag-
ing device to monitor ischemic stroke in small animal models. How-
ever, this method is limited to superficial imaging of blood flow,
which necessitates the invention of a new imaging modality capa-
ble of measuring deep tissue blood flow. The second aim of this
thesis is the development of such deep tissue imaging method by
integrating selected features of laser speckle flowmetry (LSF) and
diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS).

A multimodal device based on LSF and optical intrinsic signal
imaging (OIS) for the simultaneous measurement of CBF, blood oxy-
genation and hemoglobin concentration was developed. This sys-
tem was optimized for ischemic stroke longitudinal studies in ro-
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dent models. It has been shown that after an ischemic stroke, the
reperfusion, i. e., the restoration of blood supply to the affected
area, will not restore the normal function of the brain, but will
cause inflammation and in some cases increase the damage orig-
inally caused by the stroke. It has been found that subjects with
reduced amount of a protein called Mannose-binding lectin (MBL),
will have better outcome after suffering an ischemic stroke. We em-
ployed the LSF-OIS system to study the role of the MBL protein in the
first few hours following the reperfusion after an ischemic stroke
caused by occlusion of the middle cerebral artery in mice.

In LSF the tissue to be imaged for its blood flow is homogeneously
illuminated with a coherent light source and the scattered light in-
tensity (speckles) is collected using an array detector, e. g., charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera as depicted in Figure 1.1a. LSF pro-
vides fast acquisition and comprises inexpensive source and detec-
tor. Nevertheless, due to the uniform illumination, it only probes
superficial tissues, typically 1 mm. On the other hand, deep tissue
imaging is possible by using DCS, which is based on photon diffu-
sion principle. In DCS, the sample is illuminated with a point source
and the random fluctuations in intensity, induced by the blood flow,
are measured using an optical detector localized at a given distance
from the source (Figure 1.1b). Depending on the S-D, the blood flow
at different depths is measured. One of the disadvantages of DCS is
the need of expensive single photon counting detectors in addition
to have a slow data acquisition.

I present a new deep tissue blood flow imaging method, which
we called speckle contrast optical spectroscopy (SCOS). In SCOS we
integrate the point source illumination as used in DCS, with the ar-
ray detectors as used in LSF, resulting in an inexpensive, fast, deep
tissue blood flow imaging system (Figure 1.1c). SCOS inherits the
quantitative deep tissue blood flow capabilities of DCS and the fast
acquisition features from LSF. The use of two dimensional array of
detectors, allows SCOS to measure a wide field-of-view (FOV) in a
single shot. Since there are millions of pixels in a camera sensor,
multiple pixels could be combined to form one detector resulting
in a greater improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). I de-
veloped a photon diffusion model based method to quantitatively
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(a) Laser speckle flowmetry
(LSF).

(b) Diffuse correlation spec-
troscopy (DCS).

(c) Speckle contrast optical spec-
troscopy (SCOS).

Figure 1.1: A novel imaging method for deep tissue blood flow (SCOS).

recover the blood flow. I also present a noise correction method to
account for the noises associated with the detectors, which is cru-
cial while employing SCOS for in vivo measurements.

When there is heterogeneous distribution of blood flow, it is de-
sirable to have a three dimensional tomographic imaging method
which samples the tissue using multiple source and detector loca-
tions. I introduce a novel tomographic method called speckle con-
trast optical tomography (SCOT), where an inversion methodology is
integrated to the principles of SCOS. The inversion methodology in-
volves the algorithm/computational procedures to recover the three
dimensional distribution of blood flow using the measured inten-
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sity fluctuations. I demonstrated SCOT in tissue mimicking phantoms
and validated SCOS in human tissue.

The outline of the thesis is as follows. After the introduction, the
second chapter includes the physical models and the mathemati-
cal background that underlie the methods developed in this thesis.
The third chapter is devoted to the LSF-OIS multimodal device, its in-
strumentation, the image processing and co-registration techniques.
I also present experimental methods developed for the ischemic
stroke animal studies and finally, the study regarding the effect of
MBL protein in the reperfusion following an ischemic stroke in mice.

In chapter 4, I present a novel deep tissue blood flow imaging
method, speckle contrast optical spectroscopy (SCOS). SCOS princi-
ples based on photon diffusion model, along with the necessary op-
tical instrumentation are presented. Afterwards, the experiments in
tissue mimicking phantoms and in vivo for the validation of SCOS
are described. Based on SCOS principles, I present a novel tomo-
graphic imaging method, SCOT, along with the necessary inversion
algorithm, and its validation in tissue mimicking phantoms. Finally,
in chapter 5, I present the conclusions drawn from the studies per-
formed in this work.

This thesis has been done under the Europhotonics Erasmus Mun-
dus Joint Doctorate program between ICFO and Institute Fresnel in
France, with the supervision of Prof. Dr. Turgut Durduran and Dr.
Anabela Da Silva, respectively. The animal experiments and the MBL

study were done in collaboration with Dr. Anna M. Planas from
the Department of Brain Ischemia and Neurodegeneration at the
Institute of Biomedical Research of Barcelona (IIBB). For the de-
velopment of SCOT we have collaborated with Prof. Dr. Joseph Cul-
ver from the Optical radiology Lab at the Washington University at
Saint Louis, USA.





2
T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D

Optical methods for probing tissues rely on light-tissue interactions.
In our case, the medium is illuminated with a light source, and,
transmitted or reflected light that has undergone single or multiple
scattering is collected using detectors. In order to extract optical
properties from this detected light, we need a mathematical model,
based on physical principles, representing the propagation of the
light inside the sample by assuming the optical properties of sam-
ple are known.

One of the models to describe light propagation in a turbid medi-
um, such as tissues, where scattering, absorption and emission take
place, and neglecting the polarization and the coherence effects, is
the radiative transport equation (RTE). The RTE describes the light
propagation in the medium as an energy balance equation where a
beam of radiation gains energy from source, losses energy due to
absorption and redistributes energy by scattering in the medium.

The RTE is an integro-differential equation where its solution gives
the spectral radiance of the propagating beam at each spatial coordi-
nate in a given direction and at a given time. Solving the RTE either
analytically or numerically for the imaging applications in multiple
scattering medium, like tissue, is a difficult task. Hence, a simplified
form of the RTE, called diffusion equation (DE), is adopted based
on the fact that the number of scattering events dominate the ab-
sorption events under certain conditions that pertain to deep tissue
imaging. These two models account for the propagation of photons
when the medium is considered static, that is, the particles respon-
sible for the scattering are not moving. However, in the biological

9
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tissues, apart from the static scatterers, there are moving scatterers,
e. g., the red blood cells. Thus, the motion of the scatterers has to
be incorporated to the RTE or the DE in order to make those models
useful for imaging the dynamics, e. g., blood flow in tissue.

In order to achieve this, we first consider the so-called speckle
phenomena where a coherent radiation interacting with a medium
composed of randomly distributed particles, like tissue, produces
random interference patterns of scattered light called speckle pat-
tern. This pattern will fluctuate if the scattering particles are mov-
ing, which constitute the dynamic speckles. Detecting these inten-
sity fluctuations over time, will provide information about the dy-
namic properties of the tissue, in particular blood flow information.
Depending on how the speckles are detected and how the signal is
analysed, different methods have been developed to measure the
dynamics of the tissue, although their foundations are the same
[20]: laser Doppler, photon correlation spectroscopy and laser spec-
kle methods. Laser Doppler works in the frequency domain mea-
suring the broadening of the power spectrum of the signal, photon
correlation spectroscopy uses the time autocorrelation properties of
the speckle and the laser speckle methods make use of statistical
quantities like contrast (ratio of variance to mean of the speckles)
to measure the dynamic properties of the medium, i. e., information
about the motion of the scatterers.

Based on the decay of the temporal correlation function mea-
sured from the light that has travelled through a medium, a differ-
ent propagation model was proposed which considers the transport
of the correlation of the field in a similar way the RTE considers the
transport of photons, and which constitute the correlation transport
equation (CTE). Again, as in the case of the RTE, the CTE could be
simplified for highly scattering media, resulting in the correlation
diffusion equation (CDE). CDE models the propagation of the field
autocorrelation function with a mathematical structure similar to
that of the DE, but including an additional term that accounts for
the dynamics of the scatterers in addition to its dependencies on
the optical properties. The first section of this chapter is dedicated
to the detailed theory of above light propagation models in tissue.
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All the mathematical models based on physical principles, i. e.,
RTE, DE, CTE and CDE, as explained above can be categorized as for-
ward models. By assuming the optical and dynamic properties of
the medium are known it is possible to solve the equation either
numerically or analytically to obtain photon fluence rate or field au-
tocorrelation, etc. But in optical imaging problems we are interested
on extracting the optical or dynamic properties at each point in the
medium from the measurements of the scattered light intensity that
is made on the surface of the medium. Any algorithm or mathemat-
ical model which achieves this is termed as the inversion problem
which is in fact developed based on the forward model. One of the
difficulties encountered while developing the inverse model is the
nonlinearity which is quite common to many optical imaging prob-
lems. In such scenarios, a linearization method is often adopted
which results in the so-called sensitivity model (Jacobian) which
relates the sensitivity of the measurements to the sensitivity of the
dynamic properties in the medium. We will explain how sensitivity
model along with forward model constitute the inversion model in
the subsequent sections of this chapter.

2.1 L I G H T P R O PA G AT I O N I N B I O L O G I C A L T I S S U E S

Light interaction in biological tissues can be described by three
main processes: reflection, absorption and scattering. When light
arrives to the tissue, some light is reflected by the surface, and
the rest is transmitted, where, depending on its optical properties,
light is going to be absorbed and/or scattered. Usually, biological
tissues exhibit both scattering and absorption effects, and are con-
sidered turbid media. Biological tissues are compound of a large
number of cells and organelles, causing the scattering while dif-
ferent bands of absorption due to its components: water, lipids,
hemoglobin, melanin.

The optical properties of a turbid medium can be quantified on
the distance light can travel into it without being absorbed or scat-
tered, and it is illustrated in Figure 2.1. For an absorbing medium,
the inverse of the average distance light travels within the medium
before an absorption event is defined as the absorption coefficient,
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µa [cm−1]. On the other hand, for a scattering medium, the inverse
of the average distance light travels within the medium between
two scattering events is the scattering coefficient, µs [cm−1]. For tur-
bid media, we will define a total attenuation coefficient, defined as
the sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients, µa and µs:
µt = µa + µs. Hence, the inverse of µt, represents the mean free
path (MFP) between two consecutive interactions:

MFP =
1

µt
=

1

µa + µs
. (2.1)

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the interaction processes of light with a turbid
medium.

Depending on how far light has penetrated into the medium, we
can define some scattering regimes as seen in Figure 2.2: the bal-
listic regime, in which photons travel in the direction of the inci-
dent beam and where single scattering events takes place; a tran-
sition regime in which the number of scattering events increases
and a random walk regime, in which the initial propagation direc-
tion has been completely randomized and where multiple scattering
events take place. The direction of propagation is described by the
anisotropy factor, g, representing the amount of forward direction
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Figure 2.2: Simplified metrics of photon propagation in tissue. Schematic
depiction of MFP and TMFP (top) and of photon propagation
(bottom). The scale in physical dimensions is indicative of
an average tissue with a reduced scattering coefficient of 10

cm−1. This scale will vary depending on the tissue and the
wavelength used. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: Nature Methods [21], ©2010.

kept after each single scattering event. It is defined as g = 〈cos θ〉,
where θ is the angle between the direction of the incident light and
the direction of light after the scattering event. In the case of biolog-
ical tissues this change in direction is predominantly in the forward
direction and g takes values between 0.8 and 1.

In the ballistic regime, approximately within ∼ 1 MFP distance
travelled into the medium, it is considered that light only experi-
ences scattering by one particle, that is, that the intensity scattered
by M particles is M times the intensity scattered by one single par-
ticle. This relation is kept as long as each particle is receiving radi-
ation only from the original light beam [22]. In this regime, when
a photon is absorbed or scattered, after travelling a distance, d, it
can be thought as it has been removed from the collimated incident
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beam causing a decay of the initial light intensity, I0. This attenua-
tion in intensity, Id, is represented by the Beer-Lambert law, which,
within linear and single scattering regimes, states:

I(d) = I0 exp(−µtd). (2.2)

In the multiple scattering regime, the light received by each par-
ticle comes from scattered light from other particles located before
(or even after) and sometimes far from the initial propagation direc-
tion. In order to take into account the scattering and the propaga-
tion direction, i. e., to relate the scattering coefficient of a particle
with anisotropic scattering to that of a particle with isotropic scatter-
ing [23], a reduced scattering coefficient, µ ′s = µs(1−g) [cm−1], has
been defined. The inverse of µ ′s corresponds to the transport mean
free path (TMFP) which is the distance travelled into the medium
for the light propagation to be completely randomized, which al-
lows to describe the motion of photons as a random walk. This µ ′s
describes the motion of the photons using many steps of size 1/µs.
This is the principle used by diffuse optics which accepts that light
propagation over long distances in tissues is well approximated as
a diffusive process [24]. Collectively, these approaches allow the
researchers to obtain information about blood oxygenation, blood
volume as well as the blood flow [10].

2.1.1 Model for light propagation in turbid media

One of the models to describe the photon propagation in turbid
media is the transport theory, in which it is possible to define a ra-
diative transport equation for the radiance and hence for the inten-
sity, being this the measurable parameter [25]. This linear integro-
differential equation is based on the conservation of energy prin-
ciple and represents the propagation of a collimated beam of radi-
ance through an absorbing, scattering and emitting medium, with-
out considering the effects of coherence and polarization.

The simplest representation of light propagation consists on imag-
ining a volume, ∆V, through which an initial incident radiance
L(r, Ω̂) [W m−2 sr−1], propagates a distance ∆r in direction Ω̂,
at a given time, t, as seen in Figure 2.3 an its mathematical repre-
sentation is given by the linear transport equation for photons:
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the processes that affect a beam of light propa-
gating in a volume, ∆V , and that are included in the RTE.

1

v

∂L(r, Ω̂, t)
∂t

+∇ · L(r, Ω̂, t)Ω̂ =− µtL(r, Ω̂, t)

+ µs

∫
L(r, Ω̂ ′, t)f(Ω̂, Ω̂ ′)dΩ̂ ′

+ S(r, Ω̂, t) (2.3)

When the light propagates inside a medium with refractive index
n, at a velocity v = c/n, its radiance might increase or decrease
depending on the properties of the medium and the different light-
matter interactions that might take place inside. The changes in
radiance inside the volume are represented in Equation 2.3 by the
terms on the left. The first one corresponds to the rate of change be-
tween the number of photons entering the volume and those leav-
ing it and the second represents the flux of photons along direction
Ω̂. In the right side, we find the representation of the different in-
teractions within the volume. There could be loss of photons due to
absorption in the medium or due to scattering of the photons out
of the beam and this is represented by the first term on the right
side of Equation 2.3, where µt is the total attenuation coefficient
as described previously. Also there could be an increase of photons
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due to photons scattered into the beam, which corresponds to the
second term on the right, where f(Ω̂, Ω̂ ′) is the normalized phase
function, representing the probability of scattering into direction Ω̂
from direction all directions Ω̂ ′. The third term, is related to pho-
tons added by a source inside the medium, where S(r, Ω̂, t) repre-
sents its spatial and angular distribution.

The photon fluence and the photon flux can be defined in terms
of the irradiance by:

Φ(r, t) =
∫
L(r, Ω̂, t)dΩ̂ (2.4)

and

J(r, t) =
∫
Ω̂ L(r, Ω̂, t)dΩ̂ (2.5)

respectively.

Getting solutions for the RTE (Equation 2.3) would help in ob-
taining information of the medium through which light has trav-
elled but solving it is usually very complicated analytically and even
numerically. Instead, an approximation called the diffusion approxi-
mation is adopted, as explained below.

2.1.2 Diffusion approximation for photon propagation

When a collimated beam enters a tissue, the photons have a well-
defined propagation direction, but as they are scattered multiple
times by the scatterers in the tissue, this directionality is lost and
their movement can be described as a diffusive process. In other
words, the diffusion assumes that the diffusing quantity, the radi-
ant energy, does not have a preferential direction. This condition is
only fulfilled once the photons have travelled one TMFP = 1/µ ′s in
a highly scattering media, where the µ ′s >> µa, i. e., the number of
scattering events is much higher that the absorption events.

One of the standard methods to approximate the RTE is the PN ap-
proximation [26]. Here I will follow the way it has been presented
by Boas [27]. In this method, the radiance, L, the phase function, f
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and the source, S, are expanded in spherical harmonics Yl,m up to
the l = N term. If it is assumed that µs >> µa, the phase function
is not too anisotropic and the distance at which the photons are ob-
served is larger than one TMFP, the P1 approximation is appropriate
to describe the propagation of the photons in the tissue. In this case
the radiance and the source can be written as:

L(r, Ω̂, t) =
1

4π
Φ(r, t) +

3

4π
J(r, t) · Ω̂ (2.6)

S(r, Ω̂, t) =
1

4π
S0(r, t) +

3

4π
S1(r, t) · Ω̂. (2.7)

After some calculations that have been explained in detail before
[27], the P1 equation for the photon fluence, Φ(r, t), is given by:

−D∇2Φ(r, t) + vµaΦ(r, t) +
∂Φ(r, t)
∂t

+
3D

v

[
µa
∂Φ(r, t)
∂t

+
1

v

∂2Φ(r, t)
∂t2

]
= vS0(r, t) +

3D

v

∂S0
∂t

− 3D∇ ·S1(r, t), (2.8)

whereD = v/3(µ ′s+µa) is the photon diffusion coefficient [28, 29],
which for a highly scattering medium, in the conditions stated be-
fore, could be approximated by D = v/3(µ ′s), dropping the absorp-
tion term [30]. Equation 2.8 can be simplified further by making the
following assumptions. If an isotropic source is assumed, which is
the approximated distribution of a virtual source located at 1/µ ′s in-
side the medium, i. e., when the propagation direction has been ran-
domized, the dipole term S1(r, t) can be neglected. The second and
third term on the right side of Equation 2.8 can also be neglected
based on the following reasoning made in the frequency-domain
where the photon fluence has the form Φ(r)exp(−iωt), when the
intensity of the source is sinusoidally modulated. In this form the
time derivatives take the value −iω, and if we assume 3Dω/v2 � 1

the terms can be neglected. The physical meaning of this approxi-
mation makes more sense if it is seen as vµ ′s/ω � 1, which says
the scattering frequency must be much larger than the modulation
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frequency.

After all this assumptions, Equation 2.8 takes the form:

−D∇2Φ(r, t) + vµaΦ(r, t) +
∂Φ(r, t)
∂t

= vS0(r, t), (2.9)

which is the photon diffusion equation (DE) for the photon fluence,
Φ(r, t).

2.2 O P T I C A L I N T R I N S I C S I G N A L I M A G I N G

As described before in Section 2.1, it is possible to extract informa-
tion from a turbid medium, such as tissue, using light. In particu-
lar, based on the selective absorption properties of the tissue, we
can use low-coherent light with a narrow spectral band to obtain
information about the concentration of the chromophores present
in it. This is the principle of the Optical Intrinsic Signal Imaging
technique (OIS), which gives information that allows tracking the
changes in the chromophores concentration over time.

The Beer-Lambert law as expressed in Equation 2.2, is given in
terms of changes in intensity, over a distance, d, and the total at-
tenuation coefficient, µt. For a non-scattering, absorbing medium,
µt = µa. This equation can be expressed in terms of absorption as
A = εCl, where A = log10(I0/I), by rewriting the attenuation coef-
ficient as a product of the absorptivity of the attenuator, ε, and the
concentration, C, of attenuating species in the material, µa = εC.
Apart from that, the thickness d, can be generalized, even in a re-
flection geometry, to be the distance that light travels through the
medium, l.

Nevertheless, as mentioned before, this equation only accounts
for the attenuation of light as it travels through a non-scattering
medium. Since this is not the case in tissues, where multiple scat-
tering events occur, the Beer-Lambert law has to be modified to
include the wavelength dependence of the optical tissue properties
[31] and is known as the modified Beer-Lambert equation:

∆A(λ) =

chromoph.∑
k=1

εk(λ)∆CkDa(λ) (2.10)
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where ∆A(λ) is the measured change in absorption at a given wave-
length, λ, being I0 the reference reflected intensity, at t = 0, and
I the reflected intensity at a given time. Also, εk(λ) and ∆Ck are
the molar extinction coefficient at a given λ and the change in con-
centration of the kth chromophore. Finally, Da(λ) is the differen-
tial pathlength, DP, defined as Da(λ) = ∂A(λ)/∂µa(λ) [32]. This
DP depends on the tissue optical properties (µa and µ ′s), thus it
depends on the wavelength and depends on the geometry of the
medium. In other words, this term scales with the mean optical
pathlength travelled by the photons in the tissue. The DP is not
known a priori and it is usually determined using the forward prop-
agation model or Monte Carlo simulations [31].

Having into account our application of measuring changes in
blood oxygenation, we consider two chromophores present in the
blood: the oxygenated hemoglobin, HbO, and the deoxygenated
hemoglobin, Hb. With these chromophores, Equation 2.10 for a
given wavelength λ takes the form:

∆A(λ) = [εHb(λ)∆Hb+ εHbO(λ)∆HbO]DP(λ). (2.11)

In order to obtain information of the changes in these two chro-
mophores it is necessary to measure the intensity in at least two
different wavelengths. This makes possible to solve the problem of
two unknowns with a system of at least two linear equations. Hav-
ing more measured wavelengths will make the retrieved informa-
tion about the change in the chromophores more precise. Which
wavelengths to use depend a lot on the chromophores that are un-
der study, and are chosen conveniently to extract more information
with the smaller number of measurements.

In the case of measurements done in three different wavelenghts,
the system of equations could be represented in matrix form as fol-
lows: ∆A(λ1)∆A(λ2)

∆A(λ3)

 =

εHb(λ1)DP(λ1) εHbO(λ1)DP(λ1)

εHb(λ2)DP(λ2) εHbO(λ2)DP(λ2)

εHb(λ3)DP(λ3) εHbO(λ3)DP(λ3)


[
∆Hb

∆HbO

]

(2.12)
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2.3 L A S E R S P E C K L E S

Every time that an optical method uses coherent light to extract in-
formation from biological tissues, it will have speckles[33, 34, 35,
36]. Hence, it is important to define what is the actual optical in-
formation that needs to be retrieved. If the aim of the method is to
obtain images, the speckles will introduce some noise that will de-
crease the resolution of the images and that needs to be eliminated
[33, 37]. On the other hand, the speckle patterns will contain rel-
evant information about the properties and the components of the
medium, that in the biological tissues will correspond to the struc-
ture or motion of the tissue components. One relevant example of
the information that could be attained using speckle measurements
will be the non-invasive measurement of blood flow.

2.3.1 What is a speckle?

A couple of years after the invention of the laser in the 1960’s, a set
of bright and dark spots that appeared when illuminating objects
with slightly rough surface with laser light caught the attention of
the researchers in the field [38, 39, 40]. At the beginning this effect
was termed granularity but after some years the term speckle was
widely adopted. Rapidly people started trying to explain the origin
of the phenomenon attributed to the coherent nature of the laser
radiation and the characteristics of the surface that was illuminated
[41].

This phenomenon has been considered problematic for some ap-
plications because it reduces the resolution of the images obtained
with coherent radiation. Trying to overcome these situation, there
have been many studies focused on removing the speckles from im-
ages obtained under laser illumination [42, 43, 44, 45]. Neverthe-
less, several applications based on the analysis of speckles patterns
were found, some of which have evolved in the current biomedical
applications to measure blood flow[46].

When coherent radiation interacts with a rough surface, when
in comparison to its wavelength, which is the case of a wall, the
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light scattered by inhomogeneities of the surface will create a ran-
dom interference pattern known as speckle pattern (Figure 2.4). The
same will happen when laser light travels through a diffuse medium
composed of randomly distributed particles, like the biological tis-
sues, since the particles will create random differences in the optical
pathlengths that will create the interference patterns. As in any in-
terference pattern, the bright spots correspond to positions in space
in which the scattered waves from the surface or by some particles
inside the medium arrive in phase. On the other hand, the dark
spots correspond to positions where destructive interference takes
place because the scattered waves arrive out of phase. This is illus-
trated in Figure 2.5 where point A represents a dark speckle and B
represents a bright speckle.

Figure 2.4: Typical speckle pattern from a surface under coherent illumi-
nation.

According to the geometry involved in the formation of the speck-
les, they can be divided in two groups. When the laser illuminates
a sample and the speckle pattern resulting from the back-scattered
radiation is directly imaged using a screen or a sensor array, in the
absence of a lens system (Figure 2.5), the speckles are known as
objective speckles. In contrast, when the laser illuminated sample
is imaged with a sensor through a lens system (Figure 2.6), the re-
sulting speckles are known as subjective speckles. Here, according
to the image formation principles, the lens provides that the waves
that are being scattered at each point in the surface, are going to
interfere at a corresponding point in the image, forming the speckle
pattern in the sensor. Again, the resulting intensity at each point
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Figure 2.5: Objective speckles formation. © 2007, Society for Experimen-
tal Mechanics. Reproduced by permission from Gary Cloud
[47]

in the image depends on the phase of the waves arriving to it (Fig-
ure 2.6).

Due to the fact that the speckle measurements involved in this
work are done using objective lenses, hereinafter, only subjective
speckles will be considered. The study of this type of speckles in-
cludes interference as well as diffraction effects.

2.3.2 Statistical properties of speckles

The speckle patterns exhibit a spatial random intensity due to the
random phases of the scattered waves interfering to form it. Hence,
the proper approach to explain the speckle phenomena contem-
plates the use of statistics [42, 49]. A first-order statistics analysis
describes the contrast of the speckle, while the size distribution of
the speckles is described by a second-order statistics.

The first-order statistics refers to the statistical properties of a sin-
gle point in space, and it is capable of describing the fluctuations
of brightness in the speckle pattern. A complete explanation of a
speckle pattern has to be done in terms of the electric field and
the statistics of its real and complex parts. To do so, I will closely
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Figure 2.6: Subjective speckles formation. © 2007, Society for Experimen-
tal Mechanics. Reproduced by permission from Gary Cloud
[48]

follow the approach by Goodman [50, 51]. Under the assumptions
that the incident electric field at a point (x,y, z) and at time t, is
perfectly polarized and perfectly monochromatic, it can be repre-
sented as u(x,y, z; t) = A(x,y, z) exp(i2πνt) being ν the optical
frequency and A(x,y, z) a complex phasor amplitude of the form
A(x,y, z) = |A(x,y, z)| exp[iθ(x,y, z)].

Also at the point (x,y, z) of the speckle pattern and at time t, the
intensity is given by:

I(x,y, z) = lim
T→∞ 1T

∫T/2
−T/2

|u(x,y, z)|2dt = |A(x,y, z)|2

The complex amplitude can be considered as resulting from the
superposition of the electric fields from the many elementary scat-
tering areas conforming the scattering surface or the scattering par-
ticles inside a turbid medium, being represented as: A(x,y, z) =∑N
k=1 |ak| exp(iφk), being |ak| and φk the amplitude and the phase

from the kth scattering area, and N the total number of contribut-
ing elements.

This analysis is done in a manner that is comparable to the statis-
tical description of the Brownian-motion, as a random-walk model,
and as such, two assumptions have to be taken into account:
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• The amplitude ak and the phase φk of the kth elementary
contribution are statistically independent of each other and
are also not related to those of another contribution.

• The phases φk of the contributing elements are equally prob-
able to have its value anywhere within the interval (−π,π),
given the roughness of the surface when compared to a wave-
length.

The complex amplitude of the field at a given point of the speckle
pattern can be separated in its real and imaginary parts as:

A(r) =

N∑
k=1

|ak| cos θ,

A(i) =

N∑
k=1

|ak| sin θ,

(2.13)

from where it is possible to demonstrate that A(r) and A(i) have
zero mean, identical variances and are uncorrelated [51]. Further-
more, if the number of elementary phasor contributions N, i. e., the
number of surface scattering elements or scattering particles, is as-
sumed to be very large, according to the central limit theorem, as
N −→∞ the distribution of A(r) and A(i) are Gaussian.

With this consideration into account, the joint probability density
function of the real and imaginary parts of the field takes the form:

pr,i(A
(r),A(i)) =

1

2πσ2
exp
{
−
[A(r)]2 + [A(i)]2

2σ2

}
(2.14)

where

σ2 = lim
N→∞ 1

N

N∑
k=1

〈|ak|〉2

2
.

and the 〈 〉 denotes the ensemble average.

Given that the measurable properties of the electric field are the
intensity and the phase, it is very useful to know its statistical prop-
erties, which share the same characteristics of the electric field. To
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do that a transformation of random variables is needed and will
take into account that the intensity and the phase are related to
the real and imaginary parts of the complex amplitude as A(r) =√
I cos θ and A(i) =

√
I sin θ.

The joint probability distribution for the intensity and the phase
is defined as pI,θ = pr,i

(√
I cos θ,

√
I sin θ

)
‖J‖, where

‖J‖ =

∥∥∥∥∥∂A(r)
∂I

∂A(r)
∂θ

∂A(i)
∂I

∂A(i)
∂θ

∥∥∥∥∥ =
1

2

corresponds to the Jacobian for the transformation (modulus of the
determinant). After applying this transformation the joint probabil-
ity distribution for I and θ is given by:

pI,θ(I, θ) =


1

4πσ2
exp

(
− I
2σ2

) I > 0

−π 6 θ 6 π

0 otherwhise

(2.15)

The probability density function for the intensity is the integral
of the joint probability distribution over all the possible angles and
is given by:

pI(I) =

π∫
−π

pI,θ(I, θ)dθ =

{
1

2πσ2
exp

(
− I
2σ2

)
I > 0

0 otherwhise

(2.16)

For the phase it would be the integral over all the possible inten-
sities giving:

pθ(θ) =

∫π
−π
pI,θ(I, θ)dI =

{
1
2π −π 6 θ 6 π

0 otherwhise
(2.17)

These results show that the probability of finding an intensity
value at a given point in space in a polarized speckle pattern is given
by a negative exponential distribution that is angle independent,
and that the angles are described by a uniform statistics. Hence,
the distributions for the phase and the intensity are statistically in-
dependent and the joint probability distribution can be written as
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pI,θ(I, θ) = pI(I)pθ(θ).

Other properties of the intensity in a polarized speckle pattern
would be described by the moments. According to the exponential
distribution of the intensities, the nth moment < In > would be
given by:

〈In〉 = n!
2

σ2

n

(2.18)

In a distribution are of especial importance the mean and the vari-
ance. The first moment corresponds to the mean and the variance
depends on the second moment. The first and second moments are
given by:

〈I〉 = 2

σ2
(2.19)〈

I2
〉
= 2 〈I〉 (2.20)

(2.21)

The variance is defined as
〈
I2
〉
− 〈I〉2, giving:

σ2I = 2 〈I〉
2 − 〈I〉 = 〈I〉 (2.22)

This means that the standard deviation, σI of a polarized speckle
pattern is equal to its mean. The contrast of a speckle pattern is
defined as:

κ =
σI
〈I〉

, (2.23)

Hence, for a polarized speckle pattern, or a fully developed speckle
pattern, its contrast is equal to 1. If the speckle contrast is 1, in
principle it is not possible to extract information from this statisti-
cal quantity. Nevertheless, the processes occurring inside a medium
will change the probability distribution, changing the values of the
speckle contrast, which as will be explained later is the basis of
some optical imaging techniques.
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2.3.3 Speckle temporal autocorrelation

As mentioned before, when a coherent light passes through a medium
composed of identical scattering particles, the light scattered by
each particle will interfere forming a speckle pattern. This pattern
will fluctuate over time depending on the presence of moving par-
ticles. If the scattered light intensity is measured over time and in
one point of the space, it is possible to extract information about the
dynamics of the particles inside the medium. Hence it is important
to understand light scattering and how it depends on the motion
of the particles inside the medium. This is done by accounting how
a signal at a time t is related to a signal measured at a time t+ τ
and it is represented by the temporal autocorrelation function of the
intensity:

G2(τ) = 〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉 (2.24)

The intensity is the quantity that is readily available from the
measurements with detectors, but the complete description of the
speckle pattern fluctuations, due to the random changes in the phase,
is contained in the electric field. Hence, it is better to calculate the
temporal field autocorrelation function:

G1(τ) = 〈E(t)E∗(t+ τ)〉, (2.25)

Nevertheless, it is useful to represent the temporal field autocor-
relation in terms of the intensity at the detector, i. e., I = E(t)E∗(t).
In general, during an experiment, due to the fluctuations of the light
intensity, we take the averaged fluctuations of the intensity at the
detector 〈I〉 = 〈E(t)E∗(t)〉. According to this, Equation 2.24 could
be rewritten as:

G2(τ) = 〈E(t)E∗(t)E(t+ τ)E∗(t+ τ)〉 (2.26)

If the scattered electric field is a Gaussian variable with zero
mean, Equation 2.26 is simplified to the sum over all the possible
products of its second moments as [52]:

G2(τ) = 〈E(t)E∗(t)〉〈E(t+ τ)E∗(t+ τ)〉
+ 〈E(t)E(t+ τ)〉〈E∗(t)E∗(t+ τ)〉
+ 〈E∗(t)E(t+ τ)〉〈E(t)E∗(t+ τ)〉

= 〈I〉2 + |〈E(t)E(t+ τ)〉|2 + |〈E(t)E∗(t+ τ)〉|2 (2.27)
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If the medium is considered to be ergodic, the ensemble average
is equivalent to time averages. The time average 〈E(t)E(t+ τ)〉 and
its conjugate can be neglected compared to the other two terms
on the right hand side of Equation 2.27 [52], which results in the
Siegert equation that relates the temporal field autocorrelation func-
tion to the temporal intensity autocorrelation function:

G2(τ) = 〈I〉2 + |G1(τ)|
2 (2.28)

where 〈I〉 is the ensemble average intensity. Experimentally, the de-
tector is measuring more than one speckle, a correction factor, β
that accounts for the number of speckles detected and the coher-
ence of the laser is introduced in Equation 2.28, giving:

G2(τ) = 〈I〉2 +β |G1(τ)|
2 . (2.29)

2.4 P H O T O N P R O PA G AT I O N M O D E L A C C O U N T I N G D Y N A M I C A L

S C AT T E R E R S

Previously in Section 2.3.3 it has been presented how the tempo-
ral autocorrelation functions of the intensity and the field will give
information about the dynamic of the particles inside the medium.
However, to calculate the field temporal autocorrelation, G1(τ), the
total scattered electric field at one point in space has to be known,
and it will depend on the scattering process that occurs when light
interacts with the particles in the medium. The first approach to
study the scattering is to consider the light propagation in a dilute
medium, with low concentration of scatterers, to ensure light has
been scattered only once inside the medium before being transmit-
ted or re-emitted. This is known as the single scattering regime. In
the case of biological tissues, this single scattering regime does not
hold and several scattering events must be considered. This is the
multiple scattering regime. Since the scattered electric field depends
on the positions of each scatterer over time and the number of times
the photons are scattered inside the medium, the field autocorrela-
tion functions are going to be calculated for each scattering regime.
The relations derived in this section are presented following the ap-
proach presented in [27].
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Figure 2.7: Single scattering schematic.

2.4.1 Single-Scattering

To study the scattering, it is generally considered a monochromatic
beam (ω), propagating in a direction k̂in, that illuminates a sample
with scattering particles, as seen in Figure 2.7. Due to the interac-
tion with the particles, the light is scattered in all directions but if a
sensor is positioned at an angle, θ from the propagation direction,
the light detected will be the scattered in that particular direction,
k̂sc.

The scattering vector ~q, is defined by the difference between
the incident and the scattered wavevectors: ~q = ~Ksc − ~Kin, where
~Ksc = Ksck̂sc and ~Kin = Kink̂in. For this model we are assuming
elastic scattering, hence, the modulus of both vectors is the same,
k0 = |~Kin| = |~Ksc|, with value k0 = 2πn/λ, where n is the refrac-
tive index of the medium and λ is the wavelength of the incident
beam. Having this, the magnitude of the scattering vector is given
by q = 2k0 sin θ/2.

The electric field at the detector, located at position ~RD, is the
superposition of all the scattered fields, or fields re-emitted by each
particle in the medium, but to arrive to a definition of this electric
field, it is easier to start with the description of the scattering by one
single particle. The incident light that is illuminating one particle at
a position ~rj, can be described by the electric field:

E(in)(~rj) = |E0| exp(i~Kin ·~rj) (2.30)
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and, the scattered electric field at the detector could be considered
a spherical wave with the form:

E(sc)( ~RD) ∝ exp(i~Kin ·~rj)
exp(ik0|~RD −~rj|)

|~RD −~rj|
(2.31)

In the far field approximation |~RD| � |~rj|, that is when the de-
tector is located very far from the scattering particle, |~RD −~rj| ∼=

|~RD| −~rj · ~Ksc/Ksc + ..., the scattered field by one particle at the
detector is:

E(sc)( ~RD) ∝ exp(i~Kin ·~rj)
exp

(
i|~Kin|

(
|~RD|−~rj ·

~Ksc
|~Ksc|

))
|~RD −~rj|

= exp(i~Kin ·~rj)
exp

(
i|~Kin||~RD|

)
|~RD|

exp

(
−i

|~Kin|

|~Ksc|
~rj · ~Ksc

)

=
exp

(
i|~Kin||~RD|

)
|~RD|

exp
(
i
(
~Kin − ~Ksc

)
·~rj
)

=
exp

(
i|~Kin||~RD|

)
|~RD|

exp
(
−i~q ·~rj

)
(2.32)

where~rj is position of the jth particle. In the single scattering regime
it is assumed that the total scattered field from N particles is the su-
perposition of the scattered field for each particle, hence, the total
scattered field could be written as:

E(sc)( ~RD) ∝
exp

(
i~Kin · ~RD

)
|~RD|

N∑
j=1

exp
(
−i~q ·~rj

)
(2.33)

where the total scattering spherical wave has been approximated to
a planar wave, given the fact that the detector is very far from the
scattering centers. It is important to note that the position of each
particle will change over time, i. e., ~rj(t) and these changes in the
position are responsible for the changes in the phase of the electric
field.

To study the fluctuations, the scattered field autocorrelation func-
tion (Equation 2.25) has to be calculated and for convenience it is
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preferable to work with the normalized field autocorrelation func-
tion:

g1(τ) =
〈E(t)E∗(t+ τ)〉
〈|E(t)|2〉

(2.34)

Then the total scattered field, Equation 2.33, is introduced in
Equation 2.34 and considering that the particles are independent
from each other, the cross terms can be averaged to zero yielding
to:

g1(τ) = 〈exp(i~q ·∆~r(τ))〉 = exp(i~q · 〈∆~r(τ)〉) (2.35)

where ∆~r(τ) = ~r(t+ τ)−~r(t) is the distance a particle has displaced
in a time τ and to account for the displacement of all the particles,
an average is done over ∆~r(τ) weighing it by an appropriate proba-
bility distribution.

If it is considered that the scatterers are moving randomly, i. e.,
undergoing a Brownian motion, the probability that a particle has
displaced a distance ∆r in a time τ is Gaussian and is given by:

P(∆~r(τ)) =
1

(2π3 〈∆2r(τ)〉)3/2
exp

(
−

|∆~r(τ)|2

2
3〈∆2r(τ)〉

)
. (2.36)

By integrating the probability distribution over the 3 dimensions
of space, in which the displacements of the particles could take
place:

g1(τ) =

∫∞
−∞ P(∆~r(τ)) exp(i~q ·∆~r(τ))d3~r(τ)

and after some calculations [53], it is found that the normalized
field temporal autocorrelation function resulting from scatterers that
are moving following a Brownian motion is given by:

g1(τ) = exp
(
−
1

6
q2〈∆2r(τ)〉

)
. (2.37)

2.4.2 Multiple Scattering

When probing tissues deep, multiple scattering has to be considered.
In this case, the fluctuations of the scattered intensity are given not
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only by the displacement of the particles, but also by the random-
ization of the propagation direction represented by the propagation
vector ~q, that is reached after light has experienced N scattering
events. Hence, the field autocorrelation function should include an
ensemble average over all the possible propagation angles and par-
ticle displacements.

g
(N)
1 (τ) =

〈
exp

(
i

N∑
n=1

~qn ·∆~rn

)〉
q,∆r

(2.38)

After assuming that the successive scattering events and the mo-
tion between neighbouring particles are independent, it takes the
form:

g
(N)
1 (τ) = 〈exp (i~qn ·∆~r)〉Nq,∆r (2.39)

The ensemble average over the particle displacement uses the
mean square displacement of the particles that has been calculated
for the single scattering case obtaining:

g
(N)
1 (τ) =

〈
exp

(
−
1

6
q2
〈
∆r2(τ)

〉)〉N
q

(2.40)

If it is assumed that 16q
2
〈
∆r2(τ)

〉
� 1 the ensemble average of q

can be put inside the exponential. Apart from that, the N scattering
events could be approximated by the pathlength travelled by the
photons within the medium divided by the scattering length, s/l,
having:

g
(N)
1 (τ) = exp

(
−
1

6

〈
q2
〉 〈
∆r2(τ)

〉
s/l

)
(2.41)

The ensemble average over all the phase changes or momentum
transfer is given by:〈

q2
〉
=

∫π
0

f(cos θ)q2d(cos θ) (2.42)

where f(cos θ) is the form factor of the particles and q2 = 4k20 sin2(θ/2)
is the magnitude squared of the propagation vector. The ensemble
average is over the angles, hence we have:〈

q2
〉
= 4k20

〈
sin2

θ

2

〉
= 2k20 [1− 〈cos θ〉] (2.43)
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where 1− 〈cos θ〉 = l/l∗ is the step length in a random walk and
l∗ = 1/µ′s. Finally we obtain:

〈
q2
〉
= 2k20

l

l∗
(2.44)

and by replacing this expression in Equation 2.41, the field autocor-
relation function for light that has travelled a pathlength, s, inside
a biological tissue, is represented by:

g
(N)
1 (τ) = exp

(
−
1

3
k20
〈
∆r2(τ)

〉 s
l∗

)
(2.45)

For the case of illumination with a continuous wave (CW) laser, it
is the full distribution of pathlengths that contributes to the decay
of the correlation function, and to account for this, the previous
equation has to be integrated over all the possible pathlengths by
considering a probability distribution of pathlengths, P(s).

g1(τ) =

∫∞
0

P(s) exp
(
−
1

3
k20
〈
∆r2(τ)

〉 s
l∗

)
ds (2.46)

This probability distribution will depend on the geometry of the
medium under study and if we consider a point source and a point
detector located at a distance rs−d from the source, and probing an
infinite medium it will take the form:

P(s) =
( c

4πsD

)3/2
exp

(
−
cr2sd
4sD

)
exp(−µas) (2.47)

After the integration the result of the field autocorrelation func-
tion will be given by:

g1(τ) = exp
(
−
√
k20 〈∆r2(τ)〉+ 3µal∗

rsd
l∗

)
(2.48)

2.4.2.1 Correlation diffusion equation

As explained before, the propagation of light in multiple scatter-
ing media with static scatterers characterized by the optical absorp-
tion (µa) and scattering (µs) coefficients obeys the radiative trans-
port equation (RTE)[10]. Under a set of well-defined and validated
assumptions (Section 2.1.2), a diffusion equation model [10] for
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photon propagation, which is a simplified form of RTE, can be ob-
tained. Similarly, in order to study the photon propagation under
dynamic scatterers, a correlation transport equation (CTE) [54, 55]
is adopted, which is analogous to the RTE for static scatterers:

∇ ·GT1 (~r, Ω̂, τ) + µtGT1 (~r, Ω̂, τ)

= µs

∫
GT1 (~r, Ω̂

′, τ)gs1(Ω̂, Ω̂′, τ)f(Ω̂, Ω̂′, τ)dΩ̂′

+ S(~r, Ω̂) (2.49)

From the CTE, again using the diffusion approximation, the cor-
relation diffusion equation (CDE) [27, 56, 57] is derived. This equa-
tion describes the propagation of the electric field autocorrelation
G1(r, τ) = 〈E∗(r, t)E(r, t+τ)〉 in the tissue, as given in Equation 2.50:

−∇ ·D(r)∇G1(r, τ) + v
(
µa(r) +

1

3
µ
′
sk
2
0 < ∆r

2(τ) >

)
G1(r, τ)

= vS0(r− r0), (2.50)

where the reduced scattering coefficient µ′s = (1 − g)µs, g is the
anisotropy factor of scattering, D = v

3(µa+µ
′
s)

is the optical diffu-

sion coefficient, and S0(r − r0) is the isotropic point source located
at r = r0. k0 = 2πn0

λ is the modulus of propagation vector of light
where n0 is the refractive index of the medium and λ is the wave-
length of light. Here r = (x,y, z) is the spatial coordinate in three
dimensional space and τ is the correlation time.

As presented in Section 2.4.1, the dynamics of the scattering
medium is modeled by < ∆r2(τ) > which is the mean square dis-
placement (MSD) of the scatterers [10]. When the motion of scatter-
ers is modeled as Brownian motion then< ∆r2(τ) >= 6DBτ, where
DB is the particle diffusion coefficient. Under a random flow motion
assumption the MSD of the scatterers is given by 〈∆r2(τ)〉 = 〈V2〉τ2
where 〈V2〉 is the square of the effective (average) velocity of the
scattering particles. If both flows are considered, the MSD is given
by 〈∆r2(τ)〉 = 6DBτ+ 〈V2〉τ2. Other more general formulations are
also possible to account for different types of motion and effects
[10, 58].
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2.4.2.2 Green’s solutions to CDE

The electric field auto-correlation function, G1(r, τ), varies depend-
ing on the geometry of the diffusive medium. For the purpose of
this work, we have used the analytical solutions [56, 57] for the ho-
mogeneous parallel plane slab [59] and the semi-infinite medium
[60] corresponding to the transmission and re-emission geometries
respectively. These solutions consider a parallel plane tissue slab of
thickness s, an isotropic light source at depth z0 = 1/µ ′s inside the
tissue and z as the light propagation direction. For this geometry
and under the extrapolated boundary condition [60], the Green’s
function, G1, at a distance r from the source is given by [10]:

G1([r, z], [r0 = 0, z0 = 1/µ ′s], τ)

=
v

4πD

∞∑
m=−∞

(
exp[−Kr+,m]

r+,m
−
exp[−Kr−,m]

r−,m

)
, (2.51)

where

r±,m = (r2 + (z− z±,m)2)1/2

and

K =

(
(µa +αµ

′
sk
2
0

〈∆r2(τ)〉
3

)
v

D

)1/2
.

The extrapolated boundary is at a distance ze = 2AD from the
physical, parallel plate boundaries where D is the optical diffusion
coefficient as defined before and A = (1+ Reff)/(1− Reff). Reff ≈
−1.440n−2+ 0.710n−1+ 0.668+ 0.00636n is the effective reflection
coefficient to account for the index mismatch between tissue and
air where n is refractive index ratio between diffusing medium and
the external medium, i. e., n = ndiff/next. An infinite number of
dipoles represent pairs of positive and negative sources placed at
z+,m = 2m(s + 2ze) + z0 for the positive sources and at z−,m =

2m(s+2ze)−2ze− z0 for the negatives withm = (0,±1,±2...). The
semi-infinite medium solution is a special case of the slab solution
when only the m = 0 terms are considered, i. e., with only one
planar boundary.
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2.5 S P E C K L E - B A S E D I M A G I N G M E T H O D S

2.5.1 Diffuse correlation spectroscopy

In diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS), the measurement avail-
able is the intensity autocorrelation. g2(r, τ) =< I(t)I(t+ τ) >, in-
stead of the field autocorrelation which is related to normalized
field autocorrelation g1(r, τ) = G1(r,τ)

G1(r,0) through the Siegert relation
[61]: g2(τ) = 1+β|g1(τ)|2. Here β is a constant, typically less than
one, whose value depends on the detection optics as well as the dif-
ferent optical modes in the measurement. Together with the CDE
in Equation 2.50 and the Siegert relation, DCS quantitatively mea-
sures the MSD.

We note that the reported quantity in DCS is an effective diffusion
coefficient (DB) obtained from fitting to correlation data and it is
not the traditional thermal Brownian diffusion coefficient of red
blood cells. It is, however, well validated that this model represents
the absolute and relative blood flow in tissues [10, 62, 63].

2.5.2 Laser speckle flowmetry

In the photon correlation methods, the procedure to extract the dy-
namics of the particles inside the medium is to measure the inten-
sity fluctuations of the scattered light at a single speckle and anal-
izing them using the temporal autocorrelation function, g2(τ). Con-
versely, in speckle contrast based methods, the measurement con-
sists on imaging a fluctuating speckle pattern with a camera and
integrating the speckle patterns over the exposure time of it. The
analysis comprises the calculation of the speckle contrast, κ, which
quantifies the blurring of the speckle pattern and is used for flow
measurement. In laser speckle flowmetry (LSF), single scattering ap-
proximations and uniform illumination of the sample of interest is
utilized relating κ to blood flow at superficial layers.

speckle contrast and its relation to flow As pre-
sented in Section 2.3.2, the intensity distribution of a speckle pat-
tern can only be described statistically and it was shown that for a
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static speckle pattern with a spatial Gaussian distribution of inten-
sity, the standard deviation is equal to the mean and the ratio of
the standard deviation (σI) of measured intensity to its mean value
(〈I〉) in the spatial domain (Equation 2.23) was equal to 1. There-
fore, if the speckle distribution is not gaussian, this ratio is reduced
and will be a measure of the contrast of the speckle pattern called
the speckle contrast.

In the case of moving scatterers inside the medium, the produced
speckle pattern fluctuates over time, and, by integrating these pat-
terns over the exposure time of the camera, T , the fluctuations will
be averaged out, giving as a result a blurred image and the speckle
contrast will be defined as

κ(r, T) =
σI(r, T)
µI(r, T)

(2.52)

where T is the exposure time of the detection system, and the statis-
tics calculations are done in the spatial domain, i.e. [64]. In this
equation we have changed the notation from 〈I〉 to µI for simplicity,
but the meaning of ensemble average is kept. The speckle contrast
varies between zero and one, where high values indicate slower mo-
tion of the scatterers and low values represent higher velocities.

The speckle contrast measured over the space in a time integrated
image could be related to the photon correlation methods and will
be shown onwards. When imaging a speckle pattern with a cam-
era, the integrated intensity measured at a given pixel during the
exposure time is given by [65]:

S =

∫T
0

I(t ′)dt ′ (2.53)

where I(t ′) is the instantaneous intensity at a given pixel. In order
to arrive to the speckle contrast, the mean and the standard devia-
tion should be calculated.

The mean of the integrated intensity is calculated by:

< S >=

〈∫T
0

I(t ′)dt ′
〉

=

∫T
0

〈
I(t ′)

〉
dt ′ =< I > T (2.54)
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Recalling that the standard deviation is the square root of the
variance, and the variance is defined as σ2 =< S2 > − < S >2, the
second moment of the integrated intensity has to be calculated:

< S2 >=

〈∫T
0

∫T
0

I(t ′)I(t ′′)dt ′dt ′′
〉

=

∫T
0

∫T
0

〈
I(t ′)I(t ′′)

〉
dt ′dt ′′

(2.55)

where 〈I(t ′)I(t ′′)〉 could be recognized as the intensity correlation
function, that is known to be related to the field autocorrelation
function by the Siegert’s relation and we can get 〈I(t ′)I(t ′′)〉 =<
I >2

{
1+β |g1(t

′ − t ′′)|2
}

. Replacing this in Equation 2.55, we
obtain:

< S2 > =< I >2
∫T
0

∫T
0

{
1+β

∣∣g1(t ′ − t ′′)∣∣2}dt ′dt ′′

=< I >2 T2+ < I >2
∫T
0

∫T
0

β
∣∣g1(t ′ − t ′′)∣∣2 dt ′dt ′′

(2.56)

Hence the variance is:

< S2 > − < S >2= < I >2 T2

+ < I >2
∫T
0

∫T
0

β
∣∣g1(t ′ − t ′′)∣∣2 dt ′dt ′′

− < I >2 T2 (2.57)

and the speckle contrast would be defined as:

κ =

√
β

T2

∫T
0

∫T
0

|g1(t ′ − t ′′)|
2 dt ′dt ′′ (2.58)

After some coordinates transformations, the double integral can
be converted into a single integral and, given the normalized field
autocorrelation function is even, Equation 2.58 can be reduced to:

κ2(r, T) =
2β

T

∫T
0

|g1(r, τ)|2
(
1−

τ

T

)
dτ (2.59)

which represents the relation between the speckle contrast and the
normalized field autocorrelation, g1(r, τ) [66, 67], as defined previ-
ously in section (number), at time t and position r. The brackets 〈 〉
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in the previous calculations denote ensemble averages for theoret-
ical calculations, whereas for experimental measurements denote
time averages, assuming the process is ergodic and stationary. β is
an instrumental constant accounting for the optical system that is
related to the number of pixels per speckle, and also to the polariza-
tion nature of the incident light [52, 66]. τ is the correlation time
and T is the exposure time of the detection system.

The function describing the speckle contrast in Equation 2.59 de-
pends strongly on the form of the normalized field autocorrelation
function, which is related to the optical spectrum through a Fourier
transform. When a laser light interacts with scatterers in motion,
each scattered photon will experiment a frequency shift and if the
scatterers are moving with a given velocity distribution, the result-
ing optical spectrum at the detector will vary its shape according to
the velocity distribution. In general, in LSF, it is assumed that the ve-
locity distribution of the scatterers is Lorentzian. Hence, the normal-
ized field autocorrelation function, is a negative exponential func-
tion [68], which has the same form as the normalized field auto-
correlation obtained when deriving the scattered field in the single
scattering regime for particles moving randomly (Equation 2.37):

g1(r, τ) = exp(−τ/τc) (2.60)

where τ is the delay time and τc is the decorrelation time of the
intensity fluctuations [69], that would be inversely proportional
to the mean velocity of the scatterers. Replacing Equation 2.60 in
Equation 2.59 the speckle contrast would be given by:

κ2(r, T) = β

{
exp (−2T/τc) − 1+ 2T/τc

2 (T/τc)
2

}
(2.61)

2.6 T O M O G R A P H I C A L I M A G I N G W I T H D I F F U S E O P T I C S

In the diffuse optics techniques described before, it is assumed that
the tissue is homogeneous in its optical and dynamic properties and
that it has a simple geometry, but in reality this might not be true.
There are medical conditions, e. g., a breast cancerous tumour, in
which the optical properties of the affected region of the tissue will
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differ from the optical properties of the healthy tissue. In such case,
it would be desirable to obtain three dimensional images to find
the location of the tumour, which will be considered an inhomo-
geneity inside the tissue. The idea behind this consist on measur-
ing at the surface the light scattered by the tissue and from those
measurements reconstruct the optical/physiological properties for
every point inside the tissue, i. e., its spatial distribution. One non-
invasive technique, based on the diffusion model, that is capable
of reconstructing an image of such tumour is the diffuse optical
tomography (DOT). On the other hand, if the heterogeneity is due
to changes in the dynamic properties of the tissue, e. g., changes
in blood flow due to an ischemic stroke, the image reconstruction
could be done using the temporal correlation functions measured
at the surface by using the diffuse correlation tomography (DCT).
The interest of this work is the reconstruction of blood flow in tis-
sues, hence, the principles for DCT will be presented, although the
approaches are general for 3D imaging with diffuse light.

As discussed above, we present an algorithm/method to recover
the dynamic property, specifically, the mean-square displacement
(MSD), 〈∆r2(τ)〉, from the scattering intensity measurements made
at the surface of the object to be probed. The imaging algorithm
is often called inverse model (or inverse problem)[70, 71] which
constitutes a forward model, representing the propagation of field
autocorrelation in the media which is the CDE (Equation 2.50), and
a sensitivity relation connecting the sensitivity of the measurements
to any perturbations in the MSD [72, 73]. The forward model can
be represented as a function F(< ∆r2(τ) >) = G1(m, τ) where
G1(m, τ) is the field autocorrelation measured at a location m on
the boundary of the object. Note that the function F is the repre-
sentation of the CDE by posing it as a function mapping the MSD to
the field auto correlation at the boundary. Since the MSD is a coef-
ficient of the CDE, G1(m, τ) depends non linearly on the MSD, and
hence F is a non linear function. We proceed to define the forward
problem and the inverse problem as follows: Given the MSD of the
scatterers, solving the CDE (2.50) to find the the field auto corre-
lation function everywhere in the object (including the boundary)
is called the forward problem. The inverse problem seeks the MSD

of the scatterers everywhere in the object using the measured field
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autocorrelation function only at the boundary. In other words, in-
verse problem requires the inversion of the nonlinear map F such
that < ∆r2(τ) >= F−1(G1(m, τ)). The nonlinear inverse problems
are difficult to solve which often necessitates to adopt linearisation
method [70, 71].

Let < ∆r2(τ) >δ be a perturbation in MSD from its baseline value
< ∆r2(τ) >0. The function F can be expanded in terms of Taylor’s
series around the baseline value as

F(< ∆r2(τ) >0 + < ∆r2(τ) >δ) =F(< ∆r2(τ) >0)

+ hF
′
(< ∆r2(τ) >0) (2.62)

where h =< ∆r2(τ) >δ. Here F
′

is called the Frechet derivative
[74] which represents the derivative of the function with respect to
MSD evaluated at the baseline value of MSD. This is a linear func-
tion of MSD as we intended and hence invertible. Corresponding
changes in the boundary measurement is the G1(m, τ)δ such that
F(< ∆r2(τ) >0 + < ∆r2(τ) >δ) = G1(m, τ)δ +G1(m, τ)0 which
gives

G1(m, τ)δ = hF
′
(< ∆r2(τ) >0). (2.63)

The above equation relates the perturbations in MSD to pertur-
bations in measurement via the Frechet derivative of the function
F and hence is called the sensitivity relation. Similar to the fact
that F represents the CDE, we can derive the equation for F

′
by

substituting for MSD < ∆r2(τ) >0 + < ∆r2(τ) >δ and the cor-
responding field autocorrelation G1(r, τ)δ + G1(r, τ)0 in the CDE
(Equation 2.50) which gives:

−∇ ·D(r)∇
(
G1(r, τ)δ +G1(r, τ)0

)
+

(
µa(r) +

1

3
µ
′
sk
2
0(< ∆r

2(τ) >0 + < ∆r2(τ) >δ)

)
(
G1(r, τ)δ +G1(r, τ)0

)
= S0(r− r0), (2.64)
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Subtracting above equation from CDE in Equation 2.50 we have

−∇ ·D(r)∇G1(r, τ)δ

+

(
µa(r) +

1

3
µ
′
sk
2
0 < ∆r

2(τ) >δ
)
G1(r, τ)δ

= −
1

3
µ
′
sk
2
0 < ∆r

2(τ) >δ (G1(r, τ)δ +G1(r, τ)0) (2.65)

The above equation clearly shows a nonlinear dependence be-
tween < ∆r2(τ) >δ and G1(r, τ)δ and hence to linearize we neglect
the term 1

3µ
′
sk
2
0 < ∆r2(τ) >δ G1(r, τ)δ which results in the lin-

earized equation

−∇ ·D(r)∇G1(r, τ)δ

+

(
µa(r) +

1

3
µ
′
sk
2
0 < ∆r

2(τ) >δ
)
G1(r, τ)δ

= −
1

3
µ
′
sk
2
0 < ∆r

2(τ) >δ (G1(r, τ)0) (2.66)

This linearization procedure is called First Born approximation
[74, 75] where we have made use of the fact that G1(r, τ)δ <<
G1(r, τ)0 , i. e., the perturbations in field autocorrelation are very
small compared to its baseline value. The function F

′
represents

above equation which relates the perturbations in field autocor-
relation to perturbations in MSD as a linear function. The inver-
sion model can be now explained based on the above equations
as follows: Obtain the baseline measurement G1(m, τ)0 and sub-
sequently the measurement induced by the perturbation (in MSD)
which is G1(m, τ)δ + G1(m, τ)0. Subtracting these two measure-
ments results in perturbation in measurement G1(m, τ)δ. The per-
turbations in MSD 〈∆r2(τ)〉δ can be obtained by solving the mini-
mization problem [76]

minimize
h

‖hF ′(< ∆r2(τ) >0) −G1(m, τ)δ‖22 (2.67)

where ‖x‖2 =
√

(x
′
x) ( ′ denotes transpose) is the euclidean norm

in case of finite dimensional spaces. The above minimization prob-
lem can be solved in finite dimensional space using analytic Green’s
function solution to the CDE, the details of which in the context of
speckle contrast imaging is explained in the Section 4.2.
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Before concluding the chapter we briefly touch upon the lineari-
zed inverse problem as a minimization problem in a finite dimen-
sional space. We introduce a small notational change in order to
avoid cumbersome expressions. As explained above, most of the to-
mographic reconstruction problems are categorized as non linear
optimization problems for which we formulate a corresponding lin-
earized inverse problem which can be expressed as a system of lin-
ear equations:

y = Ax (2.68)

Here y is the measurement vector of size m× 1 and x is the so-
lution vector of size n× 1. A is the matrix,of size m× n, for the
linear transformation, which is called the Jacobian (sensitivity ma-
trix). Where m is the number of detectors and n is the number
of grid points where the solution x is sought. Note that y, A and x
representsG1(m, τ)δ, F

′
and h =< ∆r2(τ) >δ respectively. The solu-

tion to the above inverse problem can be recasted as a minimization
problem:

min
x
‖Ax− y‖22 (2.69)

where the Euclidean norm is defined as : ‖x‖2 =
√
xTx, xT being

the transpose of xT . The above minimization problem can be solved
by solving the Normal equations:

ATAx̂ = ATy (2.70)

where x̂ is the solution we seek. Due to ill-posedness of the problem,
its often necessary to regularize [77, 78] the above minimization
problem where we try to minimize the following modified problem:

min
x
‖Ax− y‖22 + λ‖Lx‖22 (2.71)

where λ is the regularization parameter and L is the regularization
operator which we take as an identity matrix. The corresponding
normal equation to be solved is given as:

(ATA+ λI)x̂ = ATy. (2.72)

We will be adopting a spatial regularization scheme to solve the
above regularized problem which is explained in detail in Section 4.2.





3
M U LT I M O D A L O P T I C A L S Y S T E M F O R
L O N G I T U D I N A L I M A G I N G O F T H E
R O D E N T B R A I N

Laser speckle imaging in combination with optical intrinsic imag-
ing (OIS) have been demonstrated to be a great tool to measure
quantitatively superficial blood flow, total hemoglobin concentra-
tion and oxygen saturation simultaneously. These have been used
together particularly in brain animal experiments as it is capable
of mapping several biologically significant parameters over a large
field-of-view (FOV) with ∼ 25µm resolution. [15, 79]. These char-
acteristics have been employed to study brain hemodynamics un-
der cortical spreading depression and functional activation [79],
focal cerebral ischemia [15], the effect of electrical forepaw stim-
ulation after a focal cerebral ischemia [80], outcome from global
cerebral ischemia[81], investigating the effects of substances in the
brain hemodynamics [82], all of them in rats. Besides brain studies,
the LSF-OIS technique has been used to study the hemodynamic re-
sponse of the rat lumbar spinal cord [83].

A LSF-OIS combined imaging device was constructed in the Medi-
cal Optics group of the Institute of Photonics Sciences. As part of my
project, I assisted in the completion and testing of the system, using
both microfluidic phantoms and in vivo experiments in mice. The
completed LSF- OIS device allows surface imaging of CBF, oxygena-
tion and volume in rodents with ∼ 30µm axial resolution. This setup
allowed us to perform a multidisciplinary study of the effect of the
Mannose-binding Lectin protein in the recovery following transient
ischemic stroke in mice with the Department of Brain Ischemia and

45
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Neurodegeneration from the Institute for Biomedical Research in
Barcelona (IIBB).

Longitudinal studies investigate dynamic parameters that change
over the course of hours, days and even weeks. These types of stud-
ies are particularly challenging in spectroscopic and quantitative
studies, as they require the animal to be moved between measure-
ments, which in general introduces systematic errors [84, 85]. In
the following protocol that will be presented, the animal is moved
from the device at least 4 times over the course of eight hours
(Figure 3.14). To avoid systematic errors we developed some so-
lutions including real-time alignment, calibration procedures and
post-processing algorithms that are described after.

This chapter describes the LSF-OIS device and includes all the ex-
perimental methods that were developed during this work. At the
end we present the results from the animal study which re- presents
the application of our device and developed methods; and its vali-
dation in comparison with the findings made with other techniques.

3.1 E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T U P

3.1.1 Laser Speckle Flowmetry instrument

In general, the standard elements of a laser speckle flowmetry de-
vice are a laser to illuminate homogeneously the tissue and an imag-
ing system to acquire the speckle patterns formed at the tissue sur-
face over time. The wavelength of the laser should be chosen ac-
cording to the application which in our case is usually in the near
infra-red range. The imaging system consists of a camera and an
objective lens with a variable aperture that allows adjusting the FOV

and, at the same time, the speckle to pixel size ratio.

For this device we employed a laser diode (DL7140-201S, 785
nm, 70 mW, Thorlabs, USA), mounted in a temperature- controlled
laser diode mount (LDM21, Thorlabs, USA). The laser diode was
driven the constant current mode (LDC205C, Thorlabs, USA) and
temperature-controlled for intensity stability (TED200C, Thorlabs,
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USA). In order to obtain a homogeneous illumination of the surface
under study, the laser was set apart from the surface allowing the
beam to diverge until it covered the surface homogeneously as con-
firmed by images of the illuminated field.

The first element of the imaging system was a monochrome CCD
camera (Basler scout scA640-74fm, Basler, Germany), with a 659 x
494 resolution, a pixel size of 9.9 µm x 9.9 µm and 12 bit depth.
To complete the imaging system we chose an objective with focal
length of 50 mm, variable aperture with f/# from 2.8 to 16 in a
click-stop format (Rodagon, Rodenstock Photo Optics, Germany).
To adjust the magnification of the system, the focal length has to
be adjusted. For fine adjustment, and to to avoid the lens to rotate
while changing the focus, a Modular-Focus (Rodenstock Photo Op-
tics, Germany) was included. For coarse adjustment extension tubes
with a length of 24.5 mm or 45 mm could be included. This imaging
system was set on a x-y-z translational stage to give some freedom
when setting the FOV and to select the imaging plane to the surface
of the sample without changing the focus of the camera (and there-
fore changing the speckle size). In order to make the calibration of
the system we used a multi-function high magnification calibration
target 20X-40X (Edmund Optics, USA) which was put in a platform
with a height coinciding with the mouse brain surface height.

3.1.2 Optical Intrinsic Signal imaging instrument

As mentioned before, OIS works by using different wavelengths for
illumination. Previously, the common method to obtain those wave-
lengths involved the use of white lamps together with diffe-rent
wavelength bandpass filters [15, 79, 80]. With the availability of
light emitting diodes (LEDs) at different wavelengths, these started
being included in the OIS systems replacing the bandpass filters
[81, 83, 86]. For our OIS system we preferred the latter approach
and opted for an objective-mounted LED source [86]. In this source,
several LEDs are mounted on a ring that could be attached to the
camera objective without obstructing it, as observed in Figure 3.1a.
This provides a fairly spatially homogeneous light and allows illu-
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minating the sample perpendicularly.

We built this system to have 4 different wavelengths, 525 nm
(green), 590 nm (orange), 635 nm (red) and 780 nm (NIR) (Ta-
ble 3.1, Thorlabs, USA). The mounting ring was able to hold 12
LEDs in one row, 3 for each wavelength, and were positioned al-
ternating the colors, 4 times, as seen in Figure 3.1c, to have a ho-
mogeneous angular distribution of the illumination for each wave-
length. Each LED color group was controlled with a variable inten-
sity driver (T-Cube high power LED driver, LEDD1B, Thorlabs, USA).
In order to improve the homogeneous illumination, we included a
non-coloured diffusive plastic all around the LEDs.

Reference center λ [nm] power∗ [mW] FWHM∗∗ [nm]

LED525E 525 ± 15 2.6 32

LED591E 590 ± 10 2.0 20

LED631E 635 ± 10 4.0 10

LED780E 780 ± 10 18 30

Table 3.1: Specifications for the LEDs included in the OIS device. Ex-
tracted from Thorlabs. *Total optical power. **Full width at
half maximum.
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(a) Objective-mounted LED
source. MF: modular fo-
cus; O: objective.

(b) Detail of the LED positions in
the ring. Bottom view. IR:780

nm, R: 635 nm, Y:590 nm, G:525

nm.

(c) Bottom view of the ring with the non-
coloured diffuse plastic cover on.

Figure 3.1: Details of the OIS illumination ring.
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3.1.3 Hybrid imaging instrument

The two systems described before were set together in order to
have a multimodal imaging device capable of measuring superficial
blood flow, as well as total hemoglobin concentration and oxygen
saturation. The challenging part on hybridizing this two systems
corresponded to the design of the electronic chain to properly syn-
chronize the camera acquisition with the illumination time of the
laser from the LSF and the LEDs from the OIS, including the order
of entrance of each light source, as schematized in Figure 3.3. Syn-
chronization was possible by including into the system the custom-
made input/output (I/O) device (I/O module TE2011.188, ICFO)
presented in Figure 3.2a. This I/O device provides 8 analogical in-
put (AIN), 4 analogical output (AOUT), 12 digital input (DIN) and
20 digital output (DOUT) ports, as observed in Figure 3.2b, but for
this application only the digital ports were used. In particular, this
I/O device has some virtual channels (Marking channels) that allow
triggering a signal in a digital output from a signal in a digital in-
put (DIN), and which play a key role in this timing sequence of the
sources.

(a) Front view. (b) Detail of the input/output
ports in the back.

Figure 3.2: Custom-made I/O device to control the LSF-OIS illumination
and acquisition timings.

The image acquisition sequence, or illumination cycle, was set to
have one dark frame, one red frame, one orange frame, one green
frame, one NIR frame, followed by 9 laser speckle images and re-
peating the whole cycle until the acquisition time was completed.
The dark frame at the beginning of each cycle helps in the post pro-
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cessing as a reference when separating the frames for each wave-
length. To achieve this sequence a control procedure for the I/O
device was designed and is explained here after.

The software (Section 3.1.4) sends a start signal to the I/O device
and the DOUT0 triggers simultaneously the camera and the DIN0.
The camera follows a cyclic signal with period T1 + T2 equal to
the frame duration, i. e., 1/framerate (framerate=31.6 fps), where
T1 = 5 ms and T2 = 25 ms. The exposure time for this system could
go from 1 ms to a maximum of 20 ms, and as seen from the camera
timeline in Figure 3.3, the maximum exposure time is not equal to
T2. The DIN0 will trigger, through a marking channel, a signal in
the DOUT1, that will make the I/O device to start an illumination
cycle with a total duration of 420 ms. This signal from DOUT1 will
trigger the simultaneous start of the LEDs cycles and as seen in Fig-
ure 3.3, each LED color group has a defined delay time from the
trigger signal reception to the time of the emission and it is well de-
fined in terms of T1 and T2. The emission time for every LED color
group was set to 28 ms and the delay time between one color turns
off and the next turns on is 2 ms. The LED color groups receive
the signal from the DOUT 2− 5. The DOUT5 apart from giving the
signal to the last LED group, triggers by its falling edge the DOUT6
that drives the laser. Again there is a delay of 2 ms between the
LEDs and the laser illumination and it is kept on until the 9 speckle
frames are acquired. Once the cycle is completed, the master signal
from the DOUT1 starts again.

The LSF-OIS system was completed with a custom-made dark
cage to ensure that any external light could affect the measure-
ments, given that this system had to be working in a fully illumi-
nated Biology laboratory. The dark cage was completed with dark
curtains at the front to allow easy access to the setup or to check the
animal during the animal measurements. An image of the finished
device is presented in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: LSF-OIS completed setup inside the dark cage. The box to the
right of the optical breadboard kept the connecting cables for
the LEDs.

3.1.4 Control Sotware

The LSF-OIS system uses a software to code the instrument controls
that is based on the SPLASSH (SPectral Light Acquisition Software
for Signaling and Hemodynamics) software [87] from the Labora-
tory for Functional Optical Imaging at Columbia University in New
York1.

The SPLASSH was developed as a control tool for multispectral
imaging and includes the libraries to work with a variety of cam-
eras with IEEE 1394 FireWire connections as the Basler scout we
used in our device and appeared as a good starting point to develop
our control software. SPLASSH code and graphical user interface

1 We specially thank Prof. Elizabeth Hillman for providing us with the software.
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(GUI) was programmed in C and written within the National Instru-
ments LabWindows/CVI environment. It includes the commands to
interact with NI hardware interface drivers and with an Arduino mi-
crocontroller to program the LED sequences.

Using the same programming environment, the SPLASSH code
and GUI were significantly modified to integrate the I/O device
control commands that made possible the synchronization scheme
described before, and to include the LSF measurements in the soft-
ware. Furthermore, an interesting tool that enable making a real-
time registration (Section 3.2.2) of the images at one time point
during an experiment with an image from a previous time point
was included.

3.2 I M A G E R E G I S T R AT I O N A N D L E D I N T E N S I T Y C O R R E C T I O N S

As described before, there are some longitudinal studies in which
the animal has to be moved in and out of the imaging system and
awaken between measurements. This may cause errors given that
the calculation of the relative cerebral blood flow (rCBF), from the
LSF, and the changes in absorption, from the OIS, are done for each
time point with respect to the baseline. Then it is necessary to guar-
antee that the position of the animal in one time point is as close
as possible to the position during the baseline. To do so, some fidu-
cial markers were attached to the animal skull and were kept for
the duration of the protocol and some mechanical elements where
introduced in the setup. Apart from this, a real-time registration
procedure was included in the SPLASSH software, that allows mov-
ing the animal during the measurement to achieve the desired po-
sition. If the real-time registration is not good enough due to time
constraints of the experiments, a post-processing registration is per-
formed in the images. From the OIS point of view, one difficulty
that could appear in long-time protocols is the variability of the
light sources intensity over time. To correct this problem a white
reflectance surface is included in the field-of-view (FOV).
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3.2.1 Fiducial markers and mechanical additions

Two types of fiducial markers were placed in the skull to help the
registration process after each re-position of the animal into the
device. The first type of references consisted in marking the skull in
three places with the drill, without penetrating the skull, and then
marking the holes with permanent ink to keep the marks during
the whole experiment. As seen in Figure 3.5a two of the holes are
positioned in the anterior part of the brain before the bregma and
the last one is set in the posterior part adjacent to the cerebellum
and in the center of the hemispheres.

(a) Reference markers (drillholes
and suture) and renormaliza-
tion element (Teflon ring) on a
mouse brain.

(b) Stereotaxic frame with mouse elec-
trical blanket attached to a two
axes tip-tilt stage.

Figure 3.5: Implemented experimental methods to improve the real-time
image registration.

The second type of fiducial marker consisted on a piece of suture
which was glued to the skull between the anterior drillholes and
the bregma. It is important to note that none of these markers inter-
fered with the regions of the animal brain under study.

Normally, for this type of studies the animals are fixed in a stereo-
taxic frame. For our study, the stereotaxic frame was modified to be
attached to the setup breadboard and to improve the real-time po-
sitioning time a two axes Tip-Tilt Stage (Edmund Optics, USA) was
set under the stereotaxic frame. This tip-tilt stage has two micro-
metric screws that allow tilting the animal smoothly in a forward-
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backward direction as well as in a sideways direction as seen in
Figure 3.5b.

3.2.2 Real-time registration

In the longitudinal study we performed on mice using this LSF-OIS
device, the animal had to be moved in and out from the imaging
device between measurement points. During the initial tests of the
device, the animal re-positioning after a measurement relied on the
person ability and criterion to decide if the position of the animal
was close enough to the baseline position and was completed by
post-processing registration methods. Nevertheless, this was found
to be very imprecise and most of the times even the post-processing
co-registration of the images from one point to the baseline images
was not enough to correct the position. To overcome this, inside the
SPLASSH we included a procedure in which it is possible to realign
the animal position to the baseline position.

The first step in the real-time registration procedure is to acquire
some 8-bit images of the brain before starting the baseline measure-
ments with all color LEDs on. One image is taken focusing on the
suture, another focusing on the back drill hole and the last one fo-
cusing on the vessels after the mineral oil cleared the skull. After
the animal has been repositioned for another time point measure-
ment, is where the real-time registration is needed.

The principle under it relies in comparing the baseline image with
the real-time FOV preview. The comparison is done using the abso-
lute difference NI-IMAQ image processing function that subtracts
one image from another and returns the absolute value of the differ-
ence. The resulting image is shown on screen while the registration
is performed. Figure 3.6a show an example image of the resulting
difference image when the initial placement does not correspond to
the baseline position. The largest differences in the image appear
in white, and coinciding regions in black. Here is where the fiducial
markers play an important role because the non-coincident drill-
holes show a higher contrast. Then, the goal during the real-time
registration would be to make the fiducial markers coincide with
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the white spots using the tip-tilt stage and try to get a result like
the one in Figure 3.6b. At each measurement time point, the real-
time registration starts with respect to the baseline image focusing
on the suture. Once this fiducial marker is registered, the process is
repeated for the drillhole and the same vessels chosen during the
baseline.

(a) Real-time view of the initial
placement of an animal.

(b) Good alignment reached during
the procedure.

Figure 3.6: Real-time image registration. The goal is to match the drill
holes and the suture in the skull with the white spots pre-
sented in (a) as attained in (b).

3.2.3 Post-processing registration

When an experiment is subject to a rigid schedule in favour of the
animal well-being or to accomplish protocol demands, the time for
a real-time registration is limited and sometimes it is necessary to
proceed with the experiment without having attained a perfect re-
positioning of the animal. This situation is presented in Figure 3.7a,
where an image of the baseline position, in red (false color), is over-
lapped with an image of another time point, in blue (false color).
The mismatch of the images is clearly seen in almost all the ves-
sels where the two colors are distinguishable; the regions in which
the images are matching, appear in violet. To overcome this poten-
tial situation, we implemented some procedures that are applied
onto the images during the post-processing, entirely performed in
fiji[88], and that will give as a result the co- registration of the im-
ages (Figure 3.7b).
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(a) Misaligned images after a poor
real-time registration.

(b) Alignment of the images after
post- processing registration.

Figure 3.7: Post-processing image registration. The images show "red"
and "blue" as mismatched sections and "violet" as overlaps.

The procedures differ a bit for the LSF and OIS images and are
described here:

lsf image processing The post-processing described here is
applied to the whole stack of images available for a given measure-
ment time point in the protocol.

• Rotation of the images, using a bicubic rotation, to put the
middle cerebral line horizontally.

• Set noisy frames to NaN values to exclude them from the mea-
surements: Motion artifacts, e. g., mouse breathing or vibra-
tions, contribute to additional blurring of the speckles, reduc-
ing the speckle contrast that will result in overestimation of
the flow at a given time. To determine those frames, we used
the Teflon ring as a standard. Being a solid, the speckle con-
trast should not change over time. The average speckle con-
trast is taken over a ROI defined on the ring and is compared
frame by frame. If it deviates by more than 15%, that frame
is considered corrupted by artificial motion and is neglected
from the next procedures.

• Calculate one reference image as the temporal average of the
raw images over all the stack, usually 5 minutes.
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• The reference image is sharpened twice to get well- defined
vessels and to ease the alignment process.

• This reference image is put as the first image of the stack, and
the stack’s colourmap is changed to blue. Then, the sharpened
baseline image with red colourmap is put as an overlay at 60%
opacity as seen in Figure 3.7a.

• An interactive rigid rotation or an interactive affine rotation
is applied to align the major visible vessels. This alignment is
carried over to the whole stack.

After this procedure, the stack is ready for the speckle contrast
calculations.

ois image processing For OIS, the procedure is very similar
but we skip some of the points. We skipped the noisy frames exclu-
sion procedure because OIS is not as sensitive to motion artifacts as
LSF: the distance moved by the mouse is small, and we are averag-
ing over time and over a very large ROI. For the reference image,
used in the registration, we chose the green LED images since those
have higher contrast to distinguish the vessels. The images from all
colors are processed together by creating a green/red /orange stack.
An extra procedure that is done to the OIS stacks is to invert the im-
ages so the vessels are bright instead of black. The registration is
done by overlaying the inverse of the baseline image.

3.2.4 Intensity Renormalization

In reflectance measurements, it is important to have a reflectance
calibration standard that returns always a known amount of the
incident light back into the measuring device. For this study we de-
signed a Teflon ring that served as a white reference for the OIS re-
flectance measurements and attached it to the mouse skull as seen
in Figure 3.5a.

The reflectance measurements for each wavelength at every time
point of the protocol where renormalized considering the Teflon
ring reflectance as constant along the whole protocol. This com-
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pensation for I0 changes using the Teflon ring was done using the
following relation:

∆A = −log

(
I(t)

I0c

)
(3.1)

where c = I(t)ring/I(t0)ring is a correction factor for the intensity.
The quantity I(t0)ring is calculated as a spatial average over the flat
portion of the ring (excluding bright spots and hairs) followed by
the time averaged over the frames acquired during baseline. The
effect of the intensity renormalization is observed in Figure 3.8,
where before any correction was applied (dashed line), the Teflon
presented changes in absorption. This shows the need for the renor-
malization correction since in a reflectance standard, there should
not be any change in absorption. After applying the renormaliza-
tion correction (solid line), there are not changes in absorption in
the Teflon ring, confirming the effect of the correction over the re-
flected intensities.
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Figure 3.8: Changes in absorption in the Teflon ring at different time
points of a longitudinal study. The dashed line shows ∆A
without any correction while the solid line shows the renor-
malized change in absorption.

Apart from this renormalization role, the Teflon ring was used as
a speckle contrast standard, as described in the post-processing pro-
cedure for LSF images. Furthermore, the ring was designed to retain
the mineral oil that helps clearing the skull and keeping the skull
from drying without causing shadows inside the imaged regions of
the brain.
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3.3 VA L I D AT I O N T E S T S

In order to test the actual capabilities of the LSF-OIS device, some
preliminary tests were performed. These tests included some phan-
tom measurements (omitted here) and some in vivo measurements
in mice.

Prior to start any measurement some general procedures were
completed. After starting the software, the laser and the LEDs were
allowed to warm up for at least 5 minutes. Afterwards the LEDs’
input voltages (measured at the cube driver output) and the laser
current were checked and adjusted to some determined values to
ensure a constant illumination intensity throughout all the differ-
ent measurements done, e. g., all the animals measured in a study.
Finally, in the case of an animal study, the tip-tilting stage that held
the stereotaxic frame and attached it to the setup was levelled be-
fore the animal was fixed to the frame.

Figure 3.9: Schematic of the laser speckle flowmetry and optical intrinsic
signal imaging (LSF-OIS) multimodal device.
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3.3.1 In vivo tests in mice

Before moving to a complete animal study, it was necessary to check
the performance of the LSF-OIS system and its ability to measure
changes in flow in an animal model. To do that, some tests that in-
duce changes in cerebral blood flow over time were performed in
mice. In particular the results for a temporal middle cerebral artery
occlusion (tMCAO) are presented after the general procedures for
the animal preparation are explained. A diagram of the setup used
for mice brain imaging studies is presented in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.10: Image from the animal after preparation and inside the LSF-
OIS device.
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3.3.2 Animal preparation

The animal was anesthetized in a glass box by isoflurane inhala-
tion and then, it was put in a lab standard stereotaxic frame with
mouse adaptor (Stoelting Co., USA), where a gas anesthesia mask
(Stoelting Co., USA), continued providing the anesthesia during the
measurements. The temperature of the animal was monitored con-
tinuously using a rectal probe and mantained at a constant temper-
ature of 37◦ with an in-house feedback controlled electrical blanket.
The mouse scalp was opened and the periosteum removed. To help
the registration of the images, the fiducial markers (drillholes and
suture) were included as explained in Section 3.2.1. Afterwards, the
Teflon ring was attached to the skull using dental cement. The ani-
mal was put into the imaging device and the camera focused on the
skull surface. A verification test for hair strays in the FOV and for
motions of the skull that could interfere with the speckle measure-
ments was performed. An image of the animal inside the LSF-OIS
device is presented in Figure 3.10.

3.3.2.1 Temporal middle cerebral artery occlusion (tMCAO)

A very useful way of understanding the ischemic stroke in humans
is through experimental ischemic stroke models, usually carried out
in rodents [6]. In humans, the ischemic stroke occurs mostly in the
territory of the middle cerebral artery (MCA), hence, the majority
of ischemic stroke studies in mice and rats involve the occlusion of
the MCA. Due to the reduced variability of the resulting ischemic
lesions one of the most used methods is the temporal middle cere-
bral artery occlusion (tMCAO). This method consists on occluding
the MCA during ninety minutes by introducing an intraluminal su-
ture through the external carotid artery (ECA) [6, 13]. With this in
mind, a determinant test for the LSF-OIS capability to measure the
changes in cerebral blood flow was a tMCAO in a mouse.

A wild type mouse with a C57BL/6J genetic background was pre-
pared as described in Section 3.3.2. Speckle measurements were
taken during 15 minutes in 5 minutes sets for the baseline with
an exposure time of 5 ms. Afterwards, the animal was removed
from the imaging system for the occlusion surgery. The animal was
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Figure 3.11: Flow images of a mouse brain before ischemia (left) and dur-
ing occlusion(right). Red regions represent high flow while
blue represents low flow.

occluded using an intraluminal suture and the occlusion was con-
firmed by laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) measurements. After 45
minutes of occlusion, the animal was moved back into the system
and again speckle measurements were performed following the same
scheme used in the baseline acquisition.

The images were corrected during post-processing and the spec-
kle contrast was calculated in each image using a 5×5 pixel size
window. For each time point, the baseline and the occlusion, we cal-
culated one speckle contrast image by averaging all the images in
the stack. Afterwards, the flow was calculated for each of the stages
and the 2D maps of flow for baseline (left) and occlusion (right) are
presented in Figure 3.11. In this images, the red regions represent
high flow, whereas the blue regions represent low flow. The val-
ues of flow showed in this graph are given in arbitrary units. In the
baseline image, both hemispheres are showing similar flows and the
major vessels show higher flows. At the time of the occlusion, the
ipsilateral hemisphere, where the occlusion was performed, shows
a clear reduction in flow in comparison to the basal flow and in
comparison to the healthy hemisphere.

In order to extract the quantitative information from these im-
ages rCBF is calculated. If the rCBF during occlusion is calculated in
the ischemic hemisphere with respect to the flow of the same hemi-
sphere during the baseline, it is found that the reduction in the flow
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Figure 3.12: Change in CBF during the occlusion for both hemispheres
relative to the flow in the contralateral side at the beginning
of the occlusion. The spontaneous reduction of CBF towards
the end of the study in the ipsilateral side is due to a PID.
Many PIDs are observed in stroked animals and their fre-
quency and amplitude is relevant to the extent of damage.

is ≈ 80%, i. e., only 20% of the healthy CBF is circulating in the
ischemic state.

It is known that during occlusion, there is activity in the penum-
bra (region that surrounds the ischemic core) and that is viable at
the beginning of the occlusion but could become damaged tissue
with time. In order to observe such activity, we defined an ROI over
the penumbra in the ipsilateral hemisphere and compared the rCBF
with respect to the flow in a mirrored ROI localized in the healthy
hemisphere during the time course of the occlusion. The results are
presented in Figure 3.12. In black it is presented the flow in the con-
tralateral side which is very constant and in red the flow in the ipsi-
lateral side. It is seen that the flow in the penumbra of the ischemic
side is 30% less than the flow in the healthy side and stays constant
during the first 4,5 minutes of observation. After this time the flow
is reduced an extra 30%, which shows evidence of Peri-Infarct De-
polarizations (PID), which are spontaneous waves of depolarization
(cell membrane) spreading from the core of the infarct that are be-
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lieved to increase the size of the infarction [15].

These results show that the LSF device was able to follow a pro-
cess of flow, in this case, monitoring the flow changes during a tM-
CAO and demonstrated that is was ready to perform a study in ani-
mal models.

3.4 M A N N O S E B I N D I N G L E C T I N PAT H WAY S T U D Y

The LSF-OIS device was applied in a longitudinal study in collabo-
ration with the Department of Brain Ischemia and Neurodegenera-
tion at the Institute of Biomedical Research of Barcelona (IIBB). In
a previous work [89], they showed that genetically modified mice
(Mannose binding lectin (MBL) gene-knockout (KO) mice) with a
deficiency of the MBL protein present protection after an experi-
mental ischemic stroke, in other words, they have a better outcome
(Figure 3.13a). This finding is based on the fact that the size of the
infarction in MBL-KO mice is smaller at 48 hours following ischemia
compared to wild type (WT) mice (Figure 3.13b), despite having
similar reduction in cerebral blood flow (CBF) at the time of the
occlusion, as measured by Laser Doppler. Figure 3.13c, represents
an example of this finding where the "milky" white areas denote the
infarct –i.e. damaged tissue– area in a brain slice. Interestingly, in
recent clinical studies, stroke patients with MBL-low genotypes ex-
hibited eleven times better outcome than MBL-sufficient genotypes
[89] and the infarct volume difference observation was also con-
firmed in humans [90].

Motivated with this finding, they started a new study to under-
stand the mechanism of this protection and the role of the MBL af-
ter the stroke using different techniques to measure different physi-
ological parameters. Regarding the CBF, the initial hypothesis of the
study was that the Lectin pathway activation affects the evolution
of CBF in the first few hours after reperfusion following middle-
cerebral artery occlusion. In order to confirm or negate this hypoth-
esis, the logical interest was to follow the evolution of the cerebral
blood flow in the hours following the reperfusion and the LSF-OIS
device appeared to be the idoneous tool for this task.
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(a) The neurological score, as an in-
dicator of the outcome, is better
(lower) in MBL-null mice than in
WT [89].

(b) Infarct volume was lesser in the
MBL-null group (n = 11) than in
WT (n = 10) [89].

(c) Representative images of infarcted brain tissue in
wildtype (WT) and MBL-null mice at 48 h post-
ischemia showing that the knockout (MBL-null) mice
have significantly smaller infarct volumes. The ap-
proximate level of the brain sections is indicated in
the left by the distance from Bregma [89]. The af-
fected regions of the brain are distinguished by their
"milky" white coloration.

Figure 3.13: Previous evidence showing that MBL-deficiency pro-
vides protection after experimental ischemic stroke in
mice.Reproduced with permission of ©2010 Cervera et al.
Genetically-Defined Deficiency of Mannose-Binding Lectin
Is Associated with Protection after Experimental Stroke in
Mice and Outcome in Human Stroke. PLoS ONE 5(2): e8433.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0008433
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3.4.1 Mannose-Binding Lectin (MBL) and Stroke

Mannose-binding lectin (MBL) is a protein involved in the activation
of the complement system through the lectin pathway activation.
The complement system is a set of proteins present in the blood,
body fluids and cell surfaces and is involved in immune and inflam-
matory reactions, apart from its bacteria killer function [91]. During
a ischemic process, the blood supply that arrives to the tissue is tem-
porally suppressed causing cell death and tissue injury which leads
to inflammation. Intuitively, the restoration of the blood supply or
reperfusion would improve the tissue condition, but contrary to this,
it causes more tissue damage that triggers an intense inflammatory
response [92, 93]. Such process is called an ischemia-reperfusion
injury (I/R injury) and is commonly observed in cases of shock,
tissue transplantation, myocardial infarction, stroke, certain infec-
tions, and arterial disease and trauma [92]. As inflammation and
complement system are related, understanding the role of the com-
plement system and its effects in I/R injuries in different organs has
been the subject of numerous studies [92, 93].

In cerebral I/R injury the complement cascade is quite complex
[94]. Many studies suggest that the MBL pathway aggravates stroke
brain damage [95] by activating the thrombin which stimulates the
formation of thrombus that will increase the brain damage after
reperfusion following an ischemic process.

3.4.2 Measurement protocol

With the objective of studying the evolution of the cerebral blood
flow after reperfusion following a tMCAO, and the possible differ-
ences between two animal groups, we designed and agreed on a
protocol with our collaborators from IDIBAPS-IIBB. All the animal
preparation included in this protocol was performed by Dr. Xavier
De La Rosa [96]. The animal work was undertaken with approval
of the Ethical Committee of the University of Barcelona and in com-
pliance with the Spanish law.
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For this study, we used adult male mice (3-4 month-old), between
26-34 g, from two groups in the C57BL/6J background [89]: wild-
type (WT) and Mannose-binding lectin knocked-out (MBL-KO or
MBL-null) mice [97]. From each group, the number of animals in-
cluded in the study was 5 (n=5).

The designed protocol is presented in Figure 3.14, where the
timeline of the animal during the experiment and the time at which
the rCBF measurements took place can be observed. Animals in both
groups were measured following exactly the same protocol.

The protocol started by preparing the animal following the meth-
ods described in Section 3.3.2 and performing baseline measure-
ments of the CBF (basal CBF) during 15 minutes in sets of 5 minutes.
Following this, the animal was removed from the imaging device
and was subjected to a transient ischemia produced by intralumi-
nal occlusion of the right middle cerebral artery (MCAO) during 90
minutes. To confirm the success of the occlusive procedure, the cere-
bral perfusion was assessed with laser Doppler flowmetry (Perimed
AB, Järfälla, Sweden) during the first 30 minutes of the middle cere-
bral artery occlusion (MCAO) with a probe located in the territory of
the MCA. An occlusion was considered successful if a 70% decrease
in CBF from the baseline was registered. The animal was positioned
again into the stereotaxic frame to monitor the CBF during the last
30 minutes of the occlusion using the LSF-OIS device. The animal
was removed again out from the device to be reperfused exactly
at 90 minutes from the occlusion, by removing the intraluminal fil-
ament. As soon as the reperfusion procedure finished, the animal
went back to the imaging device to measure the CBF. For this time
point rCBF was measured after ≈ 20 minutes from reperfusion and
at 1 hour from reperfusion. Up to this point the animal had been
under anesthesia since the initial preparation. After the reperfusion
measurement the animal was removed from the setup and allowed
to recover from anesthesia. The CBF was measured again at 4 and
6 hours from reperfusion using the LSF-OIS device allowing the an-
imal recovery between measurements. Every time the animal was
moved out of the setup and put back for a measurement, an align-
ment was performed using the real-time registration (Section 3.2.2)
procedure allowing a maximum time of 15 minutes after which the
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measurement had to start, to limit stress on the animal. After the
6 hour measurement, and without removing the animal from the
device, it was sacrificed to determine the residual flow value after
cardiac arrest [14]. Furthermore, the brain vascular anatomy was
examined ex vivo after intravascular perfusion of carbon black ink
in control WT and MBL-KO mice.

Due to the long time of exposure of the animal to anesthesia, and
to check for possible effects of anesthesia during the measurements,
a group of control mice were prepared under the same conditions
and subjected to the same surgical procedures of the animals with
tMCAO with the exception of the intraluminal occlusion (WT (n=3)
and MBL-KO (n=3)). The protocol timing was also respected. These
animals are denominated here onwards sham animals.

For this study, the system was set to capture the whole mouse
brain within the field-of-view (FOV) and the exposure time was de-
cided to be 5 ms, being this the optimal exposure time for mice
brain studies [98]. Before performing any analysis into the images,
every image was post-processed for co-registration with the base-
line images. During the measurements described before, the LSF-
OIS device was operated in the multimodal option, in which it is pos-
sible to acquire images to measure the CBF as well as the hemoglobin
concentration through OIS. With this in mind, results for both, LSF
and OIS are presented in this section.

3.4.3 Laser Speckle Flowmetry

In order to do the analysis of the CBF during the study, we de-
fined four regions-of-interest (ROIs) as seen in Figure 3.15: Two
in the hemisphere where the occlusion was performed, ipsilateral,
and two in the opposite hemisphere, contralateral. In the ipsilateral
hemisphere, we defined an ROI corresponding to the ischemic core,
that coincided with the middle cerebral artery region in the mouse
brain, according to a mouse atlas (MCA ROI), and another that in-
cluded the surrounding region of the MCA (outside ROI). The ROIs
in the contralateral side were defined by mirroring the ipsilateral
ROIs into the contralateral side to ensure equal size areas for the
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Figure 3.15: Defined ROIs in the mouse brain for the analysis of the data.
The scale bar corresponds to 1 mm. The image was taken
under white illumination after the mouse skull was cleared.
The ROIs were drawn by hand by the biologists according
to the position of the MCA region in the ipsilateral side
and were mirrored to the contralateral side. Reproduced
with permission from Stroke: 27 March 2014 - volume 45

- number 5 - p 1453-1459, Wolters Kluwer Health Lippincott
Williams & Wilkins©

comparisons between hemispheres. These ROIs were anatomically
chosen for one mouse, and then related to all other animals in the
study using the bregma as reference point.

For the calculation of the cerebral blood flow at a given time point
and a given ROI, the calculation procedure contemplated:

• Calculating the speckle contrast using a 5×5 window on every
image from the 9 taken every 0.5 seconds.

• Averaging pixel to pixel the 9 speckle contrast images to ob-
tain one speckle contrast image every 0.5 s.

• Averaging all the speckle contrast images corresponding to a
given time point of the experiment. Usually 5 minutes.

• Converting the speckle contrast images into flow images.
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• Spatial averaging over the pixels within a ROI to obtain one
flow value for that ROI.

In a longitudinal study, LSF does not provide absolute values of
the CBF at each time point. To overcome this, the parameter that
is calculated is the relative cerebral blood flow (rCBF) which com-
pares the flow at each time point to a previous reference flow: the
basal flow. Hence, at each time point of the experiment, the cerebral
blood flow relative to the baseline (rCBFbase) at a given ROI, was
calculated according to the following relation:

rCBFbase =

〈
〈CBF(t)〉t − 〈BZ〉t,x

〈CBF(t)baseline〉t − 〈BZ〉t,x

〉
x

(3.2)

where the subscript x represents pixel averaging in the ROI, CBF(t)
is the blood flow of a given ROI at a given time point of the exper-
iment and BZ corresponds to the biological zero flow measured for
each animal immediately after it was sacrificed. This BZ is a correc-
tion that has to be included to every blood flow measurement since
by cardiac arrest, when there is no blood flow, there is a residual
flow that corresponds to the random motion of scatterers in the tis-
sue, as it has been previously observed in laser speckle [14, 99] and
laser Doppler measurements of blood flow [100].

Figure 3.16 shows typical images of the rCBF obtained during the
study at each time point of the protocol, for one animal from each
of the two groups under study. This maps allow to have a general
overview about what happens with the flow during the time course
of the experiment. During occlusion it is possible to see a deep de-
crease in flow in the ipsilateral hemisphere of both animals. After
reperfusion it is possible to see how the CBF flow in that hemisphere
is recovered in the MBL-KO animal while in the WT mouse the hemi-
sphere continued with a lower flow with respect to the baseline.

For a more quantitative analysis of the results and to establish
if there is a real difference in the CBF after reperfusion related to
the MBL protein, the ROI calculation was performed for each an-
imal (ischemic: n=5 per genotype and sham: n=3 per genotype)
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and a statistical analysis was performed. This analysis consisted on
a two-way ANOVA for comparisons of genotype, brain hemisphere
or time. The results for each of the defined ROIs in the ischemic an-
imals are summarized in Figure 3.17. In each graph, the rCBFbase
is presented over time. The x-axis corresponds to hours of the ex-
periment. The time zero (t0) for the experiment is considered to be
the reperfusion time. Hence, negative hours correspond to baseline
and occlusion (−2, −1 hours) and the positive hours correspond to
the hours after the reperfusion.
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Figure 3.17: rCBF over time for the two animal groups. Reproduced
with permission from Stroke: 27 March 2014 - volume 45

- number 5 - p 1453-1459, Wolters Kluwer Health Lippincott
Williams & Wilkins©

According to the laser Doppler measurements of CBF measured
during the first 30 minutes after the occlusion, the rCBF was 15.0±
6.1% in the WT group and 16.4± 6.3% in the MBL-KO group. Here
the two-way ANOVA resulted in a P value of 0.73, meaning that the
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decrease of flow during the occlusion can be considered equal for
both groups. From the LSF results at the occlusion in the ipsilateral
MCA ROI (Figure 3.17a), the obtained values of rCBF compared to
baseline were 10.8± 4.7% in the WT group and 17.0± 10.5.3% in the
MBL-KO group. In this case, P=0.27, which gives the same conclu-
sion. At the time of reperfusion, it is seen that the rCBF from the two
animal groups was recovered to a very similar value, but as the time
from reperfusion progressed, the rCBF decreased in the WT group
but not in the MBL-KO group (Figure 3.17a). To analyse this effect,
a two-way ANOVA by genotype and time was performed showing a
significant genotype effect, P < 0.05, meaning that in fact there is a
difference in rCBF after reperfusion coming from differences in the
animal groups. In contrast to this finding in the ipsilateral MCA ROI,
for the ipsilateral outside ROI and both ROIs in the contralateral
hemisphere, the rCBF was similar for both animal groups. However,
the results in the contralateral hemisphere showed a reduction of
CBF after ischemia for the WT animals (Figure 3.17c and 3.17d),
which is in accordance with previous findings [101] and might be
caused by a decrease in contralateral activity due to depressed tran-
scallosal neural connections[95].

The results for the sham operated animals is presented in Fig-
ure 3.18 an in general, for all, the ROIs, there was not an appre-
ciable difference in rCBF regarding the animals genotype and the
rCBF was very stable over time. The latter suggests that there is not
a visible effect of the anesthesia over the course of the experiment
despite the long-time exposure of the animals to it and that is not
the cause of the differences between genotypes observed in the is-
chemic animals.

Also, in order to discard differences in the cerebral anatomy be-
tween animal groups, that could be the cause of the differences ob-
served in the ischemic mice, carbon black ink was perfused in con-
trol mice of both genotypes (n=3). The results from visual inspec-
tion of the ex vivo brains and quantification of the anastomoses (con-
nections) between the MCA and the ACA (anterior carothid arthery)
showed that in fact there are not genotype dependent differences
[95].
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Figure 3.18: rCBF over time for the two animal groups. Reproduced
with permission from Stroke: 27 March 2014 - volume 45

- number 5 - p 1453-1459, Wolters Kluwer Health Lippincott
Williams & Wilkins©.

3.4.4 Optical Intrinsic Signal Imaging

The analysis for the OIS data was performed using the same ROI’s
defined for the analysis of the LSF data (Figure 3.15). The molar ex-
tinction coefficients, ε, where obtained from Scott Prahl’s webpage2.
The differential pathlengths, obtained by Monte Carlo calculations,
were kindly supplied by Wesley Baker from Arjun Yodh’s laboratory
at the University of Pennsylvania.

2 Tabulated Molar Extinction Coefficient for Hemoglobin in Water,
http://omlc.ogi.edu/spectra/hemoglobin/summary.html [Accessed 27 Oc-
tober 2014]
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Figure 3.19: Total hemoglobin changes over time for ischemic (solid line)
and sham animals (dashed lines) from the groups under
study.

In order to calculate the changes in concentration of the blood
chromophores, i. e., oxygenated hemoglobin and deoxygenated he-
moglobin, we used three of the wavelengths available in the de-
vice: 525 nm, 590 nm and 635 nm and solved the matrix system in
Equation 2.12. We corrected the changes in absorption by weighing
them by the contribution of each wavelength available in the optical
spectrum of the corresponding LED. For the calculation of the total
hemoglobin concentration, we assumed an initial concentration of
oxygenated hemoglobin and deoxygenated hemoglobin of 60 µM
and 40 µM respectively [81].

Figure 3.19 summarizes the results from the OIS measurements
for the four ROIs defined for the analysis. Each region presents the
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evolution over time for the ischemic as well as the sham operated
animals in both groups included in the study. It is possible to ob-
serve that the results obtained for the total hemoglobin concentra-
tion along the hours following the reperfusion, resemble the results
obtained for the CBF, in particular for the ipsilateral MCA region
(Figure 3.17) where the WT ischemic animals show a reduced total
hemoglobin concentration at 6 hours from the occlusion in compar-
ison to the MBL-KO animals.

3.4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter it has been presented the instrumentation, validation
and application of a LSF-OIS multimodal device for studies in small
animal models. It has been shown that the developed LSF-OIS sys-
tem is capable of monitoring cerebral blood flow changes and blood
oxygenation in mice. Its feasibility in longitudinal studies in which
the animal has to be repositioned several timed during the measure-
ment protocol was also presented. This was possible due to the ex-
perimental methods developed to enhance the co-registration and
intensity renormalization of the images from different time points,
i. e., the fiducial markers, the Teflon ring, the real-time registration
and the post-processing methods.

This device was utilized in a collaborative study with the depart-
ment of Brain Ischemia and Neurodegeneration at the Institute for
Biomedical Research in Barcelona (IIBB), in which the role of the
Mannose-binding lectin (MBL) protein after the reperfusion follow-
ing a temporal middle cerebral artery occlusion (tMCAO) was exam-
inated. The results obtained with the LSF device contributed to the
validation of the hypothesis in which the animals lacking of MBL
protein where less affected by reperfusion after an ischemic stroke,
due to the fact that coagulation, and hence, reduction in flow was
not promoted by MBL activated thrombin.

The results obtained with this device were satisfactory as explain-
ed above. Nevertheless, it only gives surface information and it
would be desirable to have an optical method capable of imaging
deeper inside the brain. This is one of the aims of the new method
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for measuring deep tissue blood flow that will be presented in the
following chapter.
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4
S P E C K L E C O N T R A S T O P T I C A L
S P E C T R O S C O P Y A N D T O M O G R A P H Y
( S C O S / S C O T )

Non-invasive, optical imaging of blood flow has many applications
in bio-medicine [10, 63, 102, 103]. Several optical approaches for
non-invasive, in vivo blood flow measurements rely on the statistics
of the laser speckles [64]; laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) uses the
frequency broadening [104, 105], diffuse correlation spectroscopy
(DCS) [10, 56, 57] uses the light intensity auto-correlation and laser
speckle flowmetry (LSF) [106] uses the spatio-temporal blurring of
the speckles1. A key difference between the methods is their pene-
tration depth. LDF and LSF generally utilize single or few scattering
events and therefore probe superficial (<1 mm) tissues whereas DCS

uses photon diffusion theory and probes deep tissues up to several
centimeters. Here, we present speckle contrast optical spectroscopy
(SCOS) which, in a similar fashion to LSF, uses the speckle contrast
but with point sources placed at a distance as in DCS, i. e., detecting
photons that have undergone multiple scattering. This provides de-
tection of many speckles in parallel but with extended path lengths
for deep tissue sampling.

Recently [107], it has been demonstrated in a flow phantom as
well as in a human arm that it is possible to measure changes in
blood flow by considering it as the inverse of the speckle contrast
using one point source illumination and defining detectors at dif-
ferent distances in a CCD camera. This study was further extended

1 For completeness, this Chapter re-iterates some of the concepts discussed in
previous Chapters.

83
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[108] to multi-channel deep tissue flowmetry by fiber coupling the
camera to the probed sample. However, unlike DCS, this study did
not utilize a model based fitting to decouple the effects of absorp-
tion and scattering from the dynamics, and, therefore, did not ex-
tract a quantitative estimate of blood flow.

The method, SCOS, presented here, merges the advantages of rela-
tively inexpensive detectors with high frame rates that LSF uses and
the quantitative deep tissue flow measurement capabilities of DCS.
By using an array of two-dimensional (2D) detectors, SCOS has a
broad field-of-view in a single-shot. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
can be greatly improved by averaging signals from many detectors,
in case of a CCD/sCMOS camera up to an order of a million speck-
les simultaneously. SCOS measurements can be performed in two
different ways with equivalent results: one fixing an exposure time
and measuring the speckle contrast at different distances from the
source and the other measuring at multiple exposure times [109]
with a fixed source-detector distance. One can also utilize both
methods simultaneously for an even more complete dataset.

Furthermore, we have introduced a three dimensional tomogra-
phic imaging method, speckle contrast optical tomography (SCOT),
for quantitative three-dimensional reconstruction of deep tissue blo-
od flow heterogeneities. Based on SCOS results, we have developed
and tested a physical model (forward model) for the homogeneous
blood flow which was then used to construct the Jacobian for to-
mography by deriving a perturbation equation based on first Born
approximation. We have developed the inversion algorithm and
demonstrated the feasibility of the technique in tissue simulating
liquid phantoms in transmission geometry.

However, when moving SCOS to realistic scenarios, including in
vivo measurements, the effects of noises from the CCD to the speckle
contrast at large distances from the source become critical and need
a correction. To solve this, we have developed an approach to ac-
count for the noise sources. Such corrections allowed us to increase
the distance ranges for which speckle contrast measurements are
useful for the spectroscopic as well as for the tomographic approa-
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ches.

In section 1, we present the theoretical development of SCOS
and the corrections done to the speckle contrast measurements to
account for the shot noise and the noises introduced by the detector.
In section 2, the derivation of the sensitivity relation for the SCOT
based on Born approximation is presented. The inversion algorithm
for SCOT based on the derived sensitivity relation is also presented.
Following the theoretical background for SCOS and SCOT, the gen-
eral experimental methods and procedures to perform measure-
ments with SCOS and SCOT are described. In Section 4.3.3, a series
of experiments in liquid tissue simulating phantoms are shown to il-
lustrate the feasibility of SCOS. The first experiment in transmission
geometry used the speckle contrast dependence on distance from a
point source and allowed the first demonstration of SCOT when
a flow heterogeneity was included and reconstructed. We present
another SCOS experiment in re-emission geometry, with the depen-
dence on exposure time at a fixed source-detector separation. We
further present the extension of the re-emission geometry to an in
vivo experiment in the human forearm muscle, showing the feasi-
bility of both multiple source-detector separation and multiple ex-
posure measurements from a single source-detector separation. Fi-
nally, in section 5, we discuss the results, compare SCOS to LSF, LDF

and DCS, and SCOT to DCT and outline the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the methods and suggest future improvements.

The following sections closely follow our published work [75,
110] while expanding on methodological points.

4.1 S P E C K L E C O N T R A S T O P T I C A L S P E C T R O S C O P Y ( S C O S )

SCOS uses the speckle contrast (κ) measurement, defined as the ra-
tio of the standard deviation (σI) of the measured intensity in a
given exposure time to its mean (µI) value over different speckles
in space or time (Equation 2.52), i. e.,

κ = σI/µI. (4.1)

In LSF, single scattering approximations and uniform illumination of
the sample of interest are utilized relating κ to blood flow at superfi-
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cial layers [69, 106, 111]. As presented previously, in Section 2.5.2
(Equation 2.59), the speckle contrast (κ) can be expressed in terms
of the normalized field autocorrelation g1(r, τ) as [66]:

κ2(r, T) =
2β

T

∫T
0

|g1(r, τ)|2
(
1−

τ

T

)
dτ (4.2)

Nevertheless, in the case of LSF measurements, the normalized
field autocorrelation function (g1) is a negative exponential func-
tion (Equation 2.60), representing the scattered field in the single
scattering regime for a uniform illumination.

From DCS, it is well known that G1(r, τ) obeys the correlation
diffusion equation (CDE) [10, 56, 57] (Equation 2.50):

[
∇ ·D(r)∇− vµa(r) −

α

3
vµ′sk

2
o

〈
∆r2(τ)

〉]
G1(r, τ) = −vS0(r− r0),

(4.3)

where k0 is the modulus of propagation vector of light, µ′s is the
reduced scattering coefficient,D ≈ v/3µ′s is the optical diffusion co-
efficient, µa is the absorption coefficient, S0(r − r0) is an isotropic
source (point source) located at r0 and v is the velocity of light
in the turbid medium.

〈
∆r2(τ)

〉
is the mean-square displacement

(MSD) of the moving scatterers, i.e. red blood cells in case of tis-
sues, in delay time τ. α is the ratio of moving scatterers to the total
number of scatterers in the sample which estimates the fraction of
photon scattering events from moving scatterers.

In most work on living tissues and on liquid phantoms, the mean
square displacement, 〈∆r2(τ)〉, is assumed to be equal to 6DBτ,
where DB is the particle diffusion coefficient. This has been tested
extensively in DCS experiments on living tissues [10] and was found
to follow a Brownian diffusion model where an “effective” αDB
corresponds to a blood flow index (BFI). Typical normalized field
autocorrelation functions as a function of correlation time (τ) for
three different source detector separations (r) are plotted in Fig-
ure 4.1(a) using the analytical Green’s function formula given in
Equation 2.51. The corresponding speckle contrast as function of
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Figure 4.1: Normalized field auto-correlation function for three different
source-detector separations is calculated using Equation 2.51

in panel (a). The dependence of the speckle contrast derived
from Equation 4.2 on (b) source-detector separation and (c)
exposure time for a point source are also shown. The com-
bined result can be viewed (d) as a surface plot of the speckle
contrast dependence on both distance and exposure time.
Here µ ′s = 10 cm−1, µa = 0.1 cm−1, DB = 1× 10−8 cm2/s.
Figure reproduced from [110].

source-detector separation and exposure time are computed using
Equation 4.2 and are plotted in Figure 4.1(b) and Figure 4.1(c) re-
spectively. The surface plot of speckle contrast as function of both r
and T is shown in Figure 4.1(d) which depicts the complete set of
theoretical data that is available in SCOS for measuring the blood
flow. In the following section we will describe the extent to which
the above-said plots deviates from their theoretical values due to
presence of shot noise and detector/sensor specific noise, i. e., CCD

or scientific complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (sCMOS), and
the necessary steps to be taken to overcome it.
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4.1.1 Noise corrections

In practice, it is critical that the calculations of speckle contrast de-
rived from experimental measurements take into account the contri-
butions to κ due to shot noise and different types of noise due to the
specific detection system. Since κ depends on the variance of the ob-
served signal, unless these systematic effects are accounted for, the
speckle contrast will deviate from its theoretical behaviour. This is
specially visible in regions where SNR is lower, as will be presented
in detail for the in vivo experiments presented in Section 4.4.2.

The raw intensity images are initially corrected for the dark counts
before computing the speckle contrast. A mean dark image, µID , is
obtained by taking the mean of several dark frames, ID. From each
raw intensity image, I, the µID is subtracted which gives the dark
subtracted images denoted as:

Ic = I− µID . (4.4)

The speckle contrast is then defined as the ratio of the standard-
deviation over different speckles separated in space or time, σ(Ic),
to their mean, µ(Ic). Here the dark subtraction will, in fact, remove
the contribution of the mean dark counts from the µ(Ic) because
µ(Ic) = µ(I) − µID but the variance of the mean dark counts will
be added to the variance of the raw intensity images due to the
fact that σ2(Ic) = σ2(I) + σ2(µID). This observation leads us to
conclude that subtracting the mean dark image from the raw im-
age does not help to remove the noise (variance) associated with
the dark image. Hence, we use a dark variance correction (σ2d) to
remove the dark noise variance from the variance of raw intensity
images. This parameter contains different sources of noise includ-
ing the readout noise. The mean dark variance, σ2d = µ(σ2(ID)),
is the mean of variances computed from several dark frames (see
Section 4.3.1.4 for details). Note that the above observations are
applicable to intensity images expressed in both electrons and digi-
tal counts.

Another, often more significant, noise source is the inherent shot-
noise which obeys the Poisson statistics with a variance equal to the
mean, i.e., σ2s = µ(Ic) in electrons [e−]. The speckle contrast purely
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due to shot-noise can be written as κs = 1/
√
γIc [112], where γ is

the ratio of full well capacity of a CCD/sCMOS camera to its analog-
to-digital conversion bits. In other words, we convert the counts
into electrons [e−]. The shot-noise corrected speckle contrast is then
defined as [112]:

κsc = (κ2 − κ2s)
1/2 . (4.5)

Finally, combining the dark correction and shot noise correction
we have the corrected speckle contrast (κc) as

κc =

√
(σ(Ic)2 − σ2s − σ

2
d)

µ(Ic)2
. (4.6)

Here all the variances and the mean are computed from the in-
tensity images in electrons units which are obtained by multiplying
the intensity images in digital units with γ. The effect of the cor-
rections explained here is illustrated in Figure 4.30 using the data
from a SCOS in vivo experiment. There, the variances involved in
each correction are plotted with respect to the S-D and the intensity
that the camera detects at that distance from the source.

4.1.2 Fitting Procedure

In all experiments, a non-linear least squares fit is carried out as-
suming known, independently measured, optical properties of the
probed medium to obtain a DB value corresponding to a blood
flow index in tissues. The fit uses the appropriate Green’s function
(Equation 2.51) as the solution of the correlation diffusion equation
(Equation 4.3) and relates the model to the speckle contrast versus
source-detector separation (S-D separation) and/or exposure time
using Equation 4.2. Since the instrumental/optical constant, β, was
not measured accurately, we normalize both the measured and cal-
culated speckle contrast by its mean.

4.2 S P E C K L E C O N T R A S T O P T I C A L T O M O G R A P H Y ( S C O T )

4.2.1 Born approximation for SCOT

In order to be able to carry out tomography, we should first de-
velop the inverse imaging problem where the 3D distribution of
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MSD, ∆r2(τ), inside the volume of interest is recovered from the
measurement of the two dimensional distribution of intensity spec-
kle contrast, κ, at the surface using the CDE in Equation 4.3.

We derived the linear Born approximation [70, 71, 113] to recon-
struct ∆r2(τ) from κ as explained below. In the future, this could
readily be extended to other perturbation methods and non-linear
approaches[70, 71, 73].

For simplicity, we adopt the following notations: C0 = 1
3µ
′
sk
2
0,

Cb = 2µ
′
sk
2
0τ and Cv = 1

3µ
′
sk
2
0τ
2. We first consider the homoge-

neous solution G01(r, τ) which solves Equation 4.3 with ∆r2(τ) =

∆r2(τ)0 where ∆r2(τ)0 = 6D0Bτ+ (V2)0τ2 is the baseline MSD. Due
to the presence of a perturbation in MSD by an amount ∆r2(τ)δ =

6DδBτ+ (V2)δτ2 the G01(r, τ) will get perturbed by an amount Gsc,
resulting in perturbed field correlationG1(r, τ) = G01(r, τ)+Gsc(r, τ).
Here G1(r, τ) can be obtained by solving Equation 4.3 with MSD

∆r2(τ) = ∆r2(τ)0 +∆r2(τ)δ.

Substituting the above expression for G1 in Equation 4.3, and
subtracting Equation 4.3 from the resulting equation, an expression
for Gsc can be written as,

Gsc(rd, rs, τ)

= −C0

∫
Ω

G(r
′
, rd, τ)

(
G01(r

′
, rs, τ) +Gsc(r

′
, rs, τ)

)
∆r2(τ)δdr

′
.

(4.7)

Here G(r
′
, rd, τ) is the Green’s function for the operator given by

Equation 4.3 with ∆r2(τ)δ = 0.

The first Born approximation states that scattered fieldGsc is neg-
ligibly small compared to the background (homogeneous) field G01,
i.e., Gsc << G01, and hence the above nonlinear integral equation
reduces to a linear integral equation in Gsc given by
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Gsc(rd, rs, τ) =−

(
Cb

∫
Ω

G(r
′
, rd, τ)G01(r

′
, rs, τ)DδBdr

′

+Cv

∫
Ω

G(r
′
, rd, τ)G01(r

′
, rs, τ)(V2)δdr

′
)

.

(4.8)

Since κ depends on the normalized field autocorrelation g1(τ), in
order to compute the perturbations in measurement due to flow
term Vb, we divide the expression G1(r, τ) = G01(r, τ)+Gsc(r, τ) by
G1(r, 0) on both sides resulting in

G1(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

=
G01(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

+
Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

, (4.9)

which gives

G1(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

=
G01(r, τ)
G01(r, 0)

G01(r, 0)
G1(r, 0)

+
Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

. (4.10)

When τ = 0 , Gsc = 0 and hence G01(r, 0) = G1(r, 0) which
implies

g1(r, τ) = g01(r, τ) +
Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

. (4.11)

Hence, the measurement κ corresponding to the inhomogeneous
normalized field autocorrelation g1 under perturbations due to flow
is given by

κ2(r, T) =
2β

T

∫T
0

[
g01(r, τ) +

Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

]2 (
1−

τ

T

)
dτ

=
2β

T

∫T
0

[
(g01(r, τ)

2
+ 2g01(r, τ)

Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

+

(
Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

)2](
1−

τ

T

)
dτ. (4.12)

In order to simplify the above expression, the condition for first
Born approximation (Gsc << G01) is again invoked resulting in
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g01(r, τ)
2
+

(
Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

)2
=

[
G01(r, τ)
G01(r, 0)

]2
+

[
Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

]2
=
G01(r, τ)2 +Gsc(r, τ)2

G01(r, 0)2

≈
G01(r, τ)2

G01(r, 0)2

= g01(r, τ)
2

. (4.13)

Therefore, the expression for κ reduces to

κ2(r, T) =
2β

T

∫T
0

g01(r, τ)
2
(
1−

τ

T

)
(4.14)

+
4β

T

∫T
0

(
1−

τ

T

)
g01(r, τ)

Gsc(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

.

By defining the baseline speckle contrast as

κ20 ≡
2β

T

∫T
0

g01(r, τ)
2
(1−

τ

T
) (4.15)

and ∆κ2 ≡ κ2 − κ20, we proceed to write the change in speckle
contrast due the perturbation in MSD ∆r2(τ)δ as

∆κ2 =

−
4β

T

∫T
0

(
1−

τ

T

) g01(r, τ)
G1(r, 0)

[
Cb

∫
Ω

G(r
′
, rd, τ)G01(r

′
, rs, τ)DδBdr

′

+Cv

∫
Ω

G(r
′
, rd, τ)G01(r

′
, rs, τ)(V2)δdr

′
]
dτ. (4.16)

Here κ0 is the baseline speckle contrast measured without any per-
turbation in MSD i.e., when ∆r2(τ)δ = 0. We consider a special case
of the above sensitivity relation with DδB = 0 and (V2)0 = 0 i.e.,
there is no perturbation in Brownian motion and the perturbation
to the system is introduced as a deterministic flow represented by
V2. We note that the impression of the blood flow in living tissues
on the measured quantity is better modelled as ∆r2(τ) = DBτ. Here
we have adopted a flow imaging experiment which uses ∆r2(τ) =
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V2τ2. The sensitivity relation in Equation 4.16 can be employed for
living tissue by setting V = 0 and (V2)δ = 0 and considering D0B
as the baseline flow with DδB as the perturbation in flow from the
baseline value. The estimation of errors associated with the Born’s
approximation in the context of DOT is addressed in [114] which
can be used to estimate the errors for the results presented here,
but it is beyond the scope of this work.

4.2.2 Inversion Algorithm

The computation of the sensitivity relation (Equation 4.16) is done
in a discretized slab geometry which corresponds to the size of the
object to be imaged in the experiment as well as the scanning pat-
tern of the source relative to detector positions. The computational
domain is a rectangular slab of size Nx ×Ny ×Nz as shown in
Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Three dimensional geometry depicting the computation do-
main of the SCOT reconstruction.

The first part of the computational algorithm involves the calcu-
lation of the speckle contrast from experimentally measured raw
intensity images and the determination of the X− Y coordinates of
sources from the same images by the calculation of its centre of
mass and the help of a Canny edge detecting algorithm (please re-
fer to Section 4.3.1.2. For each of the Ns sources, we have used Nd
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detectors localized in the detector plane ABCD.

The coordinates (X, Y,Z) were discretized into vx, vy and vz po-
ints respectively, which gives a total of vx × vy × vz voxels for the
three dimensional slab geometry. The baseline speckle contrast (κ0)
corresponding to the D0B, is computed using the Green’s function
solution of CDE, in Equation 2.50, for a semi-infinite medium. The
term in left hand side of the Equation 4.16, which is the pertur-
bation in speckle contrast due to the flow relative to its baseline
value (E = ∆κ2), is computed by subtracting the baseline speckle
contrast from the speckle contrast computed from intensity images
measured in the presence of flow. The right hand side term in Equa-
tion 4.16 is computed using the rectangular geometry with NV =

vx × vy × vz voxels and for Ns ×Nd source-detector pairs which
gives the Jacobian matrix (J) of size (Ns ×Nd)×NV .
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Figure 4.3: The Jacobian (in logarithmic scale) given in Equation 4.16

computed for a given source detector pair in a three dimen-
sional grid. Figure reproduced from [75].

In order to demonstrate that the so-called banana path of photon
propagation is still preserved for the derived Jacobian, in the spe-
cial case that is considered, we computed the right hand side of the
sensitivity relation in Equation 4.16 in the three dimensional dis-
cretized grid (Figure 4.2). Here analytic Green’s function for semi-
infinite geometry with homogeneous distribution of tissue proper-
ties is used to compute the Jacobian. But the expression for the
Jacobian as given in Equation 4.16 is derived without any assump-
tion on the form of the solution and hence this formalism permits
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the use of other forward solvers for CDE in Equation 4.3. For a bet-
ter observation of the Jacobian, in Figure 4.3, the logarithmic of the
Jacobian in the YZ plane for X coordinate=1.8 cm for a source and
a detector positioned in transmission at (x,y, z) = (1.8, 0, 2.0) cm
and (x,y, z) = (1.8, 1.5, 1.08) cm respectively, is presented.

Finally, the Jacobian is normalized to get J̃ = J ◦ B where ′◦ ′ de-
notes Hadamard product defined as (J ◦ B)i,j = (J)i,j(B)i,j (point
wise multiplication). Here B is a matrix of size (Ns ×Nd) ×NV
whose rows are the vector b such that bi = 1

ai
i = 1...Nv and

a =
√

(cT + λ2max(cT )) [115, 116]. Here indices in suffix position
is used to denote the elements of the matrix, the vector c, of size
NV × 1, is the sum of rows of the Jacobian and ’T ’ notates the trans-
pose of the matrix.

In the discretized domain, Equation 4.16 can be re-casted in terms
of the normalized Jacobian J̃ which gives

(V2)
δ
= BT ◦ J̃T (J̃T J̃+ λI)−1∆κ2 (4.17)

where, due to the ill-posedness of the system of equation, we have
used λ = λ1max(diag(S)). Here S is the diagonal matrix obtained
using the singular value decomposition of the matrix J̃. The flow
velocity is computed by solving the linear system of regularized dis-
crete sensitivity equations given in Equation 4.17. The same treat-
ment would be valid for the reconstruction of DB by replacing V2

by DB in Equation 4.17.

4.3 E X P E R I M E N TA L M E T H O D S

Optical spectroscopy is performed using different geometries de-
pending on the configuration of the light source and detector with
respect to the sample. The two basic configurations are the transmis-
sion and the re-emission geometries. In the transmission geometry,
the sample is illuminated from one side and the detector is located
on the other side to collect the light that has traveled through the
sample, as shown in Figure 4.4a for the source and the solid colored
detector. In the re-emission geometry, the light sources and detec-
tors are positioned along the same surface of the sample so that the
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collected light is the one that has been re-emitted or back-scattered
from the sample, as shown in Figure 4.4b.

(a) Transmission geometry. (b) Re-emission geometry.

Figure 4.4: Conventional geometries of data acquisition for optical char-
acterization of a medium.

In order to probe the dynamic properties of a sample, it is possi-
ble to use the diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) which relies on
the diffusion of light by a highly scattering medium. This method
consists in illuminating the sample with a laser point source, usu-
ally obtained by guiding the light through an optical fiber and mea-
suring the field autocorrelation function at different positions from
the source using individual detectors with high temporal resolution.
The position of the source and detectors with respect to the medium
depends on the application, but, as seen from Figure 4.4a the source
is fixed to one position, and the detector is moved to different po-
sitions, represented by the dashed lines, to complete the measure-
ments.

With the aim of getting three-dimensional information about the
dynamic properties of a medium, a tomographic imaging me-thod,
based on the DCS principle, called Diffuse Correlation Tomo-graphy
DCT could be used. Similar to usual tomographic methods, sample
is illuminated at different positions, and for each of these positions
represented by red dashed lines in Figure 4.5a, the field autocor-
relation function has to be measured at all the different detector
positions represented by black dashed lines. In this case, a large
number of sources and detectors is needed with the objective of re-
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constructing inhomogenous variations in dynamics of the medium,
represented by the blue circle in the sample.

(a) Transmission mode. (b) Re-emission mode.

Figure 4.5: Diffuse correlation tomography illumination- detection
schematic.

Based on the laser speckle flowmetry (LSF) experimental array, in
which the sample is uniformly illuminated and the speckle pattern
is imaged using a CCD/sCMOS camera, here we propose a speckle
contrast optical spectroscopy (SCOS) and a speckle contrast optical
tomography (SCOT) methods, in which the sample is illuminated
with a point source. While SCOS is employed to characterize the
probing medium for its dynamic properties (like the Brownian mo-
tion represented by DB), SCOT is used to reconstruct three dimen-
sional distribution of the flow in a highly scattering medium compa-
rable to those resulting from measurements involving the previously
explained methods.

The main differences between DCS/T and SCOS/T methods are
based on the type of detectors used, and the way to achieve the
multiple source-detector separations.

Regarding the sources, for both methods, a focused laser source or
a fiber guided laser source that could be modelled as a point source,
may be chosen. Also, one essential requirement about laser source
is that its coherence length is larger than total mean free path of
the photon in the object to be probed.
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With respect to the detectors, the method takes advantage of those
which can be arranged in the shape of a two dimensional array. Each
of these individual detectors in the array are the so-called pixels. In
this group of detectors could be considered charge-coupled device
(CCD) cameras, scientific complementary metal-oxide-semiconduc-
tor (sCMOS) cameras, arrays of photon counting detectors or single
photon avalanche diode (SPAD) arrays.

The advantage of employing such 2-D arrays is that they allow si-
multaneous acquisition of intensity at all the detectors (pixels). This
gives the possibility to detect the intensity fluctuations simultane-
ously at different positions with the advantage of low cost and high
density sampling with respect to the detectors used in the DCS/T
techniques and also at rates comparable to the decorrelation time
of the medium. This is represented in Figure 4.6, where it is shown
how a 2D detector array in SCOS covers all the positions where the
individual photon detectors should be located for DCS in transmis-
sion or reflection geometries. This acquired intensity information al-
lows to calculate speckle contrast values at different distances from
the source, which is the measurement that is going to be used to
obtain the dynamic properties of the medium. The speckle contrast
measured with respect to multiple source-detector separations and
exposure times, equips us with two independent data sets for SCOS

and SCOT, which in turn, enable to determine the DB separately to
check for consistency.

(a) Transmission geometry. (b) Re-emission mode.

Figure 4.6: Schematic of the experimental arrays for the different geome-
tries for SCOS/T.
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The design of the SCOT system is based on a laser speckle flowme-
try system with an extension to deep tissue tomographic capabili-
ties, using the diffuse correlation tomography (DCT) principles. A
focused beam is raster- scanned across the sample from the bottom
and the speckle patterns produced by the transmitted light are im-
aged by a camera at the other side. Each position of the beam is
taken as a source and several detectors are defined in the corre-
sponding image for this source. In the end, this provides the sam-
pling needed to do a tomographic reconstruction of the flow. The
SCOT method could be used in both, transmission and reflection
geometries as shown in Figure 4.7.

(a) Transmission mode. (b) Re-emission mode.

Figure 4.7: Illumination-detection schematic for the proposed SCOT sys-
tem in (a) transmission and (b) reflection geometries.

4.3.1 General Experimental Methods

In this section we describe the methods that are common to every
SCOS/SCOT measurement and that need to be completed, regard-
less of the particular experimental conditions, e. g., laser power, ex-
posure time, number of acquired images, frame rate, etc.

4.3.1.1 Field-of-view Calibration

Once the SCOS setup has been prepared to image a determined FOV
and to have a proper pixel to speckle size ratio, it is necessary to
take some reference images that will allow setting distances in the
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images and localizing the source position.

In every image based method, like the one presented in this work,
the size of the object in the image usually differs from its true size.
In other words, and particularly here, the distances measured over
an image differs from the true distances. This effect depends, on
the magnification of the imaging system, which is determined by
the objective focal length and the distance to the sample.

With the aim of recovering the true size of an object or to guar-
antee that the distance measurements performed over the image
corresponds to the reality, a spatial calibration of the images (or set-
ting the scale of the image) is needed. This procedure is performed
by putting a reference or a known scale at the same plane of the
object and taking an image of it. Each time the FOV is changed, a
new calibration image has to be taken.

In the SCOS setup the calibration is done by positioning a milli-
metric ruler coinciding with the plane where the speckles are being
imaged, i. e., on top of the sample’s surface. A typical calibration im-
age for SCOS, acquired under white light illumination is presented
in Figure 4.8a. Once this image is taken, the magnification should
be kept constant during the whole measurement.

(a) Typical image of a paper scale on
the sample’s surface to calibrate
the FOV.

(b) Line traced to extract the inten-
sity changes on top of the ruler

Figure 4.8: Calibration procedure. Part I.
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In an image, the default unit for distances is the pixel (picture
element), but from the scale in the image it is possible to know how
many pixels are within a given distance. This ratio is the calibra-
tion factor that will allow converting pixels into distance units. The
usual procedure to get this factor could be done using a tool avail-
able in fiji image processing software [88], and consists in tracing
a line between two marks of the ruler and counting the pixels in
between. This procedure relies on the user’s ability to pick the pix-
els right at the center of the marks and could introduce an error in
the calibration of the FOV and the posterior calculation of distances
within the image. With the aim of getting a more precise image cali-
bration factor, we used a method, which considers every ruler mark
under the drawn line in Figure 4.8b, and not only the start and end
point [117]. Then, the intensity of all the pixels included in that
line is plotted as a function of pixel position, as it is shown in Fig-
ure 4.9a. In this intensity line profile it is really easy to distinguish
the marks of the ruler which appear as intensity minima. The paper
ruler we have used here has one mark every 1 mm, and from the
image, the pixel position for each mark is known. Then, by plotting
the intensity minima position in pixel units, against their position
in millimeters, as presented in Figure 4.9b and calculating the slope
of the curve we obtain directly the calibration factor for the image
in units of pix/mm.
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Figure 4.9: Calibration procedure. Part II.
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This method has been completely automatized in Matlab. The
routine calls the image and the line profile is traced interactively
by the user by clicking in two points along the ruler. Afterwards,
graphs in Figure 4.9 are generated and saved, the linear fit is done
to obtain the calibration factor and it is also saved.

speckle to pixel size ratio Experimentally, the speckle size
in the object plane is calculated dividing the FOV horizontal dimen-
sion by the number of horizontal pixels, in the sensor, used to cap-
ture an image. In particular, for all the experiments presented here,
the speckle size has been calculated to match the pixel size of the
detector. This is done by means of the aperture in the objective lens
of the system, according to ρspeckle = 2.44 ∗ λ ∗ (1+M) ∗ f/#. Here
M is the magnification of the lens and is defined as image size/object
size, where the image size corresponds to the detector size.

4.3.1.2 Source Position Determination and Calculation of S-D Sep-
arations

Due to the fact that SCOS is a method that is completely based on
the S-D separations, where the detectors are represented by each
pixel in the image, the second compulsory step is to determine the
position of the point source with respect to every pixel in the FOV.
This procedure varies depending on the geometry in which the mea-
surement is performed, that is, using a transmission or a re-emission
geometry, and also will vary if the source is located inside or outside
of the FOV.

re-emission geometry In a SCOS measurement, the inten-
sity from the point source decays with distance but we are inter-
ested on measuring the speckle contrast at large distances from the
source while maintaining a high SNR. This could be achieved by in-
creasing the power of the source but, in re-emission geometry, it
often causes saturation of the detector at the source location. This
saturation may influence the intensity counts in the surrounding
pixels causing an error in the overall measurement. To avoid this,
the point source was usually localized out of the FOV and the deter-
mination of its position involves the procedure described here.
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Once the surface of the sample that is being measured is in focus,
a paper scale is placed on top of it. This scale should be long enough
to cover the source location and the whole measurement FOV, that
is the FOV imaged for the speckle contrast measurement. First, the
camera has to be set to image a FOV that contains the source, which
is denoted here as source FOV. This source FOV has to contain a ref-
erence mark that also will be contained in the measurement FOV. At
this location two images are a acquired. The first will be taken with
the laser on and reducing the exposure time as much as possible
to get a small source spot that will help determine its coordinates
in pixel units from the image. Typically, the exposure time of the
camera was set to 50 µs resulting in an image like the one in Fig-
ure 4.10a. For the second image, the laser is blocked and the same
FOV is imaged using white light illumination and an exposure time
high enough to obtain a good quality image. The resulting image
is presented in Figure 4.10b which also points out the reference
mark. Afterwards, the camera is moved to image the measurement
FOV with white light illumination obtaining an image like the one
shown in Figure 4.10c that contains the same reference mark.

To get the coordinates of the laser source from the image in Fig-
ure 4.10a, we used fiji software [88]. The first step consisted on
segmenting the image to clearly get the region of the image that
corresponds to the source. To do this, the image is converted to
8-bits, then we ran a Robust Automatic Threshold Selection (Plug-
ins> Segmentation>Robust Automatic Threshold Selection), with the
following parameters: noise threshold=25, lambda factor=3, min-
imum leaf size (pixel)=992. This returns an image in black and
white like the one in Figure 4.10d, where we used the Wand (trac-
ing) tool to select automatically the white region corresponding to
the source. Afterwards, we ran a measurement (Analyze> Measure)
to get the center of mass of the selected region, which in fact gives
the coordinates of the source (xs,ys) in pixel units after rounding
the result.

In order to calculate the S-D separations, in other words, the dis-
tances from the source to every pixel in the sensor imaging the mea-

2 These parameters are just indicative for this example and could be changed
according to the source picture in each particular experiment.
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(a) Image of the laser source at a low
exposure time.

(b) White light illumination of the
ruler in the source FOV, that con-
tains the reference mark.

(c) White light illumination of the
ruler in the measurement FOV,
with the reference mark.

(d) Image in 4.10a after segmenta-
tion. The selected ROI is used to
find the source coordinates.

Figure 4.10: Source position determination.

surement FOV, the source position is designated as the origin of the
coordinate system. This distance calculation involves the use of the
Euclidean distance between two points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) in the
same plane:

r =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 (4.18)

Due to the fact that the source is not within the measurement FOV,
we have to correct the pixel coordinates of this FOV to follow the
coordinate system established in the source FOV. The first correction
is in the horizontal direction and it is done using the reference mark
indicated in Figures 4.10b and 4.10c. Again in fiji[88], both images
are opened and in one of them the reference mark is selected using
the Rectangle tool, as seen in Figure 4.11. The center of mass of the
selection is calculated retrieving its position in X. Now, the same
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has to be done in the other FOV but keeping the same size of the se-
lection, which is an action readily available in fiji. After copying the
selection, it is moved to match the position of the reference mark
and the center of mass is calculated. With this procedure, we have
the coordinates (xFOVs,yFOVs) and (xFOVm,yFOVm) of the refer-
ence mark in the source FOV and the measurement FOV respectively.

Figure 4.11: Determination of the reference mark position on both the
source and the measurement FOVs to obtain the horizontal
translation between them.

In addition to the translation in X, there could be an uninten-
tional vertical displacement, ∆y, of one FOV with respect to the
other when the camera is moved to image one field or the other.
To have a correction of this vertical displacement, the two FOV im-
ages are stitched together using the 2D stitching plugin from fiji[88]
(Plugins >Stitching>2D Stitching). The input for this plugin are the
images of the two FOVs. Keeping the default parameters in the plu-
gin, the resulting image is presented in Figure 4.12a. Looking closer
into the image corners, there is a black region, that is more visible in
the detail of the image. The height of the black region corresponds
to the pixels that one image is vertical translated with respect to
the other, that is the ∆y. In Figure 4.12b there is a drawing of how
the FOVs are located one with respect to the other in this particular
example.
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(a) Stitched image from images in Figures 4.10b and 4.10c. The
detail shows the vertical translation between the FOVs.

(b) Diagram of the stitched image in 4.12a.

Figure 4.12: Vertical translation correction procedure.

After obtaining the source coordinates, the X-coordinates of the
reference mark in both FOVs; and the vertical displacement, it is
possible to generalize the calculation of the distances for all the
pixels in the measurement FOV. Then, for a pixel with coordinates
(X, Y), its distance from the source, in pixel units, will be given by:

r =
√
(X± (xFOVs − xFOVm − xs))2 + (Y − (ys ±∆y))2 (4.19)

In Equation 4.19 there are two ± signs. The first one accounts for
the position of the source FOV with respect to the measurement FOV.
A + is used when the source is located to the left side of the measure-
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ment FOV, as it is in the images presented here. A − should be use if
the source is at the right side. The second ± sign accounts for the di-
rection of the ∆y. The sign should be positive when the source FOV
appears lower than the measurement FOV in the stitched image, the
same way it is in the images presented in Figure 4.12. If it is the op-
posite, being the source FOV higher, a negative sign should be used.

As mentioned before, the s-d distances calculated in Equation 4.19
are given in pixel units. With the aim of converting them to a system
of units, it is necessary to divide these distances by the calibration
factor obtained before.

When the source FOV coincides with the measurement FOV, that
is, the source appears in the acquired images, the calculation of
the distances from the source to a pixel with coordinates (X, Y)
is straightforward using Equation 4.18. For this case if the source
is saturated, only the pixels at a certain distance from the source
are considered. This situation will be present in tomographic mea-
surements in re-emission geometry where the source needs to be
scanned along the whole field of view and it might be difficult to
avoid the source within the measurement FOV.

transmission geometry In the case of measurements done
in transmission geometry, usually the source is inside the measure-
ment FOV and has no problems with saturation of the sensor be-
cause its light intensity has already been reduced after propagating
through the medium. For SCOS measurements, the methods to de-
termine the source position have already been described before.

For tomographic measurements in transmission, the source was
scanned and the determination of the source positions was automa-
tized. For every image in a full scan, the intensity was thresholded
by putting to zero all the pixels with intensity values less than a per-
cent of the maximum intensity in the image, usually 50% to 80%.
Afterwards, the center of mass of the image was calculated, being
this the position of the source. Figure 4.13 presents an example of
the X and Y coordinates of the source position retrieved at every
frame in a full scan.
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Figure 4.13: Source position retrieved for every frame in a complete
source scan. The two graphs represent the position in the
X and Y coordinates, showing there are three scans lines
with 25 positions in each.

In order to separate the frames corresponding to each source po-
sition, we applied a Canny edge detector algorithm3 [118] to the X
coordinates from Figure 4.13. This algorithm calculates the scaled
derivatives of the data and finds local maxima or minima that in-
dicate sharp edges in the data. Hence, this algorithm provides the
frame number in which the source has moved from one position to
the next allowing to calculate an average position for each source
in the scanning.

4.3.1.3 Definition of the Detectors in the Images

In principle, due to the fact that SCOS/SCOT utilize 2D arrays of
detectors, every single pixel could be used as an individual detector,
but in order to increase the SNR in the measurements, sometimes it
is practical to group some pixels to define larger detector areas.

3 Center for Computer Integrated Systems for Microscopy and Manipula-
tion, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Edge Detector
1D, http://www.cs.unc.edu/ nanowork/cismm/download/edgedetector/ [Ac-
cessed 2 October 2014]
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(a) Detectors along a line starting
from the source.

(b) Detectors defined by binning
pixels within a distance range.

(c) Detectors equidistant from the
source.

(d) One detector is fixed at a
given distance, r, for every im-
age taken at different exposure
times, T .

Figure 4.14: Examples of different geometries to define the detectors for
SCOS. (a)-(c) represent options to use the dependence of κ
with the distance while (d) represents the procedure to work
with the dependence on the exposure time.

It has been mentioned before, that a SCOS measurement could
be performed by analyzing the dependence of κ with the distance
from the source (s-d separation) or with the exposure time, T .

For the first approach, the easiest way to get these dependence
would be tracing a line profile, as seen in Figure 4.14a, to have the
value of the speckle contrast at every pixel in the line, for which
the distance from the source is already known. A second option is
to define a detector with a given area, at a given distance from the
source, and group all the pixels that fall within the defined area in
one detector. This would be the binned detector option presented
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in Figure 4.14b. Another option is to define rings or arcs depending
on whether the source is inside or outside the measurement FOV, as
shown in Figure 4.14c. This is interesting because it groups all the
pixels that are equidistant to the source in all directions, consider-
ing the medium homogeneous.

For the second approach, using the dependence with the expo-
sure time, defining the detectors is done based on the binning me-
thod. The key part here is that for one detector at a distance r from
the source, there should be various images taken at different expo-
sure times, as represented in Figure 4.14d. Of course, if the sensor
is big enough, it is possible to have more than one detector, allow-
ing a simultaneous measurement at more than one s-d separation
for the same set of images.

For SCOT, the detectors were defined by binning some pixels and
its position was conceived to match the positions of the scanned
sources but in the detection plane. However, extra detectors could
be added taking advantage of the high number of pixels in the cam-
era sensor.

4.3.1.4 Speckle Contrast Calculation

Being SCOS and SCOT speckle contrast based techniques, here we de-
scribe the procedures that were applied to the raw intensity images
for their conversion into a speckle contrast image.

dark-frame subtraction When performing a measurement
with a camera, it is usual to subtract a dark-frame to every acquired
image. This is a well-known procedure typically used in Astronomy
to help reducing the background noise from the images e. g., fixed
pattern noise from the sensor. Usually, a dark-frame is an image
taken with the minimum available exposure time of the camera.
For this work, a mean dark-frame was obtained from 500 to 1000
dark-frames acquired at the same exposure time used during the
measurement. This was done to subtract possible effects induced
by any background light, different from the scattered light from the
sample. The mean dark-frame was produced by pixel-wise averag-
ing of the intensity over all the dark-frames. This mean dark-frame
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was subtracted from every intensity acquired image before calculat-
ing the speckle contrast as represented in Equation 4.4.

dark-variance calculation As mentioned in Section 4.1.1,
it is necessary to calculate the variance of the dark in the speckle
images. This is done starting from the same set of dark-frames, ac-
quired at the same exposure time that was used to obtain the raw
intensity images. The computation of the variance can be done in
a pixel basis for all the images to get one variance image. The sec-
ond method consists on using a sliding window filter, with the size
of the window used in the speckle contrast calculation, to calculate
the variance on every frame and finally, to get one image represent-
ing the dark variance, a mean is done for every pixel over all the
dark-frames. This procedure was performed for CCD cameras.

speckle contrast types During this work, three types of
speckle contrast calculation are mentioned:

• Non-corrected speckle contrast, κ: This makes reference to the
calculation of the speckle contrast using the typical speckle
contrast calculation used in LSF (Equation 4.1), without any
noise correction. It has been found that the non-corrected
speckle contrast will raise to values much higher than one
for large distances from the source in which SNR is low.

• Shot noise corrected speckle contrast, κs: This refers to the
speckle contrast calculation including the shot noise correc-
tion given by Equation 4.5. This correction was applied for
both CCD and sCMOS and extended the usable distance range
of the speckle contrast. However, for the data obtained with
a CCD camera, it was noted that the shot noise correction was
not enough since a systematic increase persisted, suggesting
another correction was needed.

• Variance corrected speckle contrast, κc: The extra correction
nee-ded, was found to be related to the dark variance of the
images. Hence, in the experiments where a acsCCD camera
was utilized, the speckle contrast calculation included both,
shot and dark variance correction using the equation Equa-
tion 4.6. In the case of the sCMOS camera used in this work,
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the dark variance noise was found to be negligible, for the
exposure times settings in the experiments, because the shot
noise correction already extended the speckle contrast to the
distances of interest in the experiments. However in case of a
variance correction for a sCMOS camera, the variance calcula-
tion would require a different procedure [119].

For an observation on how the speckle contrast changes with the
distance from the point source for every type of speckle contrast ex-
plained here, please refer to the results obtained from tissue phan-
toms and in vivo experiments (Figure 4.21a and Figure 4.28 respec-
tively).

4.3.2 Camera Choice

In SCOS and SCOT, the purpose is to measure deep blood flow and
to that end, the larger the source-detector separation at which the
speckle contrast is usable, the deeper we can go probe the tissue
to measure the blood flow. According to the noise corrections de-
scribed previously, the contributions to the noise at large distances
come from the shot noise and the variance which are directly re-
lated to the specifications of a given camera. In order to choose a
camera with the best characteristics to fit our expectations for the
SCOS and SCOT systems, we performed some simulations based on
the SNR model for camera sensors and the particular specifications
for the cameras. Some experimental conditions were assumed and
the f/# needed to match the speckle to pixel size, was calculated
for each camera (Section 4.3.1.1).

First, we assume a field-of-view (FOV) in which its horizontal di-
mension is 2.5 cm. The exposure time of the camera is fixed at 1 ms
and the illumination wavelength is 785 nm corresponding to the
actual wavelength used in the experiments.

The input parameters for each camera are:

• Pixel size [µm]

• Number of pixels in each direction (for some cameras, the
whole detector is not used)
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• Quantum efficiency, η [%]

• Inverse of overall system gain (1/K) [e−/DN]

• Saturation capacity [e−]

• Temporal dark noise or readout noise [e−]

• Bit depth

4.3.2.1 Power Transference from the Object to the Detector

Assuming a power emitted from a given speckle of area A, that is
the Emittance, E, in units of [W/m2], a perfect transmittance of the
lens system, and an emitting speckle located at the center of the
FOV, the radiance at a pixel in center of the detector is:

E ′ =
E

4f/#2
(4.20)

Then, the mean number of photons that hit that pixel during the
exposure time Texp, is:

µphotons =
AλTexp

hc
E ′ (4.21)

where h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light.

Taking into account the quantum efficiency of the sensor at the
working wavelength, it is possible to calculate the number of pho-
tons that are effectively converted into electrons as µelectrons =

ηµphotons/100.

To go from number of electrons detected at a pixel to digital units
[DN] or counts, it is necessary to multiply them by the overall sys-
tem gain, K. If it is not specified in the specifications data-sheet,
it is possible to calculate it as FWC/2bit depth, where FWC corre-
sponds to the full well capacity of the system.
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4.3.2.2 Noise Model for a Given Detector

With the aim of performing a comparison between detectors, the
determination of the signal-to-noise relation (SNR) for each one is
crucial. First we are going to define the different sources of noise
that are involved in the detection process with a CCD camera. The
principal source of noise, that is present in every sensor without
exception, and that is related to the detection process is the Shot
noise. This noise follows a Poisson statistics and as such, its vari-
ance is equal to its mean, having that σ2shot = µelectrons.

The sensor readout and the amplification circuits introduce a
dark noise with variance σ2ampl = σ2readout + σ

2
darkcurrent. Also

we have to include a contribution from the digitization or level
quantization according to the bit depth of the camera, that is repre-
sented as σ2q = 1/12 DN2.

When calculating the noise of a signal that is detected with a
camera, the different noises are expressed in units of electrons and
are added up linearly, so according to the error propagation laws,
the total noise is for a measured signal µy:

σ2y = K2(σ2d + σ
2
e) + σ

2
q (4.22)

Then, according to the Standard for Characterization of Image
Sensors and Cameras, EMVA 1288 standard [120], the SNR in terms
of number of photons is defined as:

SNR(µp) =
ηµp√

σ2d + ηµp + σ
2
q/K

2
(4.23)

In the case of a perfect detector, the only noise present is the shot
noise, so SNRideal =

√
µp.

4.3.2.3 Camera Models Compared

Following the model described before and utilizing SNR relation-
ship in Equation 4.23, we performed a comparison for some camera
models we were aiming to use for SCOS measurements and decide
on which could be the best alternative for this type of approach. The
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Figure 4.15: Normalized SNR for each compared camera with respect to
incident photons. The diamonds (♦) at each curve represent
the point at which SNR = 1.

camera models included in this comparison are listed in Table 4.1.

In Figure 4.15, we present the normalized SNR curves with re-
spect to the number of incident photons at a pixel located in the
center of the sensor, for all the cameras in Table 4.1. Besides, we
have included the curve for an ideal camera, for which the normal-
ized SNR would be equal to one for all the intensities. For every
camera, there is a point indicating the number of photons at which
the SNR is equal to 1. From this figure it is possible to observe that
for the cameras scA640 and acA640 (Basler, Germany), the num-
ber of photons needed to get a measurement is much higher than
the number of photons needed for the Orca flash 4.0 (Hamamatsu,
Japan). This is closely related to the saturation capacity, the number
of bits and the readout noise of the camera. Hence, from this curve
we would say that the best camera to perform SCOS measurements
would be the Orca flash 4.0.
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4.3.3 Tissue Simulating Phantoms

Every newly developed technique needs to be validated in some
medium with known properties, in our case optical and dynamic
properties; by comparing its results with those obtained with an al-
ready established technique. Following this statement, we validated
SCOS in tissue-mimicking phantoms and compared its results to DCS

measurements. For SCOT we created a phantom with a flow inho-
mogeneity and the results were validated in comparison to the flow
rate given by the pump used to create the flow. In this section, a de-
scription of the tissue simulating phantoms used in the validations
is presented, followed by the experimental methods developed in
order to test SCOS’s capability of retrieving the dynamic properties
in such media and SCOT’s ability to retrieve 3D flow information.
The first SCOS experiment was performed in transmission geometry
for multiple source-detector separation (S-D) separations at a given
exposure time (T). This same setup allowed carrying out the tomo-
graphic measurement. Subsequently, SCOS measurements were car-
ried out at different exposure times for a given S-D separation in the
re-emission geometry. After this validation, a proof of SCOS in living
tissue is shown with the description of the experiment.

4.3.3.1 Tissue Simulating Phantoms

Speckle contrast optical spectroscopy SCOS is a technique that al-
lows measuring the dynamic properties of a medium. Particularly, it
is capable to measure the blood flow in the tissue. Then, its valida-
tion has to be done in a medium that mimics the dynamic proper-
ties and the optical properties, in a range that matches those of the
tissues being studied, that is, in a phantom4. Sometimes it is chal-
lenging to find the right materials to design a phantom that meets
the conditions previously described. Provided that SCOS measures
the same variable that is measured in DCS, and that we are compar-
ing SCOS results with DCS measurements, we are going to use the
same phantoms that are commonly utilized in DCS and other speckle
based methods. According to DCS’s literature, a suitable phantom
that closely resembles the dynamics of the tissue is a solution of In-

4 Project: Optical Phantoms, http://omlc.org/ prahl/ projects/phantoms.html
[Accessed 27 October 2014]
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tralipid in water [27, 121].

Intralipid is a lipid solution that is clinically used for parenteral
nutrition of patients who cannot be oral fed and it consists of soy
bean oil, egg phospholipids and glycerin. A liquid phantom with a
reduced scattering coefficient (µ′s) of 10 cm−1, is usually achieved
by preparing a 1% solution of Intralipid and a typical DB value for
this type of phantoms has been found to be 1×10−8 cm2/s [27].

In Spain, the availability of Intralipid is reduced, but a substitute,
Lipofundin® MCT/LCT 20% (B.Braun, Spain) is found. Although
the concentration of the emulsion that we use for dilutions is the
same as the Intralipid concentration cited in the literature [122],
from our experience in the preparation of the liquid phantoms, we
have found that for a 1% solution of Lipofundin, we usually get a
µ′s=7 cm−1, so the volume of Lipofundin had to be adjusted during
the preparation to obtain the targeted properties.

Having that the output of a SCOS measurement is the dynamic
coefficient of a medium, it is important to show that it is capable of
differentiating media with different dynamic properties. To prove
that, we prepared two phantoms with different viscosity.

The first phantom consisted of a 1% solution of Lipofundin® MC-
T/LCT 20% (B.Braun, Spain) in water with µa = 0.026cm−1, µ′s =
6.31 cm−1 and DB = (1.95± 0.05)× 10−8 cm2/s. The second phan-
tom was prepared with an increased viscosity which traduces in a re-
duced DB value. It consisted of 50% Lipofundin® MCT/LCT (20%)
and 50% glycerol (G2025, Sigma-Aldrich, Spain)- with µa = 0.02
cm−1, µ′s = 9.72 cm−1 and DB = (6.93± 0.39)× 10−10 cm2/s. The
optical properties of these phantoms were independently measured
using time resolved spectroscopy (TRS) [123] at the wavelength
used in both the SCOS and the DCS measurements. The DB value
was measured by DCS. From this point on, these phantoms will be
denoted as Lipofundin phantom and glycerol phantom respectively.

For the tomographic method, a phantom with a flow heterogene-
ity was constructed. A container was filled with the Lipofundin
phantom which acted as background medium and to introduce the
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perturbation, a transparent plastic tube of 4 mm diameter and 0.25
mm wall thickness was placed inside the container. The tube was
filled with the same liquid phantom used for the background and
it was connected to a peristaltic pump (Watson-Marlow 520U) that
allowed changing the velocity of the fluid inside the tube.

4.3.3.2 SCOS in transmission geometry

The first attempt to demonstrate the feasibility of SCOS was in a
experiment in transmission geometry as illustrated in Figure 4.16.
A continuous-wave, temperature controlled laser diode (Thorlabs
L785P090, 785 nm, 90 mW) was focused down to 1 mm diame-
ter and illuminated the sample from the bottom. The speckle pat-
terns due to the transmitted light were imaged from the top with a
monochrome scientific complementary metal-oxide- semiconductor
camera (sCMOS; ORCA-Flash4.0, Hamamatsu, Japan γ = 0.4578).
A lens with f=50 mm and f/#=16 was chosen to match the speckle
size to pixel size. The sample liquid filled a transparent container
with very thin walls up to a height of 1.5 cm giving a parallel plane
slab geometry with thickness, s=1.5 cm.

camera

sample

scanning
mirrorsfocusing

lens

laser

PC

mirror

camera

point
source

objective lens

(a) (b)Figure 4.16: SCOS experimental set up in transmission: The laser is
raster scanned illuminating the sample on one plane of a
1.5cm thick, parallel plane while the camera collects the
transmitted speckles on the other plane. Figure reproduced
from [110].
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Statistically independent speckle contrast measurements were ac-
quired by scanning the point source in a three by twenty-five (3×25)
grid centered in the field of view of the camera (4 cm×3.5 cm). The
exposure time was set to 1 ms and a frame rate of 100 fps was used
to ensure that the speckles were temporally uncorrelated over the
different images [106]. The point source illuminated each source
position for 0.5 s, i. e., we have acquired up to fifty images at each
position. In order to avoid any settling times, we have used only the
latest thirty-five images for analysis.

For every image, we have defined 75 detectors with a size of
twenty-five by twenty-five pixels (∼0.75×0.75 mm2). These detec-
tors were positioned matching the 3x25 scanning grid. The speckle
contrast was calculated in each of the defined detectors in regions
of five by five (5×5) pixels. Then these regions were temporally
averaged over thirty-five frames and spatially averaged over the en-
tire detector. This resulted in seventy-five by seventy- five source-
detector pairs with a minimum source-detector distance of 1.5 cm,
corresponding to the slab thickness, i.e. the phantom height.

4.3.3.3 SCOT in transmission geometry

The first demonstration of a three-dimensional flow reconstruction
using SCOT was done in the tissue simulating phantom with a
flow heterogeneity utilizing a transmission geometry. For this ex-
periment, the setup, including the light source and detection sys-
tem coincided with that presented in Section 4.3.3.2. The height
of the background medium was set to 1.5 cm and its DB value
was obtained by SCOS. Then the tube was introduced into the back-
ground medium and filled with the same solution, guaranteeing in
this sense, that the optical properties inside the tube and in the
background medium were the same. The peristaltic pump allowed
changing the velocity of the fluid inside the tube which was calcu-
lated from the relationship V = 4F/(πd2) between the diameter of
the tube, d, and the flow, F, given by the pump in cm3/s.

Given that SCOT is a tomographic method, it is necessary to per-
form measurements with multiple source-detector pairs. For this ex-
periment, an array of 3 rows of 25 sources was defined, for a total of
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75 sources. The distribution of the sources, the exposure time, time
of the source at each position is exactly the same described in Sec-
tion 4.3.3.2. The data acquisition geometry is shown in Figure 4.17,
which consisted of a rectangular box of 5 cm×3.8 cm×1.5 cm. Even
though the actual container of the liquid phantom was bigger, this
geometry represents the imaging volume for the tomographic recon-
struction. The sources were scanned along the three lines (dotted)
where each line has 25 source positions and the intensity images
are collected from the XZ plane at Y =1.5 cm. This scanning was
done using a pair of galvanometric mirrors (OFH-10, QS-7, Nutfield
Technology, USA). This procedure was repeated for different veloc-
ities of fluid inside the tube starting from V=0, representing the
baseline for all the other velocities. The velocities used in the exper-
iment were V =0.11, 0.21, 0.32, 0.43, 0.64, 0.85, 1.06, 2.12 and
3.18 cm/s.

Source positions

Y - axis

Z - axis

X - axis O

A

B D

C

Nx

Ny

Nz

Figure 4.17: Data acquisition geometry of SCOT. Figure reproduced
from [75].

In order to calculate speckle contrast, for each source in the im-
age, 75 detectors were defined. These detectors were located ex-
actly Y=1.5 cm above each source (XZ plane), with a size of 25 by
25 pixels (∼0.75×0.75 mm2). Thereby, comprising a total of 75 by
75 source-detector pairs which serve as the SCOT data.
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The shot noise corrected speckle contrast was calculated in every
defined detector with a 5×5 sliding window size and averaged over
frames to give a speckle contrast value for each detector.

4.3.3.4 Re-emission geometry

For many non-invasive in vivo applications, it is desirable to work
with the re-emission geometry where the illumination and collec-
tion are done on the same surface. Here, we have used the same
equipment, lens and field-of-view employed in the transmission ex-
periment but the point source illumination was done through a
200µm multimode fiber in contact with the surface of the liquid
phantom on the same plane as the camera field-of-view.

camera
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: Re-emission geometry: The laser is coupled to a multi-mode

optical fiber and illuminates the phantom on the same plane
as the camera. Figure reproduced from [110].

To demonstrate the ability of SCOS to work with multiple expo-
sure times even at a single source-detector separation, we have per-
formed the measurement on the Lipofundin phantom where the
fiber was fixed at one position for the whole experiment as pre-
sented in Figure 4.18. The active rows of the camera were reduced
to eight to allow exposure times from 0.2 to 1 ms, and up to thou-
sand images were obtained for each exposure time.
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4.3.4 In vivo Applications of SCOS

After showing the feasibility of SCOS in tissue simulating phantoms,
I present a demonstration of the method in vivo using a re-emission
geometry on the human forearm muscle. The optical properties of
the arm were measured with TRS obtaining µ ′s = 5.68 cm−1 and
µa = 0.11 cm−1 and were utilized in the analysis to obtain a blood
flow index "αDB".

FO
V

las
er

Figure 4.19: The photograph of the setup for the in vivo experiment. The
inset figure depicts the approximate location of the source
and the field-of-view. Figure reproduced from [110].

For this experiment, neutral density filters were placed after the
focusing lens to ensure that the illumination power was below the
maximum permissible exposure. The source position was fixed at
one position out of the camera FOV for the whole measurement
to avoid saturated pixels inside it. A CCD camera (Orca-R2, Hama-
matsu, Japan, γ = 0.2747) was set to image a region of 2.4 x 1.8
cm2 in the forearm with a lens with f=50 mm and f/#=16 to match
the pixel to speckle size. The camera was operated in the 16-bit
mode and in the low light mode [124] to increase the quantum ef-
ficiency at the working wavelength. From the sensor, only 672x496
pixels were used and 1000 images were acquired at 16 fps for each
exposure time from 250 µs to 5 ms. From these measurements, it
is possible to work with both the dependence of the speckle con-
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trast on the distance from the point source and on the exposure
time. Figure 4.19 shows a photograph of the set-up for the in vivo
experiment. The arm is held in place using an adapted off-the-shelf
wrist-cast.

human forearm muscle - pressure cuff test Apart from
the baseline measurement, and to show that SCOS is capable of mea-
suring different ranges of human blood flow a cuff occlusion test
was performed. The test consisted on measuring the baseline dur-
ing 5 minutes, time at which the pressure cuff was inflated, as fast
as possible, to 180 mm/Hg to occlude the arm by blocking the ar-
terial blood flow. The occlusion was held at the same pressure dur-
ing 3 minutes, followed by a rapid deflation of the pressure cuff
to recanalize the flow. This recovery stage was measured during 5
minutes.

4.4 S C O S A N D S C O T R E S U LT S

4.4.1 Validation in Tissue Simulating Phantoms

4.4.1.1 Transmission Geometry-SCOS
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Figure 4.20: The normalized speckle contrast for the Lipofundin phan-
tom with (circles) and without (squares) shot noise correc-
tion. Figure reproduced from [75].

The speckle contrast of each 75×75 source-detector pair is plotted
against the distance between each pair as shown in Figure 4.20 for
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the Lipofundin phantom [75]. We note that theoretically all pixels
with a sufficient SNR can be utilized as an independent detector. The
squares represent the speckle contrast calculated without any noise
correction but it is seen that after about 1.7 cm there is a systematic
deviation from the expected decay. In fact, even the early parts of
this curve are affected by the additive variance due to shot-noise.
The circles represent the corrected curve where working range is
increased to about ∼2.3 cm.
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(a) 1% Lipofundin phantom. Fitted DB = 1.68 ×
10−8 cm2/s.
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(b) 50% glycerol-50% Lipofundin (20%) phantom.
Fitted DB = 5.31× 10−10 cm2/s.

Figure 4.21: Speckle contrast over distance for two phantoms with dif-
ferent viscosities. A comparison of experimental data to a
fit for acsDB using SCOS and the expected curve for a DB
measured with DCS. Figures reproduced from [75].
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If we fit the uncorrected speckle contrast in the range from 1.5 cm
to 1.7 cm, we obtain a value of DB = 1.05× 10−9 cm2/s, which is
one order of magnitude away from the measured value by DCS and
indicates that the decay of this curve is not correct. On the other
hand, the shot noise corrected data truncated at the point where
SNR is too low as shown in Figure 4.21a gives DB = 1.68× 10−8
cm2/s which is in reasonable agreement with the DCS measured
value of DB = (1.95± 0.05)× 10−8 cm2/s [75].

The same procedure described above was applied to characterize
the glycerol phantom and the fitting results for this sample are pre-
sented in Figure 4.21b. The longer source-detector separation of 3.0
cm with good SNR in a sample with lower DB is expected since the
speckle contrast decreases slower compared to a sample with higher
DB. For the glycerol phantom, we have obtainedDB = 5.31× 10−10
cm2/s which is again in reasonable agreement with the DCS mea-
sured value of DB = (6.93± 0.39)× 10−10 cm2/s.

4.4.1.2 Transmission Geometry-SCOT

The distribution of the flow inside the tube is depicted in the three
dimensional slice plot in Figure 4.22a where the geometry shown is
used for the simulations. As shown in Figure 4.22b, the sources are
scanned along the XZ plane (Y = 0) and the intensity images are
collected from the XZ plane at Y = Ny (plane ABCD) which serves
as the detector plane. In particular, we discretized the (X, Y,Z) coor-
dinates into 14, 8 and 16 points respectively which gives a total of
1792 voxels with a volume of 0.008 cm3 for the three dimensional
slab geometry.

The speckle contrast due to the Brownian motion represented by
κ0, has to be determined a priori for the SCOT inversion procedure.
This results correspond to the SCOS measurements in transmission
mode presented in Section 4.3.3.2.

In Figure 4.23 we plot the perturbation in the speckle contrast
from its background value along the Z direction as a function of
two different flows. Here v1 is three times higher than the other
(v2). We clearly see the velocity dependent change in the speckle
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(a) The location of the tube (central red region) in
the geometry used for simulations.
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(b) The scanning positions of the sources and detec-
tors. Here the sources and detectors are in two
different planes (along Y-axis) which are 1.5cm
apart.

Figure 4.22: The geometry of the scanning in SCOT along with the plot
of Jacobian and location of the tube used to generate the
flow. Figures reproduced from [75].

contrast due to the flow in the tube.

Here we consider only those detectors that lie within 2.3 cm of
each source position. As sources are illuminated in a bounded rect-
angular geometry, the number of detectors per each source within
a distance of 2.3 cm will vary according to the source positions.
Therefore, the size of the Jacobian with the new set of detectors is
5269× 1792. The normalized system of equation, as given in Equa-
tion 4.17, is solved for (V2), whose square root gives the flow ve-
locity. For the reconstruction we have found, by trial and error, that
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Figure 4.23: Perturbation in speckle contrast from the background, ∆κ2,
for two different velocities differing approximately by three
folds (v1 = 3v2). Figure reproduced from [75].

λ2 = 10λ1 where we have obtain that λ1 = 0.1 gives optimal results.
The reconstructed flow profile, for the highest value of flow (3.18
cm/s), as a three dimensional slice plot is shown in Figure 4.24a.
Similar plots for the velocities 1.06 cm/s and 0.32 cm/s are shown
in Figures 4.24b and 4.24c respectively. The tube is clearly visible,
albeit with a relatively poor resolution as expected from DOT images.
Different velocities provide different amounts of contrast. To quan-
tify the observed changes in velocity, we assign a predetermined vol-
ume (matching the original position of the tube) which comprises
of the rectangular region formed by (X=0.5 cm to 3.1 cm, Y=0.65
cm to 0.85 cm and Z=1.7 cm to 1.9 cm) with a total volume of
0.1040 cm3. A plot of the integrated value of the reconstructed and
original velocities in this predetermined volume is shown in Fig-
ure 4.25. The normalization is done by dividing the original and
reconstructed flow corresponding to the flow value of 0.85 cm/s. A
linear fit, using the data from original velocities ranging from 0.11
cm/s to 1.06 cm/s of the reconstructed flow gives a slope of 0.97.
This slope is quite encouraging for this limited range. The under-
estimation for the larger perturbations, i. e., for larger velocities, is
presumably due to the failure of the linearized Born approximation
[125].
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(a) Original velocity=3.18 cm/s.
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Figure 4.24: Three dimensional slice plot of the reconstructed flow veloc-
ity for different original velocities inside the tube. Figures
reproduced from [75].
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Figure 4.25: The volume integral of the reconstructed velocity against
the original velocity, where the volume integration is done
in a predetermined volume. Figure reproduced from [75].
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4.4.1.3 Re-emission Geometry

Temporal speckle contrast analysis was done for every pixel with de-
tectors at every 2.5 mm from 5 mm to 20 mm each one with a width
of 0.75 mm. In Figure 4.26, we show the corrected speckle contrast
as a function of the camera exposure time and the DB obtained by
fitting the theoretical model for the Lipofundin phantom at a de-
tector located at 1.50 cm from the source. The obtained value was
DB = 1.64× 10−8 cm2/s which again, is in reasonable agreement
with the values measured using DCS.
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Figure 4.26: The normalized speckle contrast versus the exposure time
at 1.5 cm from the source where DB = 1.64× 10−8 cm2/s
was obtained. Figure reproduced from [110].

4.4.2 In vivo Applications of SCOS

4.4.2.1 Human Forearm Muscle - Baseline Measurement

After showing that SCOS is able to measure DB with results compa-
rable to those obtained with DCS in liquid phantoms, we present
the results for the in vivo experiment shown in Figure 4.19. In order
to check how the light intensity decays from the point source, we
have averaged the intensity over thousand dark subtracted images
and assigned a distance to every pixel taking as origin the position
of the point source. Then, to improve the SNR in the measurements,
and to average out inhomogeneities, we have defined ring detectors
around the source, each with a width of 0.5 mm. At each ring, we
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have averaged all the pixels and assigned this intensity value to the
mean distance between the inner and outer radii of the ring. This
binned data is represented in Figure 4.27 which shows the inten-
sity decay from 0.7 to 2 cm for an exposure time of 1 ms. Here it
is also observed that the sensor was not saturated at the shorter
source-detector distances available in the image and that at 2 cm
the intensity was still decaying as expected from the diffusion the-
ory. This is confirmed in the inset of this figure where we present
the logarithm of the intensity in the same distance range.
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Figure 4.27: The in vivo data. The decay of the intensity over source-
detector separation (S-D separation) in electrons. The in-
set shows the logarithm of the intensity. Figure reproduced
from [110].

For this experiment, the speckle contrast was calculated in each
image using a 5×5 sliding window and then, a pixel based average
was made using the acquired 1000 frames. Afterwards we binned
the data as explained before for the intensity. The same procedure
was applied for every acquired image set under different exposure
times. In Figure 4.28 we present the raw Equation 4.1, the shot
noise corrected Equation 4.5 and the shot and dark variance cor-
rected speckle contrast Equation 4.6 as a function of source-detector
separation for 1 ms exposure time. This figure demonstrates the ef-
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fect of the noise variance in the speckle contrast calculation at large
source-detector separations, where the intensity is very low and the
detector dark variance dominates the measurements. It can be seen
that the shot noise correction alone is sufficient for correcting the
raw speckle contrast only up to about 1.2 cm. On the other hand,
the shot noise and the dark corrections together extend the usable
range of the speckle contrast in order to apply a model fitting up to
1.9 cm.
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Figure 4.28: Raw (�), shot noise corrected (♦) and dark noise corrected
(◦) speckle contrast for the in vivo experiment. It is clearly
evident that despite sufficient intensity at 2 cm, the raw
speckle contrast does not decay over the whole S-D sepa-
ration range of the measurement. Hence it is necessary to
apply both shot noise and dark variance corrections to ex-
tend the S-D separation at which SCOS measurements are
still valid. Figure reproduced from [110].

One way to understand the effect of the noises on the speckle
contrast signal is by plotting the dark subtracted intensity, µ(Ic) (◦),
and the standard deviation of the dark subtracted intensity, σ(Ic)
(♦), together with the standard deviation of the dark images, σd
(.), as presented in Figure 4.29. The first two curves are those used
to calculate the speckle contrast. As shown before, at S-D separa-
tions larger than 1.5 cm, the decay rate of the intensity curve is
larger than the decay rate of the standard deviation. In fact, due to
the definition of the speckle contrast, at distances where the stan-
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dard deviation is almost constant, the experimental speckle contrast
will start increasing as opposed to the theory. Moreover, at distances
where the standard deviation of the intensity reaches the dark stan-
dard deviation, the speckle contrast retrieved experimentally could
not be considered as it has reached the SNR limits.
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Figure 4.29: Mean intensity (◦), standard deviation (♦) and dark vari-
ance (.) over distance in a SCOS measurement. The mean in-
tensity and the standard deviation are the two components
of the speckle contrast calculation. The inset shows a closer
view of the curves at the long S-D range. At this range is
where the SNR is low and the speckle contrast no longer
decays in the absence of any correction.

Another way to demonstrate the correction procedure adopted
for shot noise and the electronic noises from the CCD sensor, ex-
plained in Section 4.1.1, is by analyzing the behavior of the numer-
ator in the raw (dark subtracted), the shot noise and the variance
corrected speckle contrast from equations 4.1, 4.5, 4.6 respectively.
Figure 4.30 shows the different quantities used in the correction:
the variance of the mean dark subtracted intensity (σ2(I − µID),
�); the variance of the shot noise (σ2s,O); the shot corrected vari-
ance (σ2 − σ2s, �); the dark variance (σ2d, .); and the dark and
shot variance corrected variance (σ2 − σ2s − σ

2
d, ♦). All quantities

are shown as a function of the measured intensity (in e−) and the
corresponding source-detector separation (top axis). For this graph,
all the variables were calculated with a sliding window to be com-
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parable to all the speckle contrast calculations. According to our
experiments, the dark variance does not depend on the intensity re-
sulting in a constant over all the intensity ranges. As the shot noise
variance is equal to the mean intensity, according to Poisson statis-
tics, their dependence is linear, however, since the y-axis is a loga-
rithmic plot of the variance, the curve is no longer a straight line.
It is seen that for high intensities (short S-D separations), subtract-
ing the variance of the shot noise and the variance corrections, do
not affect significantly the value of the raw intensity variance. For
example, at a S-D separation of 0.73 cm, the variance of the raw in-
tensity is around 2×104 [e−]2 and the shot noise and dark variance
are approx. 350 and 70 [e−]2 respectively, or 1.75% and 0.375%
of the raw intensity variance. The intersection of the shot noise
variance and the dark variance defines two regions, in terms of in-
tensity, at approximately 75 e−, corresponding to a source-detector
separation of approximately 1.3 cm. In other words, above 75 e−

the shot noise dominates the dark variance and the previously de-
scribed shot noise variance correction is mostly sufficient [112]. On
the other hand, for the region below 75 e− where the dark variance
noise dominates, the inclusion of dark variance correction is critical.
These effects are particularly relevant for in vivo experiments where
the SNR is low.

In this experiment, we have used 1000 images for the calculation
of the averaged speckle contrast but to demonstrate the utility of the
fast frame rates, in Figure 4.31 we present the calculation of the cor-
rected speckle contrast when averaging 10, 100 and 1000 images
with error bars representing the standard deviation of the speckle
contrast at each distance. As expected, the SNR improves with in-
creased averages and allows the extension of the fitting range. In
fact, fast CCD, sCMOS cameras allow the acquisition of hundreds of
samples in seconds and with this technology advancing rapidly, this
could be improved. The only condition in the acquisition is that the
time between images should be larger than the speckle decorrela-
tion time.

The images for all the other exposure times were analyzed follow-
ing the same procedure described before to calculate the speckle
contrast and binning the data for the data taken at 1 ms exposure
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Figure 4.30: Representation of the variance of the dark subtracted in-
tensity (σ2(Ic) = σ2(I− µID), �), the variance of the shot
noise (σ2s ,O), the dark variance (σ2d, .), the shot corrected
variance (σ2 − σ2s , �), and the dark and shot corrected vari-
ance (σ2 − σ2s − σ2d, ♦) used in the calculation of the cor-
rected speckle contrast. All quantities are shown as a func-
tion of the measured intensity (in e−, bottom axis) and the
corresponding source-detector separation (top axis). Figure
reproduced from [110].
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frames used in the calculation. Bars indicate the standard
deviation. Figure reproduced from [110].
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Figure 4.32: Complete dataset obtained during the in vivo experiment in
a human forearm muscle using SCOS. Figures reproduced
from [110].

time. The results are presented in Figure 4.32a, where the speckle
contrast dependence with the distance is shown. It could be ob-
served that for all exposure times, we have usable speckle contrast
information up to 1.5 cm. Nevertheless, when the exposure time
is increased, this distance is extended up to 2 cm for the largest
exposure time which was 5 ms. An interesting way of presenting
this data is shown in Figure 4.32b, where a surface plot shows the
dependence of the speckle contrast on both the distance and the ex-
posure time for this particular experiment. The parts of the surface
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that appear cropped represent the regions for which the speckle
contrast is dominated by the dark noise of the detector.
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(a) Speckle contrast over distance in a forearm muscle
where DB = 1.34× 10−9 cm2/s was obtained with an
exposure time of 2.5 ms.
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(b) Speckle contrast versus exposure times at 0.73 cm
from the source for the same experiment with DB =

1.21× 10−9 cm2/s

Figure 4.33: αDB fits from SCOS measurements performed in a hu-
man forearm muscle using the multi-distance and the multi-
exposure approach. Figure reproduced from [110].

In Figure 4.33a The dark corrected speckle contrast as a function
of distance in a range between 0.7 and 1.95 cm with a retrieved
DB of 1.34× 10−9 cm2/s is presented. On the other hand, in Fig-
ure 4.33b where the exposure time approach at a distance of 0.73
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cm is used, the DB obtained was 1.21× 10−9 cm2/s. Both values
are within the expected values from in vivo measurements and fit-
ting the data in multiple different ways results in similar values.

4.4.2.2 Human Forearm Muscle - Pressure Cuff Test
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Figure 4.34: αDB versus time using multi-distance SCOS as shown in
Figure 4.33a before, during and after arterial cuff-occlusion.
The cuff was rapidly occluded at ∼ 5 minute to 180 mmHg
and kept there for three minutes. Figure reproduced from
[110].

Figure 4.34 shows the results before, during and after three min-
utes of arterial cuff occlusion of 180 mmHg. Multi-distance SCOS
fitting as shown in Figure 4.33a was utilized at each time point cor-
responding to a temporal resolution of 3 seconds per point. It is
possible to observe that during the cuff occlusion, the blood flow
decayed to a lower value of αDB. After releasing the cuff, the blood
flow showed an increase known as reactive hyperemia, which is a
typical response of the tissues when the blood flow is restored af-
ter an occlusion. After approximately 1.5 min the blood flow was
restored to the baseline value. The results are in overall agreement
with previous work with DCS [126].
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4.5 D I S C U S S I O N

4.5.1 Deep tissue blood flow measurements with SCOS

In this chapter we have presented speckle contrast optical spec-
troscopy (SCOS) as a method to measure deep tissue blood flow
non-invasively. The method was proposed and demonstrated us-
ing point source illumination and the simultaneous acquisition of
speckle measurements at multiple distances using 2D array of detec-
tors like a CCD or sCMOS camera and/or measuring speckles at differ-
ent exposure times. These results show that it is possible to model
the dependence of the speckle contrast on the source-detector sep-
aration and the exposure time with a photon diffusion model. This
model is fitted to the data and the information about the blood flow
is obtained.

We have first demonstrated the theoretical behaviour of the spec-
kle contrast with respect to the source-detector separation as well
as the exposure time using the diffuse propagation model given a
point source illumination. Then, in order to validate the theoretical
model, we have performed experiments in tissue mimicking liquid
phantoms. All these experiments were validated by a direct com-
parison to diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) which is a well
known deep tissue blood flow measurement [10, 56, 57]. Our re-
sults in transmission geometry for two samples with different vis-
cosity demonstrated that SCOS can measure the Brownian, parti-
cle diffusion coefficient of the scatterers accurately. Furthermore,
to demonstrate the utility of SCOS for a more easily accessible geom-
etry, i. e., the re-emission geometry one liquid phantom was mea-
sured in a way to study both the source-detector separation and
exposure time dependence of the measurements and we have ob-
tained comparable results between both approaches. Finally, having
validated SCOS in tissue mimicking phantoms, in both transmission
and re-emission geometries, we have extended it to non-contact in
vivo measurement of blood flow in the forearm muscle.

Overall, we assert that our results show that SCOS allows deep
tissue blood flow measurements with comparable results to those
obtained by DCS but the fact that SCOS uses fairly standard CCD/ sC-
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MOS cameras, makes it a relatively low cost, fast method. To put
SCOS in a better context, we now compare it to the state-of-the-art
in related techniques; laser speckle flowmetry (LSF), laser Doppler
flowmetry (LDF) and diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS).

Laser speckle flowmetry (LSF) uses the speckle contrast as a wide-
field imaging method that uses a uniform illumination of the whole
field- of-view and provides relatively fast mapping of blood flow
with tens of micrometer spatial axial resolution with none or lim-
ited (∼4 mm, using structured illumination) [127] depth resolution.
It has been shown that, by employing LSF in transmission geometry,
it is possible to sample deeper layers of the tissue (10-15 mm) but
without quantification or depth resolution [128]. In contrast to the
traditional full field illumination, doing a line beam scanning illu-
mination improves the sampling depth of blood flow imaging [129]
while doing laser speckle contrast imaging with point source illumi-
nation modulated in frequency over the exposure time allows the
determination of the scattering properties of a static turbid medium
[130].

As was mentioned earlier, it is noted that SCOS is a more general
and quantitative method compared to similar speckle contrast point
source measurements proposed previously [107, 108] due to the
fact that it is a model based measurement. In these works, the au-
thors introduced the proper model to relate the speckle contrast to
the dynamics of the scatterers but they did not extract the dynamic
parameters information directly from the speckle contrast measure-
ment for a single source-detector separation and a single exposure
time.

They kept their measurements in a range in which the dynamic
parameters and the speckle contrast are linearly related and consid-
ered the inverse of the speckle contrast as an index of blood flow. In
this work, we show how to use the dependence of the speckle con-
trast on the source- detector separation and/or the exposure time
to do a model based, quantitative fitting as well as how to account
for the systematic problems due to noise.
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Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) is, in general, a point-by- point
measurement using point-sources. Wide-field variants of LDF have
been proposed in the past by utilizing two dimensional (2D) detec-
tors [131] which is comparable to LSF in speed but requires a very
high frame rate camera [104], although some variants including
heterodyne optical-mixing detection allow the use of 8Hz CCD cam-
eras [132].

LDF can be performed using large (1.5 cm) source-detector separa-
tions in order to analyze large tissue volumes but, in this approach,
the main limitation of the LDF method is that the modeling and data
acquisition becomes intractable with increased distance, leading it-
self to the time-domain methods such as DCS [133].

Diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) is a diffuse optical method
which probes deep tissues up to several centimeters using point-
sources and detectors placed several centimeters away [10, 56, 57].
A common issue with DCS is the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
which is due to the need to sample each speckle independently us-
ing single-mode or few-mode fibers with small collection areas [10].
This implies that very few (order of 10,000) photons/second are de-
tected by each (expensive) detector. For a given averaging time, the
path for improved SNR is to use a collection of multiple detectors
sampling several independent speckles simultaneously [134], i.e.,
ideally an array of fast single photon detectors. However, to achieve
breakthrough improvements in SNR is prohibitively expensive and
complex with the current technologies since the SNR increases with
the square-root of the number of speckles.

Speckle contrast optical spectroscopy (SCOS) is analogous to all
three methods in being sensitive to the motion of the scatterers, i.e.
red blood cells, in tissues. It is able to exploit the relatively inex-
pensive detectors with high frame rates that LSF can utilize with the
multiple scattering, i.e. deep tissue, sensitivity of DCS. These detec-
tors allow the potential of improved SNR by averaging thousands of
speckles in space and/or time. As our previous paper has demon-
strated, this also allows for a tomographic approach [75] and this
work paves the way towards its in vivo application.
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In our SCOS experiments, we have established the importance of
accounting for the contributions of both the shot noise and the sen-
sor noise to the speckle contrast. In Figure 4.21a we have shown
that it is crucial to correct for the shot noise contribution in order
to get an accurate measurement of blood flow. Then, as seen in
Figure 4.28 we have shown that it is further important to correct
for the dark variance at large detection distances when working
at lower light levels. These corrections are not critical in traditional
LSF measurements because the intensity over all the images is homo-
geneous and, usually, when working with different exposure times,
the intensity at the detector is set to be constant for all of them to
keep the shot noise constant over all the experiment [109].

Several aspects of SCOS require further research and improve-
ment. We now discuss some important effects and suggest poten-
tial solutions. For example, there are other sources of noise from
both CCD and sCMOS cameras whose variance may cause systematic
errors. This is evident in the in vivo experiment in re-emission ge-
ometry where even after including the noise corrections, we are not
able utilize the whole range where the intensity continues to de-
cay according to the photon diffusion level. In other words, the SNR

of the intensity is greater than one but there are sources of vari-
ance that dominate the speckle contrast. A further characterization
of the camera technologies and the consideration of different tech-
nologies such as single-photon counting avalanche photo detector
arrays may allow us to overcome this limitation. Nevertheless, our
results show that we can work at source- detector separations up to
≈2 cm at the current state of SCOS which is relevant for numerous
applications ranging from small animal measurements to adult hu-
mans.

We note that Equation 4.2 is an integral over the correlation delay
times over the field auto-correlation function. Therefore, in general,
SCOS does not retain the fine-details that DCS measurements which
are contained in the complete shape of the auto-correlation curve.
This is not expected to be very important for in vivo experiments of
relatively homogeneous tissues but may be relevant in multi-layered
tissues with large differences between the blood flow in different
layers. This could be partially accounted for by doing tomography,
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i.e. by SCOT. This also implies a potential issue with volumes of high
blood flow which is also limitation for DCS in exceptional cases. Fi-
nally, the same integral may imply a loss of sensitivity to very small
changes in blood flow when using larger exposure times that are
comparable to the correlation decay time. To overcome this, the ex-
posure time could be further reduced but this has implications in
SNR. These effects should carefully be characterized in the future.

In all the measurements presented in this work, we have matched
the speckle size to pixel size, but perhaps, according to some refer-
ences [135, 136] the results could be improved by increasing the
speckle to pixel size ratio. This is readily possible by controlling the
aperture of the camera lenses but we have chosen to stick to the
simpler, more generally utilized approach to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of SCOS. Finally, since SCOS is a non-contact measurement, it
relies on the correct calibration of the source-detector distance with
a source that is often out of the field-of-view which is a challenge
for in vivo measurements on curved surfaces. Motion and surface
artifacts also affect the measurements. These could be dealt with
by building better interfaces with appropriate windows and/or by
using fiber- coupled cameras as was suggested previously [108].

4.5.2 Tomographic reconstruction of blood flow with SCOT

We have presented a new tomographic imaging method, speckle
contrast optical tomography (SCOT), to measure the blood flow dis-
tributed in deeper regions of the tissue. We have proposed and
demonstrated that by scanning the point laser source over the sam-
ple and acquiring multiple speckle measurements simultaneously
using a array of detectors like a CCD or sCMOS camera, we are able
to model the speckle statistics with a photon diffusion model, fit
the model to the data to obtain information about sample dynamics
and use in a tomographic inverse problem.

After deriving the physical model and a linearized inversion model,
we have carried experiments in a liquid phantom with a cylindrical
inclusion with varying flow rates of scatters in the transmission ge-
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ometry. We were able to obtain three dimensional reconstructions
and quantify the flow rate over a large range. For the in vivo appli-
cations, this technique would allow us to image local or temporal
variations in blood flow for example due to neuronal stimuli, phar-
macological or physiological changes in time or heterogeneities due
to local ischemia or a tumor.

In general, the inverse problem associated with the recovery of
MSD from the speckle contrast measurement can be re-casted as
nonlinear optimization problem. We have adopted the standard pro-
cedure to linearize the non-linear inverse problem using the Born
approximation. We have derived the sensitivity relation connecting
the perturbations in speckle contrast measurements from its base-
line value to the changes in flow velocity. In the discretized geom-
etry, the sensitivity relation is called the Jacobian which was plot-
ted for a given source-detector pair to show that it preserves the
so-called banana path as observed in DOT. We have further plotted
the corrected speckle contrast as a function of spatial coordinates
versus different values of flow velocity to show the sensitivity of the
data for inversion to the perturbations in flow. Having computed the
Jacobian and measure the perturbation in speckle contrast from its
baseline value, we presented the recovery of the flow velocity us-
ing Tikhonov-regularized least square minimization. In a nutshell,
SCOT overcomes the limited dynamic range and low SNR of DWS (and
hence DCT) and lower penetration depth of LSF and provides a three
dimensional distribution of flow in tissue using faster and cheaper
instrumentation.

We acknowledge that the spatial localization of the reconstructed
flow velocity values needs further improvement as evident from
plots in Figure 4.24. This suggests the implementation of a denser
scanning of the source in the XZ plane as the slices near to the
source positions are having good spatial localization of the flow
profile. This also reduces the inherent ill-posedness associated with
the inverse problems involving the diffusion equation. This type of
denser scanning would have been prohibitively expensive and/or
time consuming with the current DCT technologies. However, with
SCOT, this can readily be implemented.
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The limited linear range in measuring the flow velocity as re-
vealed by the plot in figure Figure 4.25 suggests to adopt an it-
erative Born inversion instead of the first Born approximation. As
discussed above, the estimation of errors associated with the Born’s
approximation was previously carried out in the context of DOT
[114] and was experimentally demonstrated [125]. A more accu-
rate nonlinear-iterative reconstruction algorithm can be adopted
to improve the accuracy of the reconstruction as was already pre-
sented for DCT and DOT using numerical methods such as finite ele-
ment methods (FEM) [70, 73].

The results shown here are still a bit limited in dynamic range
since the data is plagued by systematic deviations from the theoreti-
cal model due to unaccounted sources of noise. For them, only shot
noise along with a method to remove its effect has been considered.
Other noise sources like read noise, flat pixel noise, variability of hot
pixels have to be accounted to derive an accurate noise model, that
is still not included in the noise model presented in this work, due to
the nature of the sCMOS detectors in which every pixel has its own
electronics. The next step for SCOT is to translate these measure-
ments to non-invasive, non-contact measurements of the 3D blood
flow in vivo, which now seem feasible after the demonstration of
SCOS in vivo in the re-emission geometry shown in Section 4.4.2.

4.6 C O N C L U S I O N S

Deep tissue perfusion imaging is considered as one of the impor-
tant imaging problems in the medical imaging research. In sum-
mary, in this chapter, we have proposed and demonstrated speckle
contrast optical spectroscopy (SCOS), as a diffuse optical method
to non-invasively measured the deep tissue blood flow using fairly
standard CCD/sCMOS cameras. This is based in the fact that it is pos-
sible to model the speckle statistics with a photon diffusion model,
fit the model to the data and obtain information about sample dy-
namics. The method was demonstrated in both transmission and
reflectance geometries using both spatial and temporal speckle con-
trast analysis in liquid tissue mimicking phantoms. Afterwards, the
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feasibility of SCOS in in vivo experiments was presented using both
dependences of the speckle contrast in the source-detector separa-
tion and the exposure time.

Moreover, we have developed and experimentally demonstrated
a new optical method for three dimensional imaging of blood flow
in tissues. Speckle contrast optical tomography (SCOT) is based on
laser speckle contrast approaches and combines the physical models
utilized in diffuse correlation tomography (DCT) with laser speckle
flowmetry (LSF). When multiple SCOS measurements were perfor-
med by scanning the laser point source over the sample and acquir-
ing multiple speckle measurements simultaneously using a array
of detectors like a CCD or sCMOS camera, we have proposed and
demonstrated that it is possible to build a Jacobian and use it in a
tomographic inverse problem to retrieve flow inhomogeneities in a
sample. With SCOT, we have presented the first demonstration of a
tomographic reconstruction of flow using speckle contrast as mea-
surement in flow phantoms.





5
C O N C L U S I O N S

In this thesis we developed and tested optical imaging methods for
blood perfusion. There are two major contributions presented in
this thesis, one being the development of an laser speckle flowmetry-
optical intrinsic signal imaging (LSF-OIS) based system to study is-
chemic stroke models in rodents. The second major contribution is
the development of a novel diffuse optics based three dimensional
deep tissue blood flow imaging method, called speckle contrast opti-
cal spectroscopy (SCOS) and its tomographic extension, speckle con-
trast optical tomography (SCOT).

During this work, I have contributed with the construction, val-
idation and application of a multimode device to measure simul-
taneously, cerebral blood flow (CBF) and blood oxygenation in ani-
mal models: LSF-OIS device. Although this device is based on ex-
isting technologies, laser speckle flowmetry (LSF) and optical in-
trinsic signal imaging (OIS), the experimental methods developed
for the co-registration of images obtained at different points in a
longitudinal study are one contribution of this work. Furthermore,
this device was applied in a multidisciplinary study with the depart-
ment of Brain Ischemia and Neurodegeneration at the Institute for
Biomedical Research in Barcelona (IIBB), to understand the role of
the Mannose-binding lectin (MBL) protein after the reperfusion fol-
lowing a temporal middle cerebral artery occlusion (tMCAO). The
measurements performed with this device helped validating the hy-
pothesis that the MBL protein promotes the activation of the throm-
bin, enhancing the coagulation after the reperfusion.

149
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We have introduced speckle contrast optical spectroscopy (SCOS),
a new deep tissue blood flow measurement, which comprises a
coherent point source illumination and a two dimensional array,
e. g., CCD, which measures the dynamic speckle patterns formed
by the scattered light. SCOS utilizes the speckle contrast measure-
ments along with the correlation diffusion model to quantitatively
measure deep tissue blood flow. We introduced a noise correction
method to account for the effect of shot and dark noises, associ-
ated with CCD/sCMOS, in speckle contrast measurements. We also
presented two methods to perform SCOS measurements, one uses
the dependence of the speckle contrast on the source-detector sep-
aration and the other utilizes speckle contrast obtained at multiple
exposure times. We validated SCOS in tissue mimicking phantoms
in transmission and re-emission geometries. We further tested SCOS

feasibility to measure blood flow changes during arterial cuff occlu-
sion in human arm muscle.

In order to account for heterogeneous distribution of blood flow,
we developed a tomographic imaging method, speckle contrast op-
tical tomography (SCOT), which integrates the principles of SCOS.
We developed an inversion algorithm based on First Born approx-
imation, based on which a sensitivity relation, connecting relative
changes in blood flow to the changes in speckle contrast measure-
ments, was derived. The inversion model that we presented is gen-
eral such that both, the Brownian motion as well as the random
flow can be accounted for. SCOT was validated in tissue mimicking
flow phantoms, where we were able to recover three dimensional
flow distribution. Having validated SCOS in vivo experiments, we
are currently starting to deploy SCOT in re-emission geometry, for in
vivo experiments.

Currently there is a need of a low-cost, minimally invasive tech-
nique that allows three dimensional deep imaging of cerebral blood
flow (CBF) in the rodent brain in order to have information com-
parable to those obtained by imaging techniques for humans. This
facilitates the translation of the results in animal models of diseases,
such as stroke, to the humans. In such studies, the measurement of
the infarct volume is a standard to determine the severity of the
stroke. The current method to measure the infarct volume consists
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in sacrificing the animal, staining the brain with Triphenyl tetra-
zolium chloride (TTC), slicing it and measure the infarct area in
the brain slices. Hence, in a longitudinal study, in which different
times after the occlusion are observed to evaluate the evolution of
the stroke, some animals would be sacrificed at each of these time
points. To avoid this, SCOT could be used as a non-invasive tech-
nique to determine the infarct volume evolution after the stroke at
different time points, not only reducing the number of animals in-
volved in the experiment but also reducing the variabilities induced
by the use of different animals at different time points.

The main potential advantage of SCOS and SCOT is the deep perfu-
sion imaging capability along with rapid data acquisition even with
a very dense sampling of sources and detectors without being pro-
hibitively expensive. An improved SNR, due to the wide-field acqui-
sition with thousands of speckles in a small region as well as high
density tomographic measurements makes SCOS and SCOT promis-
ing techniques for deep perfusion measurement and imaging.
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